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length of column, constitutes a “square.”
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every other day after first week, 50 cents.
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of the State) fir $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

& CO.,
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FOR

House for Sale.
two story French Kos f House, containing
IB rooms, with all modern improvements, situated on Cumberland St., between Green a*<l1 High
Terms easy.
Apply to .IORDAN
St. Portland.
BROTHERS, No. 11 Danfort h St._aprlHni

ANEW

A Farm for Sale.
Cai>e Elizabeth, tliree miles from the city of
Portland, formerly known as the Dyer farm. In
quire of MRS. LOUISA A. BENNET, on the prem

IN

aprld&wlw*

ises.

LAND FOB THE LANDLESS.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
etc.

Jype, Presses,

AGENT*

ADVERTISING

St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

No. 10 State

inces^_
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
reeeiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuumished.
HORACE DODD.

bankers

teriugthed*to^^

LETTERS OF
Issue CIRCULAR NOTES and
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
the
principal cities; also for
EAST, available in all
TELEuse In tlie United States, West Indies, &c.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA, JAPAN, &c. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
jaZeodly

received.

ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINTERS’ WAREHOUSE,
IOC WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Desirable House

for Sale.
and specially convenient fora small family.
Pleasantly located in an excellent neighborhood in the Western part of thecity. Good lot on the
Sunny Side ot the Street. Price and terms favorable.
P.O.BOX 613.
Address
maSJdlw*
Portland, March 27,1875.

BAITS

lias

Pettengill

S. M.

ma!7dim*

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

l

Every Description of work promptly
xecuted, and at the lowest prices
ap22

carefully

makers’ Tools*

PORTLAND, ME.
P.

Published

m*19

d3t&wlt

aprl

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT,

*±

give notice that on the sixteenth day
March. A. D. 1875, William T. Morris, of
Portland, assigned to Eleazer C. Shaw, and Cyrus
Greene, of said Portland, all his property, consisting
of a Wooden Store on leased land on York street,
and the stock books, etc., in said store for the benefit
of his creditors.

indebted to the said William T. Morris,
are requested to call and settle immediately, or their
be left for collection.
will
accounts
ELEAZER C. SHAW, lAssi£rnecs
CYRUS GREENE,
{Assignees.
Ali persons

ANDREWS,

Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,
MAINE.

Tortland & Harpswell Steamboat Co.

#

GREGG & CO.,
BROKERS.

SHIP

Commission &

Forwarding Merchants

Petroleum, Grain nnd other Charter*,
Pi eight Engagement* mmlc
for nil part* of the world.

Negotialeil.

effected

luMUranee

iVKarine
Office*.

is hereby given that the Members nt said
Company will meet at the office of Charles
Sawver, Commercial street, Portland, SATURDAY,
April 3d, 1875, at 2 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of

NOTICE

uiSam«...6
acceouug lUtJU act Ul lumiiliuiauKH,
under eaid act, and adopting a code of by laws,
and transacting such other business as may legally
come before eaid meeting.
aiiu

CHARLES SAWYER.
ma2Gdtd
Portland, March 25,1875.
For Sale.
Trustees

10S WALSPT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
feb8

of Pme Street M. E. Church offer for

thier
standing
THEsale the church building
before the first day of May,
ou

now

lot, to be removed

dty

THE

on or

stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the above
named property can get particulars by enquiring of
CHAUNCEY JJARKETT. ) Committee
for
N. S. FERNALD,
A. J. PETIENGiLL,
) Trustees.

ja!2_____dtf
Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
well-known Deane property on State street
containing about 12000 feet of land, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is offered for
sale. The bouse ran be seen every Thursday aud
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
jal5dtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.
__

F.

G. Patterson’s Real
Money

and

BERRY,

(qomL

No. 37 Plum Street.

oc29
____

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MAIUTFAOTUKER OF

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
KnBcDonongh Patent Bed I.onngei,
ameled Chairs, Arc.

Parlor

repairing neatly

done. Fnrnituri
601 l&Sti

ted.___oct5-

MACHINEWORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders,

Boiler

Makers and Blacksmiths.
MANCFACTUBEBS OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Water

Wheel,

Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

ACCENTS

FOB

particulars apply

§PBOKLO« TUBS.

_

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO

PAINTER,

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
5

INURING

BLOCK.

taker
I respectfully inform the public that I have
attend
the business of Clias. J. Schumacher and will
I shall enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessoi
has held for so many years,
VVTI. NfHl'TIAIIIEB.
__

CARD.
A
Win
I toko great pleasure in recommendlng-Mr.
Rrlmmacber as one of the best bouse decorators evei
no doobt that Mr. Wm. Schuliave
and
n Portland,
macher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and

satisfactory

gcHUMACIIKR,

Ecclesiastical Decorator.

n02\tf

w.

L.

FRESCO FAINTER.
NO. 16 MARKET STREET,

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St
Portland Me.
Jylf____

O’Donnell

&

84

SMALL House and Stables, with one to three
acres of land in Deering, convenient to horse
Call on
or within two miles of the City.
F. G. PATTERSON,
east
of
William’s Block,
City Hall.
ma30dlw

tion, I^eucorrhoea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsis,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It lias
raved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cored by this wonderful medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.

OFFICE

12

Hours 10 A. M.

ARCHITECT,
1-2

TOIDDL.E

STREET,

(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
scription of building.

NOTICE f
for a man and wife to taki
charge of the Workhouse aud Farm in tin
will
be
received by the Overseers n
town of I Jeering
tlie Poor iirsanl town until the 5tii day of April next

APPLICATIONS

AJooriug, March 15,1SI5.

uiarUdid

Dissolution ot Copartnership.
firm

of JEFFERSON COOLIDGE & CO.,

is this day dissolved by mutual consent. Either
THE
member is authorized to sign in liquidation. Having

disposed of their stock of Goods to Messrs Harris Sc
Littlefield, 143 Commercial Street, with whom Mr.
Merrit B. Coolidge, associates himself, they take pleasure in recommending their former patronage to them.
All persons having demands against the firm are
requested to present them, and those indebted to call

stand,

and make immediate settlement at the old
No. 88 Com mercial street.

JEFFERSON COOLIDGE.
HENRY F. COOLIDGE.
MERRIT B. COOLIDGE.
JOSEPH COOLIDGE.
aprldlw&w3w
Portland, March 31, 1875.

MEETINGS^

R. A. of She P. F. D.
annual meeting of the Relief Association of
the Portland Fire Department will be held at
the office of the Chief Engineer on WEDNESDAY
EVENING, April 7th, at 8 o’clock, to choose sixteena
Also to act upon
trustees for the ensuing year.
proposed amendment to Article 2d of the by laws,
and to transact any other legal business.
mar30tdSPENCER ROGERS, Secretary.

THEchanic Association for the election of officers
ana transaction of such other business as may
meeting will be held at Library Room,Mechanics’ Hall, on THURSDAY evening, April 1st, at
mar30d3t
U o’clock. GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.
before the

to 5 P. M.

STREET.

Consultation free.
1m*

firm of FOOTE & PLACE, is this day dis-

THEsolvedThe
by mutual consent, C. B. Place, withbusiness will be continued at the old

drawing.

is

autho-

W. C. FOOTE.

aprld3t*

For sale low.
or E. P.
febl5

Enquire ol ELIJAH VAKNEY,
CHASE, Portland.
eod2m

»s: WITT

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, MK.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H.

B.

WINCr, Proprietor.

A first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

public.

WILSON & FENIMQRE,

HAMFAtTl’UEIW,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Samples Fumlshedi
feb2ti

2awF&M.3m

copartnership, and will
general Commission business

hereafter carry on a
under the firm name ot

Churchill & Co., at No. 4 Portland Pier, Portland,
Maine.
JAMES E. CARTER.
MOSES B. CLEMENTS.
Portland, April 1, 1875.aprldlw

E.

firm
Stucco
limitation.

Street, under

desolved on the
be
The business
at the old stand No. 6 South
the firm name of Craig & Jackson.
JOSEPH CRAIG,
was

CHARLES JACKSON.

d3w

ma24_

We have with a great deal of care and expense, selected and have on hand a large stock of the

THE (STANDARD OF

that

are

for Winter

mined

use.

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

«

our

John’s and Hickory Coals!
Wo will warrant them to give satlstactien: they are
durable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

Harleigh Lehigh Coal
NEVER FAILS TO SLIT.
We

Coals,

and

preparation of our

attention to the

give special

will sell at the lowest cash prices.

Randall & McAllister
60 COMMERCIAL

Mnnhooil Rcntored.
A victim of youthfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous
etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, lias found a simple seltcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J.U.RJ2EVES,7tf Nassau street New York

debility,

d&w3m

THE GARRICK CLUB
give two entertainments tor the benefit

Below the

Church at Grand Army Mall. Monday
Evening, April 5ih, “My Unclo’g Will,” and
“Lend me Five Shillings.’* Tuesday Evening,
April 6th. Longfellows Poem, “Miles Standish's
Courtship,” In full quaint cogtume. and “Poor Pillisoddy.”
by special request Miss Drinkwater will
Music by
give “Little Nan, the Qood lor Nothing.”
Durgan’s Quadrille Band. Evening tickets 35 cjnts.
Course tickets two for 50 cents. For sale at Robinson’s and at Schumacher Bros.mar301w*

—

MRS.

JOHN SMITH.

ST.,

to

Improved Grate Barr,

Cram’s

to bo

now

seen

aid of the Martha Washington Society.
Tickets—25 cents, for sale at Stockhridge'a Music
Store, Fessenden’s Periodical Depot, and at the
Entertainment to

ont

NOTICE

BY

nlianno*

an

i'll nntiAA will hA

pointed.

jgf In no case where the assessors have been put
to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
the possession of Government bonds or deposits in
the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in ipitigation
of such doom.

wm i a™..
-4§
WM. O.

ASSISTED

will be

)
furnished at the

room

of the Assessors.
Portland, March 27,1875.ma27d3W

W. H. BECKETT,
Baritone, (New York.)
WILL II. STOCKBRIDGE,
Tenor.

(Boston.)
II. KOTZSCHNIAB,
Accompanist.
Tickets, including reserved seats 175 cents, for
sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store, 156 Exchange St.
dtd
apr2

Two Compositors
WANTED 1
Two Female Compositors wanted
at this Office immediately. Apply
at the Counting Room.
Four Rooms Wanted.
GENTLEMAN antlWife.no children, desire
to secure three or four rooms suitable for house
keeping purposes. Two of the rooms must be ot
Refegood size, and have considerable of sun
rences exchanged.
Address L’lNCONNU, Press Of-

A

light.

fice.

---

Wanted.
SITUATION in the dry goods business by a
young man of several years experience; wholesale business preferred. Address,
mar3i*4t
ALFRED, This Office.

a wholesale grocery store by a
young man who has had several years’ experience in a retail store. Satisfactory references given.
mar31*J w
Address C., Press Office,

A

Wanted.

a

WET
mar31tt

—

A2*D

—

manure Wanted.

—

take it imedlately from public or private
stables and pay cash.
WM. THOMPSON,
at office of Mattocks & Fox, 183 Middle St.
dtT
ma20

or

Bottles Wanted

—

AT

are

Bottles
—

Old Furniture
and satisfaction

dtf

mal9

JL L'llVUIEUI

Kepnircd at short notice

given.

beheiubbr the niubek,

«

Exchange Street,

OF THE

may

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety
Drawer.

Money Painters and Housewives!

Successors to James H. Baker.

Milk

dtf

febl2

You

get

can

Street Boaton.

FAIRBANKS, BROWN

Oc CO.

TT A.I RB A.N K S
fe24

<&

and

—

GOOD

CO.
<19m

at

a 61 ¥ man,
Manufacturer of

VARNISHES

Brushes

Superior

311 Broad war, New York.

—

a tenement of from
unfurnished. Two of the
rooms
fkcing south or west. Reflarge
erences satisfactory. Address
L. R., Press Office.
marl9tf

wife
or

_

Rooms Wanted.
three good rooms, well located, unfurnished. Reference exchanged. Address
X. BOX 153T.
marl9tf

TWO

or

And Dealer in

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LAUD,
AND WOOL

188 FORE STREET.

STREET.

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

feb25__
Cheapest Book Store in the World,
STREET.

100,000 Hooka without regard to cost.
Good Clock*, WntchcH and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and

medical.

THE

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Publisher* and Boohiiellerffi*

ag5tf

GOOD

PRESSED
largo

or

quantities.
FOR RALE BY

GEORGE
febl2

HAY

small

D.

BECK,

Cumberland House.

Until farther notice

we

to Pay,

give

Better Furniture & Better Finish,
or

better

firm in New England that has a
stock of furniture than we can show.
no

larger

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.
MANUFACTURERS,
NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

BIBLE SOCIETY OF MAINE.
Annual Meeting ot this Society will bo. held
the Young Men’a Christian Association
Library, THURSDAY, April
1875, at 4 o’clock

THEat

P.M.

lBt,

W. H. HOBBS, llec. Sec’y.

Portland, March 19,1875.

mal9dtd

A

and side
FREE ST.

room

75

near

FEW gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and beard at 68 Pleasant St.,
High, also table boarders.

fob9___lw*dtf
Board.
nr

three

board in
TWO
nished.

a

boarders can he accommodated with
private family. Rooms newly fur-

Inquire

at 44 St. Lawrence street.

Jal3__*lwtf
To Let wtth Board.

PLEASANT

Front Room on lower floor at
49 PLEASANT STREET.

Ja4tf___
Boarding.

Wilmot,
Boarding

at 223J Cumberland st., comer
Also table board.oc5tf

Board.
Gentlemen

or a

Gentleman and his Wife

TWObe accommodated with first
Booms at No. 20 Brown Street.

all

cases

but

as a

indispensable,

85 TUBS

Choice

Vermont

Butter.

10 Brls. New Orleans molasses,

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

—

hereby notified that on and after the first
day, of September, 1874. the new regulations
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of

Spain in regard to Consular fees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:

For Vessels with Cargo
Certifying Manifest. *15.00
Bill or Health... 4.00—$19.0
For Vessels without Cargos
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
se2dtf
Spanish Consul

FOB SALE BY

We cannot

necessarily

to return
not used.

under^pke
are

STATE

for

publication

or reserve commu-

MAINE.

OF

BY THE GOVERNOR,

PROCLAMATION.

A
In

accordance with

185 FOBS STREET.
dtt

d«c.8

VERMONT J30PPERAS.
BEST

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

ALWAYS FOB SALE
—

BY

venerated

custom, and in

ac-

five, and of tho Independence of the United
States the

ninety-ninth.
NELSON

DINGLEY,

Ju.

Governor.
By
George G. Stacy, Sec’y of State.
tho

We learn that a strong effort will be made
to secure the holding ot the next state fair on
the new park near the city of Portland and
that an invitation to this end will soon be extended to the Society. While we have no choice
as to looation, we have no donbt tho Society
will give due weirbt to tbe superior advantages
and generous offer of the city of Lewiston
before the decision is reached.—Maine Farmer.
The Farmer is mistaken. No efforts have

been hitherto made by Portland people to
secure the holding of the state fair at the new
park. There is no purpose to enter into com.
petition with the enterprising people of LewIs ton for the fair. The exhibition was a success in that pity last year—a result largely due
to the commendable zeal of the citizens of our
Maine Manchester, of which we are all proud,
we

are auiuwi*cu

w

aaj

until the Executive Committee ot that State
Society fail to make satisfactory arrangements
with Lewiston, the Presumpscot Park Association or any party authorized to speak for
Portland will not make a strong effort. We are
further authorized to say that, through courtesy to Lewiston, none of the above parties
put in a bid for the State fair until they were
first requested to do so by the trustees of the
State Society.
Consequently the Maine
Farmer had no authority to make the statement that Portland was making a "‘strong effort to secure the next state fair” an^ more
than, by implication, to give its readers to infer that the advantages which the Presumpscot Park Association have at their command
are inferior to those provided by Lewiston

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

First, the Presumpscot Park is located
within half a mile of the Maine Central,
Portland & Rochester and Portlaud & Ogdensburg railroad lines; and, by the present
connections, the cars of the Eastern, Boston
& Maine and Grand Trunk railways can be
taken to the same points as those of the
other roads, practically giving the Presumpscot location the advantage of six railroads.
In addition to this, the park is within a few

rods of the horse railroad which communicity. There are
two good sized hotels very near the park, and
adequate accommodations in the immediate
neighborhood for all those whose connection
with the exhibition requires their constant
attendance. In addition to this, the hote.
accommodations in the city are ample and o:
cates with the heart of the

easy access.
li ittcois that if the Farmer is anxious foi
the success of the State Society and particu

larly its fairs, it might find something in the
past management of the society to criticise or
suggestions of impdovemeat upon—
that, at least, it mi^ht, as the agricultural organ of the state, read by thousands of farmers and stock-breeders—have published so
much of the treasurer’s report as would show
those interested how the money is expended.
The Farmer could very properly devise some
change of policy by which the expenditures
might be reduced and consequently larger
premiums offered, fror instance, the treasurer’s report shows that $2368.40 was paid foi
salaries, $541.37 for clerk hire; stationery and
postage $292.28; horsejhire $111; superintendents $215.30; board $250; printiua
$591.43; carpenter work $1398.49; laboi
$873.20, while but $5,201.68 was paid foi
premiums, medals etc. Now here is a fail
field for suggestions and none can make them
We hops
more effectively than the Farmer.
it will set about this work; and as the Societj
has been partially rescued from the control of
the few gentlemen who during the past few
the re-oryears have made it their affair, by
ganization of last winter, there Jis good reason to be encouraged about the future. There
are those now connected with the Society
who think that its expenditures for service
can be reduced very largely and that its receipts may be increased by adopting the prop
to make

nnlif'r.

or

We may add that if the Executive Committee of the Society conclude to accept the
proposition which they asked the Presumpscol
Park Association to make, it will save the So-

ciety from $1500 to $2000 on the exhibitior
grounds and stables alone and will save its
officers all the expenditure hereto'ore re
quired to put the grounds and buildings in order, as the Association agree to furnish the
premises complete for the fair for a less price
than was paid last year for carpenter work
and lumber.

The Democratic lead
ers in Pennsylvania begin to feel so strong
that they have decided not to recognize the
Liberal element. It is given out that ne
man shall be recommended for or appointee
to office who did not vote for McClellan ir
1864, Seymour in 1868, and Greeley in 1872
In distributing the patronage of the state
house of representatives the Liberals were
entirely ignored, and were not awarded the
least responsible or renumeratlve position,
The same policy is to be pursued hereafter
and only the most ultra Democrats are to be
They

are

all alike.

recognized.
Mb.

Socthworth, the Secretary of the

Geographical Society,

has some

good things

to say about the new state of Colorado. Il
has one of the healthiest climates in the

world,200,000 acres (of land under cultiva
tion, 1200 miles of railroad, 3,000,000 acres of
jrrigable land, $6,000,000 capital in gold, sil
ver and coal mines, $2,000,000 inV.ock* rais
ing, $2,000,000 in lumber and dairying. It 1
wealth has increased from $20,000,000 u
1871 to $70,000,000. Its'chief industries ari
stock raising and mining.
Two years ago the President sent
message to

V

a

Congress, accompanying

specia
a

re

port of the United States commissioners
appointed to examine Mexican boundarj
that some action
mat'ers, and recommended
betaken. Congress, as usual, did nothing,
Now the President is obliged to send troops
protect the frontier.

This is but

one o;

he has been forcec
many instances in which
to do a work properly belonging to Congress
but which that body refused or neglected t<

touch.

___

The Cuban authorities are quite as anx
ious to get rid of Sharkey as our authoritie:
are to get hold of him.
He is to be expellet

island, and Is to be put on board an
American vessel bound for the United States
bo it will be very easy for the officers to seiz<
him as soon as he lands m this country.
from the

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
OC25

a

knowledgment of our dependence on tho Divlno fa
vor, I do hereby, with tho advice ot tho Executive
Coupcll, appoint Thursday, tho eighth day of April
next, to be observed as a day of Public Humiliation,
Fasting and Prayer.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
twenty* third day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-

to

D. B. RICKER & CO.,

To Merchants and Shipmasters.
are

not

guaranty of good faith.

can

class Board and
myl9dti
=

WFM3m

Ieb9

same

Board.

than any Boston dealer or manufacturer will sell
this market, with additional advantages of having

There is

let at

ma2tt

unfurnished front

in

to

to

room

Bball sell all kinds of fumltare

Trucking

room,

with board at
PLEASANT
marlOdtt

Five percent. Lower
or

single

Rooms To Let.

sumer.

rOU

‘’tt

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished, to let with board at 203 Cumberland St.,

—

Warranted.

octlHdim

G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform li
friends and natrons that lie lias returned home
and may be consulted professionally at bis office. Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Oflice hours from 2 to 4 p.m,
jalOtf
Portland, Jan* 15,1875*

BY

"j

BOARD.

place.

Manufacturer to the Con

guarantee

Henry T. Carter & Co.,

In

OILS.

Lost.
check for *530.58.

comer

and having your furniture delivered to your house
all cleaned up ready for use, with the privilege of exchanging or returning If not satisfactory, and will

salesroom,

119 EXCHANGE

—

3 to 6

gentleman and
furnished
BY rooms,
must be
and

TWOFranklin, also

Offer

An

No Freight

BARGAINS

our

!

FIMITURE

Baker & Johnson’s,

ilUIUU.

Drawn by Wm.
A. Winslilp, Cashier Casco National Bank, on
Ninth National Bank, New York. Chock No. 1274.
Payable to the order of Geo. W. True <& Co. Payma31d3t
ment has been stopped.

well Picked

always be found at

if

LOST AND FOUND.

LARGE SALE

—

—

FORE

w. s. mils,

BED

tho market. Three months trial given, and if not
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.

In

BY-

203 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

also Agents for the best

SPRING

Imediaiely.

Champagne, Pints. Quarts, and Brandy

—

Prices that cannot he Beat in the State.

51

Screened,

18, to take care

ALFRED NEILSSON.
Press office.

CASHIER’S

and

Swede

ma29dlw*

DEANE BROS.

Quality,

DANFORTH ST.

WILL

Wo

UNITED

BURNING,

61

Wanted.

mnia;eod2m

—

Call at

aged
by
of horses and make himself generally useful.
A SITUATION,
The best of references. Speaks English fluently.

full line of

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

Designed for and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.
ALSO

WAREHOUSES-?

mar31*3t

Wanted.

Address

Fnrnace doors*

THAT

Best

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

—

milliner to work Just out of the city. ApCOGIA HASSAN STORE, Friday,

April

Parlor, Hall, Library

and Manufacturer.

i

ALSO

SITUATION in

—

prepared to show

ma26natf

—

A GOOD
ply at
2nd.

FURNITURE !

—

fa this Wore tie People

do not read anonymons letters and communiThe name and address of tbe writer are in

last year.

WANTS.

NURSE.

aro

CLUB,

QUINTETTE

BEETHOVEN

Wanted.

Spring Opening
OF

CARY,

BY

A

FOX,

U3F“Blank schedules

»»

fe24dtf

In every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence

DR.

rtf

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a lax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make aptor any abateplication to the County Commissioners
ment of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unatime
within
the
lists
such
.hereby apble b, offer*

SARGENT,

Proprietor

THE HOST CONVENIENT.

208

HofanU

at

THE HOST DURABLE.

t

anil In

held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

We

Please call at the above named Office and
see for j ourselves.

Z.

LOUISE

ANNIE

<13w

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
said city, that they will he in session every secular
day from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perfect lists of
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April, 1875, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
fr6m any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested. Is hereby warned to give notice of
mmVi

Concert,

Grand

Superintendent of Burials for the City of Portland.

durability

the

DAY, APRIL 8th.

FAST

Public Notice,
i9 hereby given to owners of lots in the
Western Cemetery in the City of Portland that
owners
said
unless
repair their fences that are now
and have been dropping down lor years past, and
the
have
unless they
necessary repairs commenced
by the 15tli day of May, 1875, the Superintendent
all
thr^e
old
fences and rubbish removed
will order
after that time.
will
be
This order
strictly carried out.
JAMES S. GOULD.

so

opening

7$. apr2d3t

commence at

CITY

a

“»vo

We

cations.

r urtueriuure

SAWYERS

J

—

ON MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 5th,

door.

at

IS sir I/WI1I1

ixo

in

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

constructed that it will never warp,
is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least
This Barr is
dnd hence its

—

HENRY J.|MUBRRY, ESQ.
Will be given at the
Reception Boom, City Building,

ONE

—-

subscriber would call the attention of the

BY

IN ADVANCE.

An exchange says the transition from a
winter of such severity to the seductive mildness of spring will
and
certainly

prove trying
dangerous to the constitutions of thousands.
Very little seductive mildness has been no-

ticed in these parts, and tbe transition is so
that it is far more trying to the patience than to the constitution.
Many men
have learned to swear who never swore before and those who have been swearing now
swear all the more._

gradual

The New York aldermen are much elated
the report that the Mikado of Japan Is
to visit France next August, for they think it
probable that be will come over to this country. of course he will be received in New
York, and there will be many banquets and
over

The State Fair.

To Let
half of a double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Reail Est»t?Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland. Sept., 30,1374

are seeking courtesies in the name of tbe
Press, and we havo no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.

mers”

—

READINGS,

AUGUSTA BAFFOBD HPtt,

Post-Office.

of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box 117Ja20tf

COAL CONSUMERS.
public

CONSISTING OF

—

Inquire

JalidtfST.

Every regnlar attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as wo have information that several ‘•bum-

ENTERTAINMENT,

AN

—

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to

of St.

Will
Paul’s

SELECT

SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

POE

The

dtf

feb22

BHEPHGBD * CO.,

GOOD MEWS DEANE BROS.

Paris in 1807.
Vienma9 Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE HOST ACCURATE.

Highest Prizes

FOR SALE AT JAY BRIDGE.

TIIE

“Jealousy.”

or

THE WORLD.

Valuable Mill Property I

feb2

VERY BEST COALS

Fairbanks’ Scales,

AND

Jay Steam Mill, with about four acres of
land attached, on which there is a Dwelling
House, will he sold cheap. Said mill is one of the
best mills in this state. The machinery is of the best
and most approved kind—consisting of a large circular saw, clapboard and sbingle machines, planer,
lathe, saw, grist mill, etc., with one of the best enis 100
gines ever used in this country. Said engine
horse power, nearly new. and in perfect order. The
of
the
run
all
machinery
to
sufficient
power is amply
the mill. There is no other place on the Androscogas
at
for
safe
so
booming
logs
gin river considered
this mill. Tor further information inquire of STILMAS NOVFS, or V. M. RICHAUDSON, Jay
feb24deod&w2m
Bridge, Me.

OVER

THE

late Arm of E. CHURCHILL & CO., having

on

marl3-dtf

APER HANGING

JLKT.

3 Floors fitted up for a First-class
Jobbing House,

BUVa0Hl|V

TKEbeenthedissolved
by the death of the senior part19ih, ult., tbe nudereigned have lormed

ner
a

TIIE

ter.

HOUSE

HALL.

CITY

THE

Thursday Evening will be produced with
entirely new and magnificent scenery, the great moral drama
UNCLE TOM’S CABIN,
OR THE SOUTH AS IT WAS.
with negro snoruses, &c,
By In active preparation “Griffith Gaunt,”

1875

This

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

U11CI

on.

farm well known as the STEPHEN HANSON farm. It is one mile from Windham Centre, contains about 250 acres of good land, divided
about equally into Tillage and Pasture land. It haB,
for buildings, a barn 40x100 with two sheds attached,
each 30 feet, a two story house with out-buildings, all
The farm now cuts about 40
in verv good repair.
tons of hav. and can be made to cut 100 at small exis
well
adapted for a crock or grazing farm
pense, and
as it is well fenced with wall and has plenty of wa-.

OPPOSITE

PRESS.

YKIBAY MUIiMM.. APRIL 2,

nications that

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Twenty-Urc Per Cent of the Fuel,
JL Uk

inst..
the

For Sale at Windham.

Boxea.$2 an $4,
Matinee*
Doors open at 7; commence at 8.
WedueKday* and Saturday* at 2} P. M. Admission 25 cts. to all parts of the house. Children 15
cts. Box office open daily from 9.30 A. M. to 4 P. M.
New Star* every Week.mar25dlw

CITY of PORTLAND.

Office 123 Commercial Street.

FOR SALE.
of Craig, Jackson & Brackett, Plasterers
16th,
workers,
THEand
continued
will
by
One of the by undersigned
best lumber stands in the city of TBostOD; an old establishment with a good trade that can be relied upA small stock ol lumber now on hand which can
be purchased at the market prices. The wharf is one
of the best and most convenient in the city; a very
low rent. This is an unusual opportunity to obtain
The present owner is
a good paying business.
obliged to go South on account of the health of his
R. M., Box 235, Bosaddress
For
particulars
family.
ma5ulm
ton, Mass.

To Let
No. 142 Pine Street. Key at No. 144 Pine
Street. This rent has been recently repaired.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
83 Middle St.
feb!3dtf

ma30

CAFT.

Dissolution.

Dissolution.

PORTLAND. MAINE.
oc2(Uf_________________

80 MIDDLE ST.
my9__^£_
CHARLES H. KIMBALL

TEMPLE

ja6d3m

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

180

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

ANNUAL

dtf

ABOUT

Nearly 0pp. New Custom House

COPARTNERSHIP.

This is the only medicine known that Will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulcera-

MIDDLE STREET,

E. A
All collections promptly attended to by
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

Hire.

A

World Renowned Remedy for n!l weaknesses incident to Females.

Law.

EDGAR S. DROWN,
Counsellor at Law.

or

stand, 68 Pearl St, by W. C. Foote, ;who
rized to collect all outstaudings bills.

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

Sylvester,

Counsellors at

KEITH.

deod&w4w

mar30

Primers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

cars,

W. H. KLAXiIj.

Windham,

KEILER,

Portland,
on

Wanted to Purchase

Address

215 COMMERCIAL, STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
horsi
FOR SALE—One New For Table Engine, 40
power, built to order.
apll

in

G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate. OIBce 3791
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and
oc5dtf
Pearl Sts.

5 sccond-liand Water Carts lor
sale Cheap. Capacity 300 gallons.

INJECIOB

BCE’S

to

MOSES G1DDINGS, Executor.

Somethin? New and Important to Ladies

PORTLAND

Alctftt’s Turbine

For

Story of the

over.

to Loan.

first class Real Estate

THE

roa!8d&wtf

UPHO L8TERER

r^*All kinds of
oied and mat

large and new appointed establishment of
the late Chapin Humphry of Bangor, Maine,
is offered for sale, consisting of a large lot o'land,
with an ample supply of water, buildings admirably
and tanning,
adapted lor the business of Wool pulling
heated w ith steam. Also buildings for the workEasteru
of
North
All
the
to
men atijacent
factory.
Maine here finds its Market, and it is considered in
lor
the
Wool
in
Maine
best
the
all respects
point
business.

J. H. HOOPER,

Estate

Secuiity,
taxes paid, &c.,
ON vicinity—Rents collected,
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.

TO WOOL DEALERS & PULLERS.

(fflook. Job

_A.

MEKBIL

J. W. dk H. H. MCBUPFEE, Cor. Middl
dk Union Sts.

_

BULLETIN.

fill

msr29_

STEPHEN

_

opportunity

Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,

1875.

Orchestra Chairs.50 cts.

Parquotte.35 cts
Gallery.25 cts

LET !

TO

EVENING,

OF ADMISSION.

PRICES

A

Boom in the Second

Manager.

A

WITH

long_

or

reliable

in

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocWorks are ottered for sale.
about
an acre of land on tide water on Comcupies
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Boiler
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. There is a fall complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
established has a
The concern having been
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is sow running on
full time on orders. A more favorable
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

THE

NQTICE.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eodtf
e

H. L.

Streets.

in. C. M. A.
annual meeting of the Maine CharitableMe-

SALE.

W. W. CARR,
Newbury St.

For Rent.
PINE residence on Tyng near l>anforth Street
contains 15 rooms, has Furnace, Sebago Water
and Gas, handsomely finished throughout, would be

cor.

ma25

(in Canal Batk building,)

PORTLAND.

J. O. BATES,
Portland Dry Dock.

$10 per month.

197

TO

Manager.

First-Class Combination of Artists.

5

St., in Beleno’s Mill.
R, HOOPER. Cor. Yorlt dk Maple

Shop.

is to

WATER THISof

PIPING.
C.

A cosy borne

rooms.

Valuable Iron Works
FOR

PORTLAND, MAINE.

«r>!1

S.

B. F.
Cross

J. A.

at

EVERY

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

come

CLARK,

AND

GAS

Stair Builder.
RIBBY, I.o. 353 Fore Street,

G.

dlw*

To Rent.
rent on Munjoy Hill

NEW bouse rents at Woodford’s Corner, 5, to
9, rooms, will be ready last of March. Handy
to cars. In a good neighborhood and splendid Nation, Inquire of
T. H. MANSFIELD,
at Woodford’s Corner.
ma4tf_

J. N. McCOY dk CO., 38 Sprin* Street.

THE

Cottage House in Knight-

maVlOMwtf_

47 EXCHANGE ST.,

Doora East of Temple 8t.,

5

a

family.

a

Dresser, McLellau & Co.,

FEDERAL STREET,

103

reasonable terms

ONsmall
ville, Cape Elizabeth, 6
Apply to

for

BABCOCK.

d&wly

W. €.

BY

To-Day

Roofers.

dtw

ma30

—

Plumbers.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware;

premises._mar23dtf
House for Sale at a Bargain.

PLEASANT
Apply to
mar24dtf

OPEN

unfurnished rooms to let.
NO. 11 MYRTLE ST.

and

ocl2

J. A. MERRIER dk CO., 139 Middle St.

the

on

BEING SMITH VOL. 2,

—

market Street. Printers Exchange,
0.

apply to,

t or saie#

mathematical, Optica! and Philosophical 1 UNtriiuicnts, School
Apparatus, &c.,
50

or

THE

OF

Watch and Chrouotneter

Address

2J Story House No. 31 Alder street, 11 finished rooms, arranged for two families, Sebago,
with two lots 30 x 64 each. Price only *3250. Terms
of payment *500 cash, balance on time. It not sold
in one week will be withdrawn. Apply to
F G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
William’s Block, second block east of City Hail.

JOBBER,

MANUFACTURER

on

SMARDON, SC AMMAN A CO.,

Provinces.

C. P. BABCOCK,

MODEL MAKEK &

Photographers.

A. S. BA VIS dk CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. RAMSON, 153 Middie Si.,cor. Cross.

con-

J. D. WARD.
WALTER C. KELLEY.Stage

To Let.
furnished

NICE

TITE

Ward’s Opera House.

or

Baking

Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually iound
In atirst class bakery. The above property is located
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
location lor business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
person wishing .to engage in the business will find
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well estab-

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
and

the

Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts,

with all the

lished.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers oi
all cities and towns oi the United States, Canada
nd British

relinquish

to

C. BARKER,

A.

mar30tt__131 Commercial St.

TIMOTHY SULLIVAN dk S. YOUNG,
Experienced Horse Shoers, at 70 Fcderal Street.]ma30d3m«

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

AGENT.

ADVERTISING

Horse Shoeing.

JAMES MIRRER. Ns. 91 Federal Street.

Sale I

or

Orange Street,

rented furnished if desired. Apply to W. H. Simonma3dtf
ton, Commercial St.. Holyoke’s Wharf.

Street.

Street,

Locke®

o

S. It. NILES,

Book, Card & Job Printer

order.

to

and 103 New

houses Nos. 101

bouse, good cellars, good sewerage, Sebago ahd gas.
Call and look at them.
SPROUT.
C. W. CTI,mTT
mar23d2w*

sisting

Send for list of 100 choice newspapers,

MARKS

WM. M.

® Oo.

new

subscribers

Locke,
Jones, Toledo Blade.

D. It.

J. II. Bates, late of

38 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, MAINK.

first-class

wishing
offer for sale their entire business
THEbusiness,
Union
of their two story Brick Building

PARK ROW. NEW YORK.

34

resumed the practice of his profession at

LOCKE,

Adrerthiiis Agent**

Newspaper

COUNSELLOR AT-LAW

done

J. I.
Cron, Portland.

each,
TWO
High street, containing 11 good
bath rooms, w;»sli bowls, two water closets in each

Type and all kinds oi
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
or Canadas at publishers
pai>er in the United States
owest prices. Send for estimates.__

W. W. Thomas, Jr.,

WAI.TER COREY dk CO., Arcade, N..
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, N«. 50 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

Pattern and Model Maker.
HARBOUR, 350 Fore Street, Cor. .1

SALE!

FOR

Dealer in Wood and Metal

A

^ ^
orJ.C. PROCTER,93 Exchange St.

ebl8eoil2m

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

en-

8

v

To Rent.

WHITNEY dk MEANS, Pearl Street, •!>
posite Park.

rooms

T. C. EVANS,

Nob. » & 11 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK

SAEE,

13 1-3 to US cents per foot,
also water lots accessible by rail to all railroads

tenement in House No.
LOWER
ery desirable. Apply to

Confectionery.

E,. J. PERKINS mnnnfactnrer of plain
and fancy Candies, 387 Congress St,
Portland Me.

™S *8-00

1875.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

ma26_

From

Advertisements

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.

Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
S1IACHVOKD, No. 35 Pintn

SMAEE die
Street.

NEAT

DODD’S

BUSINESS CARDS.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer**

Carpenters and Builders.

FOIt

EOTS

HOUSE

50

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. HI. PETTENGILL & CO.’S

2,

For Rent

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT,*- FOGG , No.91 Middle Street.
T. P. McGOWAN, 354 Congress St.

City of Portland,

In the

Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

APRIL
TO LET.

DIRECTORY,

BUSINESS

ESTATE.

REAL

_AGENCIES.

Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in adTerms:

rml>AY~MOBNTXG,

PORTLAND,

VOT.. I a.

unlimited wine and cigars. Tbe understrappers are quite as rejoiced, for appropriation
bills and miscellaneous aud sundries accounts
afford unequaled facilities for stealing.
The fruits of Democratic rule are showing
themselves. Last fall the Democrats carried
Alabama. Now a convention has been called
to revise the organic law of the state, and to
modify and wholly do away with the reconstruction constitution. Alabama and the other
rebel states were only readmitted to the Union
on adapting these reconstruction constitutions
as warrants that they would solemnly abide
by the results of the war. They are now
shamelessly breaking their pledges.

A stjbe indication of the revival of trade
Is the fact that railroad earnings are on tho
increase. There are other encouraging signs,
Good securities are advancing, money is easy,
and the ^remains of the crops are going off
at

high

prices._'

Current Jfotes.
The Cincinnati Gazette, in commenting upon JSenator Johnson’s late speech la the
Senate, says: “A third Presidential term Is
not advisable; it would be a disregard of precedents, and a bad practice to introduce; but
it is not treason, nor imperialism, nor Cassarism, nor anything of the sort. Further, it is
no tangible form for (he United States Senate to take notice of, nor wonld it be a subject for the Senate if it had a tangible existence.”
Tbe Ohio Democrats have made a pretty
bad mess of it In the Legislature there this
winter. Gov. Allen will go into the next
canvass heavily loaded with their record, and
tbe Republicans base their hopes of victory
upon that fact. The Cincinnati Commercial
says tbe Legislature will go out with the
‘‘nastiest record in the history of the state,

and the ammunition furnished the Republicans for the next compaign will be of the
greatest varietv and Quality.”

The rotten wood has been thrown away,
and the Republican party will be made as
perfect as can be expected In this imperfect
*orId. The only safe policy is for all good
men to unite in (he maintenance oi the policy and principles of the Republican party.and
all talk about a uew party at this time is simply shallow nonsense.—Chicago Tribune.
Some of onr contemporaries express sur.
prise at Senator Eaton’s boldness in declaring his “secesh” sentimeuts. Jiut boUlaess
and honesty are his strong points. He never
professed to be loyal to the government during the war. So avowed were his southern
sympathies, that the democracy kept him in
the background,for a very convenient season.
That they found when the ehoice of a United
senator fell to them. Then they brought out
their copperhead ally. And it is a noticeable

fact, that whenever the democrats could
make senators of just such men. they did it I
—Buffalo Commercial Advertiser.
The people see the republican party settling the trouble in Louisiana, and the demo*
cratic party resisting it. They see the republican party seeking peace and public security, and the democratic party acting aito*
as partisans.
They ?ee tbe democrats

gether

of the north electing such men as the copperhead Eaton, the corruptionist Wallace, and
the confederate Cockrell to tbe senate, and
the democrats of the south proscribing Union
men and aiming at the controljjfcihe country.
In a word, the preceive that the old kittle is
not yet over, and that "44-lWlst be foughfvat
on

the sauie

line.—Albany

Journal.

'—

If Ts stated that the friends of ex-Senator
Patterson of New Hampshire are about to
take stpns to vindicate him in relation to the
Credit Mobilier matter. It is said that some
facts have come
to^ light confirmingIthisis
assertions of his entire innocence.
already manifest that in the heat of public
wrath over the Mobilier exposure, injustice
was done to some public men who had no
real connection with the business. The case
His
of Mr. Dawes is an instance in point.
new

reputation has since been fully vindicated,
and everybody will be glad if the good name
of a gentleman of the scholarship and Intelligence of Mr. Patterson is fully re-estab-

lished.—Washington Star.
The Democrats cannot bo relied on to carry out any useful or reform measures is plainly apparent by their work in the several
states where they have gained political power.
They boast of the good laws they will
enact, and they do nothing save in the way
of attempting to perpetuate their own existence.—New Orleans Republican.
The Chicago Tribune asserts that th e recent defeat of the appropriation of $60,000

for the completion of the Douglas monument was due to the fact that there were
Democrats in the legislature who opposed
Mr. Douglas’s course in relation to the war.
A bill authorizing the removal of the body,
the sale of the present site and the application of the proceeds to the completion of the
monument, is still pending.

Fashion Notes.
Beaded belts and jackets are still
De

lege

is still in

worn.

the market for

spring

wear.

Very high collars

and close sleeves continue

in vogue.
It is said lace mufflers will revive for

spring

and summer wear.
The gossamer waterproof cloth is expected
to take better this summer.
Summer silks in pin stripes can be purchased
for seventy-five cents per yard.
White braided figures |will continue In favor for those who like them.
To restore the crinkle in your crape veil,

wind it round a stick and steam it
For watering places, dresses of (broad-barred
Mexicaine goods will be all the rage.
No lady should be without the patent gem
skirt supporter. Those with weak becks take
notice.

Twilled silks in plaid patterns are largely
and will be mostly used for seaside

imported,
costumes.

Lace-figured percales are something new,
and when made into suits will look uncornmonlp tasty.
The new spring suits will be stylishly ornamented by shirred aprons. This will be exceedingly dressy and new.
Velvet striped grenadines are a new feature
in that style of goods, and are rich and expensive. Price 83.50 per yard.
Stripped stockings are by no means going out
of fashion, whereas new and odd stripes are
constantly coming into the market.
Henrietta cloth is now the most fashionable
mourning fabric. It is a silk and wool mixture,
and is said to be more durable than bombazine.
Bonnets made of black Brussels net formed
in puffs of the net, held firmly by twisted ropes
of jet beads, are pretty and in taste for a mid-

dle-aged lady.

Ths most useful dresses for the seaside should
bi made of do lege, grenadine and check silks
Muslins and linens are always spoiled by the

dampness.
The Castalia, the' Warwick, the Girofla, the
Souviguy aud the Heloise are names for the
jaunty spring hats. Accept the most becoming
will be as fashionable as the other.
Your white satin jean boots may be made
clean by moistening a piece of flannel slightly
with white castile soap and rub well. It is best
to have them on your feet while rubbing them
and keep them on until dry.

—one

Olive Logan’s household possessions were
sold at auction a day or two ago. The library
was a very ordinary collection, and the cariosities were still less valuable. A set of Batin,
covered furniture brought the highest price
8165; a carved oak etagere, once owned by
Victor Hugo, sold for 818, and the books went
at an average of 27% cents each. And those
results were

accomplished

under the

guidance

of Favor, who happened to be the auctioneer.

—,

———————————■^

News and Other Items*
states that “Mr. J. H.
A Western paper

Romeo to Miss NeilBarnes, who attitudinizes
a
decidedly caeophenous
soa’s Juliet, has

iu the upper regisvoice, somewhat cacumiated
is thoroughly cacoter, aud his dramatization
tecbuical, as Dr. Syntax might observe.” We

trust that this will catch tho eye of Richard
Grant White.
Last season I*, was attacked with tho choleand his friends and physicians gave him up
ra,

lost case. As he lay there, apparently uphis death bed, the doctor asked him if the
afmedicine ho had taken had in any manner
whisfaintly
“I
don’t
teeth.
bis
know,”
fected
in the top
pered P., “but you can see: they are
them
drawer of the bureau. Mrs. P. will band
as

a

on

to

you.”
Nasby's

—

cos
share of the Toledo Blade
boug
000—to J. P. Jones, the man who
P. V. N. drove a sharp bargain.
is
Ip Tipperary the proposition
or didn t yeos
“Did
yces
presented,
miw!
Answer that
John Mitchel?
c
a
thus far there has not been

>

».

fce,l"r

the

negative.

now

going

1

And

on

at

P rodents
Among th J
iavoive the destruction
will involve
Paris is one which
lived with Camille
Dautou
where
Of the house
be
.Marat's house will probab.y

Desmoulins.

great American traveller,
production of a stupendous
threatens to publish. Sub-

S|'l)aniel Pratt, the
is

in the
which be

engaged

work"

be receivto pay a hired assassin will
ed at this office.—St. Louis Republican.
the Florida
Consumptive patients do not find
thermometer
Tho
jumper.
the
lively
flea
only
either way in
can heat it by jumping 40 degrees
an hoar or two.
at the
There were sixteen thousand votescast
out of
of
Colorado
state
new
iu
the
election
last
thousand. This
of

scriptions

a

thirty-nine

population

balk of the ocnsus was
goes to show that the
he danmade up of single men, and there may
cf some new
announcement
the
on
that
ger
a
discoveries the state will be left without

gold

quorum.
soon
J. R. Osgood & Co. of Boston will

pub-

“Souvenir of 1775,” containing a poem
for the occasion
by Whittier, written expressly
l‘Jth of
of the ceuteuuial celebrHions of tho
an historical
April at Lexipgton and Concord;
sketch by the Rev. E. G. Porter of Lexington,

lish

a

houses aud
and numerous illustrations of old
towns.
two
in
tho
relies
xne
The London Saturday Review says,
voice aud liis style of
Mr.
Saukey’s
of
quality
taste on which there
staging are questions of
of
difference
opinion. There can
be
will
great
is of a tricky
he no doubt, however, that his art
sudden
kied, aud aims at producing effect by
alternations between high and low. His favorwith
ite note is one in the back of his throat,
which he pours forth a prolonged and hollow
O! O! O! something between a howl aud a wail,
which makes one think of a melodious cosier-

monger

crying his cabbages.”

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE,
THE CARSOX MURDER TRIAL.
Testimony about Closed.
Bangor, April 1.—iu the Carson trial to-day
the larger portion of the time was occupied
with the rebutting testimony of the governafter whioh additional witnesses were inThe

ment,
troduced by tile defenco. To-morrow morning
afthe taking of testimony will he concluded,
tor tlio
ter which Abner Knowles, Esq.,counsel
defence, wilj commence his closing plea.
Crime iu

Ministtw and
Justices of the Peace.

Augusta—Female

Augusta, April 1.—Frank Campbell

was

before the Municipal Court charged
assault with a knife upon Harry It.
to
Hopkins, a saloon keeper. He was ordered
term
recognize for appearance at the August
of the S. J. Court, but failing in getting sureties was committed. In the S. J. Court this

brought
with

au

same

Hopkins

was

found

guilty of keeping

a

nuisance.
The Kennebec Journal learns on enquiry
from the authorities that any woman who has
been ordaiued or licensed to preach by auy recreligious denomination, on proof of

liquor

ognized

suci< fact aud proper recommendation by aDy
will he appersons knownthe Governor,
pointed to selemnize marriages in auy part of
the state. Auy woman who has duties to discharge in a public or private office, or in any
where the discharge of the duother

position

ties

ta>^5sedu7x,u

1)61 “akes
necessary
receive the author't

or

0*<£rdont that xH5 should
___

I'ii Hi Acquaintance with Tilwn.
1 recollect that while Tilton was aij employe
hand reon the New York Observer as a short
I became acquainted with him as
to
Testimony from Keil- porter,
him
member of the church, procuring
ff
port my sermons with a view of,
them iu a volume. 1 can't say *1* wen
and
was, hut he was extremely youthful
t «a
fact,
CALLED.
my sympathy from that
when
jrtr. BEECIIEI1
or two before 1860,
great deal for a year
after that I
he was o.i the Independent, and
Our
a
week.
personal
saw him several times
ho
Ilis Udatioiis with Mrs. Tilton.
sides.
relations were very cordial on both
in conversation and l
amusing
and
was witty
close
not coming into
He Advises Her to Separate From Her chatted with him, though
were topersonal relations, but thereafter we
Husband.
It was common emevery
day.
almost
gether
lovplovment, companionship and downright
I began
The Court Boom Thronged.
ing ou my part. (Uughter.) Iu 1803
the position of editor for him to
Brooklyn, April 1.—So early as 10 o’clock to prepare
mo
succeed me, It was a condition made by
this morning the Brooklyn court room was
when 1 took the editorship that he should be
tilled. The leading men of Plymouth church
with
1
made
tbe
associate editor.
agreement
occupied what are called the “Beecher chairs.
Bowcv. that I was to go to Europe and allow
Deacon Caldwell acted as a kind of usher and
name to stand for a year, Tilton succeeding
audience
my
the
ot
received the respectable portion
tue
me on the Independent, aud at tbe eud ot
Mrs. Field was in her usual
as they arrived.
carrying it on in his own name. I his
place aud with Iter six ladv friends, but neither year
was iu 1863.
In-I860 there was a question in
Airs. Tilton or Bessie Turner were in the
the church whether we should contribute to
court.
Beecher’s sous aud his sisters, Miss
the American Board of Foreign Missions which
Catherine Beecher and Mrs. Perkins, were in
1 spoke aud
was accused of being for slavery.
the court room since 10 o’clock. There were
was an antagaltogether nearly lilteeti ladies in court, by far was replied to by Tilton, Therethat trauscends
onism between us, but nothing
the largest number since the trial commenced.
Tilton was for throwwhat I have said here.
At ten minutes to eleven a loud rap on the
to the
aud
the
arrival
ing overboard the old and contributing
bench announced the judge’s
fie tried to show that
new anti-slavery board,
roar of conversaliou aud wrangling for chairs
the Auieiicau board was in complicity witii
aud camp stools was hushed. The judge survote was that botn
veyed the court to ascertain whether his man- slavery. The result of the
as
societies were to be continued beneficiaries
date forbidding standing ro#m had been carbefore.
ried out by the officers. Not only the court but
Jealouw#
Tilton .Grown
the adjoining room, called the chambers, and
About this time I often heard of growing
which connects with the court by a side door,
so
full
that
Evarts, rivalry on the part of Tilton, but I never obwere literally packed full,
served it. /Tilton never vyas very much at my
Porter aud some of the jurors who arrived so
when io
unusually early as ten minutes before eleven, bouse and there came to be a time
Early
could with difficulty make their way to tlioir ceased to visit, but I can’t fix tlie time.
act or kindues
places. Precisely at 11 o’clock Air. Beecher iu the war be performed an
referin
walked in by the front door. After him walk- that stood out above all others. It was
it and have
ed Airs. Beecher, Theodore O. O. Bullard, his ence to my son. I did and do feel
him.
to
;
so expressed myself
brother-iu-lavv, and then three lady friends.
Recess*
Beecher’s Appearance.
Dr. Beecher and his sisters, Mrs. Perkins
Beecher’s appearance denotes no trace of exBeeoher, remaiued in court
Catherine
citement, his usual every day demeanor being.; aud Miss
and
cakes aud fruit. I he rest ot
apparent, aud vvitli a rosy face and smiles his aud lunched on
ana
the Beecher family went home. Dltou
words to bis acquaintances he slowly made
crowd. A buzz of his counsel weut off to lunch with Moulton.
way through the seated
G. F. Williams,whoso testimony was excludconversation iustautly arose aud lasted until
the lirst wituess was called to the wituess ed the other day, has been subpajued again by
the defence.
chair.
.' ;
defence
It is very generally stated that the
Immediately behind Beecher and his friends
In
the
do not expect that Beecher’s direct examinacame Tilton and his counsel Beach.
will
tion will take over five days. Application
crush Beecher and Beach were brought face to
then be made to adjourn for two or three days,
face and they bowed aud shook bauds.
in
Washington.
as Mr. Evarti lias business
The Personnel of the Court Boom.
The judge was asked about this and he expressAmongst the piominent geutlemon present ed himself in favor of giving that long adjournof:
Everett
O.
F.
Kev.
nave
were Judge Ke.vuolds,
ment^ that the jury and counsel might
the Church of Puritans, Kev. Geo. \V \\oodrest before the cross-examination begins.
Methodist
rulT, D. I)., Secretary of the last
f--. *
He is a guess of ,SKiptuv^spr
Coufereuee.
At 2.10 p. in. Mr. Evarts said it was importoV‘.vc
French, who was also present, rhohi*'
s
ant to Bottle the matter of taking Cleveland
ton
formerly police commissioner 'of
he only could
York, Kev. Dr. Woodruff, Kev. Dr. CdjHer, testimony. The judge said
make the order on au affidavit.
Charles Gayler, the playwright, Prof. Kossiter
Evarts said he only wanted to have it under\V. ItaymonUanci Henry vv. uage.
whether it was necessary.
stood
James Redpoll* Recalled.
Mr. Beecher Resumes.
The jury answered ty their names at twelve
The examination of Beecher was resumed:
Fullerton, then adminutes after eleven'.
letter was pubdressing the court said he wished to recall das. In 1805, when the Cleveland
I ndelished and comments were made by the
Bed path, and that witness accordingly resumed
li ton
if
pendent, that did not socially separate
the chair. He was shown letters and asked
and myself. In 1805 I went to the Independent
he had an interview with Mr. Beecher before
that
office and told Tilton that Judson stated
it was written. Ho replied: I did on the evein a restaurant made
ning before. This was in July, 1874. I saw he (Tilton) had while
me aud
I
Mr.
of
against
told
immorality
some statements
him at Peekskill on a Monday.
that 1 had coine right to him for an explanaBeecher 1 had spent Sunday with Theodore,
he would go
tion. lie said it was not true and
Elizabeth aud Frank, aud went to see Theomeant. He
see Judson to see what the matter
dore in the morning. I described the interhe had
that
Theothat
view to him and told Mr. Beecher
went, came back land reported
when
ndVer said so. This was about the time
dore was going to charge him with having
in
ho wrote me the letter produced. It was
conunitteu adultery with Elizabeth, extending
write
he
your teal
this way I said, “suppose you
llirixgb two or three years. Tilton told him
and he did
was glad to see
me, aud asked me how he
lugs to me and I will write to you,
In the afternoon of
so aud that was the eud of it.
should fight the battle.
Tillon’s Opinion of Beecher in 18(15.
Sunday, Moultou came to Tilton’s, I told Mr.
Beecher, aud said to Theodore, “Bedpath is goEvarts read the letter. Tilton says in it,
Moultou
to-morrow.
Beecher
ing up to see
“The old love does not wane” aud calls linn
aud says,
asked what I was going for and witness said he
“My frieud from my boyhood up,”
dates, aud Tilton said,
was going to arrauge
1 was baptized aud married. The
“By
you
to
charge debt, I owe vou I call never pay. My gratitiido
“Tell Mr. Beecher that he was going
him with adultery.’* Moulton walked up aud
cannot he told in words aud must be expressed
down the room and spoke of his love for both
in love.” The letter asks Beecher to blot from
Tilton and Mr. Beecher. He told mo to tell
liis mind any words Tilton might have uttered
tho
at
I
refused
which
this to Mr Beecher,
that gave him pain aud recommends his chilAfter I
it.
of
Beecher
Mr.
tell
lmt
did
tune,
dren to his care in case he should die before
told this to Mr. Beecher he said he supposed l
him and concludes with a prayer for blessing
subthe
on
to
say
knew all that Theodore had
ou Beecher.
True
the
read
had
and
Story.
I
I
J
said, did,
ject.
Witness resumed: From 1800 to December,
Beecfcer did not deny he had given Tilton cause
1870, we were iu frequent association. I met
He said something about a card
ot offence.
him in New York at his own house and on vaMoulton wanted him to write, aud that he put ! rious
public occasions. We co-operated on the
the whole matter in the hands of men of such I
subject of women’s rights until 18fitl, be having
dlie
character that he was sure they would render
at his house,
woman suffrage meetings
that if they acquitted him he
a just verdict;
uatioual society was formed in Boston and 1
cenwas
the
if
there
slightest
and
another
would goon,
was
was made president; and there
He
sure he would resign in twenty-fear hours.
j national society formed. Tilton was the bead
said he should not again be a party dependent of one aud I of another, and we had our May
honor or magnamiuity of
on the good faith,
anniversaries in contiguous rooms of the hall
Tilton, that he was a scoundrel, and that when and exchanged courtesies.
the scandal had become quiet he had endeavI remember sitting for a portrait to Page in
ored to stir it up.
1809. Tilton was desirous that I should do so.
harin
live
to
had
tried
he
said
Mr. Beecher
number of sittings aud Tila
of the num- I gave very great
mony with every person and spoke
ton was there not unfrequently. > My impresber of kind and sympathetic letters he had reweut
to Tiltou’s.
sion is the portrait
Mr.
ceived from all parts of the couutry.
Tilton's Religious Views.
breast
of
a
clean
make
should
he
said
Beecher
I can’t say when Tilton joined the church,
it, taking all the blame. The witness was asked
to his marif’iu all his conversations with him Mr. Beech- my impression is it was previous
ot adultery.
riage in 1851. He was for a limited period su
er had denied the commission
Mr. Evans objected and was supported by
perintenileut of the Sunday School, aud used
to take part in the speaking, and .prayer ou
Mr. Porter, who argued that the witness had
these
conversations; Friday night meetings, aud 1 looked ou him as
told all that occurred in
to the church.
and it was for the jury to determine aud not a man who would be useful
When he became a public speaker his time
the witness whether it was an admission or a
he
that
taken
up
gradually fell
was so much
deDial of the commission.
off, from the nature of his employment. I noThe question was allowed and the witness
ticed a change in his religious views when he
replied: 1 did not ask him about it.
and I were on the Independent together. We
To Mr. Shearman—I went up to see Mr.
lecto
a
reference
often conversed about religious life. 1 had
Beecher at Peekskill with
Bedpath known of -Sbiiots in his mind as to his former
ture contract with him in the tall.
n young
faith. 1 considered it the drift
here left the stand.
■i,au takes in passing from traditional belief to
Mr. Beecher Called.

the scandal.

Important

PuV|!*h

patli.

■■

_

1

..

Qnma •irtwl.ua

ffiinpor.

Then there was an earnest whispered enpsai- ed in the Independent which excited my alarm
tation between tiie defendant s ccniosel lor a and in the northwest I was held responsible tor
fail minutes. Evarts ■stiKjd trp and said: “Mr; them. I spoke to Tilton. My general idea
Beeei.ii'. will vwtl-he Sworn?” The clerk was was not to circumscribe his fight of investigathe
his guard against acin tbe act ofadministermg the oath iu
tion, but to put him on
in that
usual form, Mr. Beecher standing with upliftcepting hasty conclusions, and it was
Beach
the
bible.
to
ed baud insteaifof holding
spirit the letter now shown me was written
stated lie had conwitness
the
unless
objected,
to the state the usual
the
take
to
persons appointed to^ay
scientious scruples agaiust the swearing on
defence
the
stipulated
this point
bible. Beecber said lie bad, and then he was
see of 85 for the commission.
Cleveland’s testimony to-morrow afternoon,
New
Marine.
sworn by “The Ever Living God” in the
Witness continued: While 1 was sitting for
[
I found he had
England fashion.
mv portrait to the artist Cage
Bath, April 1.—Arrived here last night
His Early Life.
already paiuttd an excellent likeness ot Mouischooner lialph M. Haywood, Deane. Mobile,
I found him
He testified in answer to Evarts: I was ! ton anil we became acquainted.
LewMarch 13th, with 1330 bales o£ cotton for
born in Litchfield, Ct., in 1813. My father, an educated man, a-connoks-eurin paintings’
au
23
and
lou.
21
lat.
38
agreeable
8t>.
51,
and a lover of Shakespeare
iston. Spoke March 27th,
Kev. Lyman Beecher, died iu 1843, aged
this time I recognized
old.
My mother died w lieu I was three yearsI was companion, and during
British ship Ceiesta, Haws, Pensacola, for LivMrs. Moultou as a member of my church, aud
My family moved fromjliitchfield when
with
erpool, 15 days out.
thirteen years old, and went to Boston. My I that was the extent of my acquaintance
The fee on Ibe Penobscot.
to
licensed
I
was
father settled in Litchfield.
the
■Iiia First Acquaintance Willi Mrs. 'liltau.
Belfast, April 1.—The ice on the Penobscct
preach in 1837. I was a beneficiary under
SocieTwo
thickness.
I knew Miss Kichards (afterwards Mrs.. Tilcare of the American Home Missionary
Bay remains over a foot in
1
was
1 had a congregation of nineteen.
ton) as one of a set of young girls going to
ty
twelve miles in
men came to-day from Castine,
I
was
iu
Indianapolis.
supported
school together aud meeting my daughter. I
next settled
This is unprecedented
I came to be
a sleigh, and returned.
cau’t tell my daughter’s age, sir, I can t within
by the congregation, h'roiu there
to it
ten years of it.
(Laughter.) I was interested
for April.
pastor of Idymouth church. I was called
_;
the
property. in Tilton of course, aud also in the young lady,
by the gentleman that purchased
Then
of my congregation. 1
no
they
had
a
member
authority.
was
1 told them they
as she
remember them comiDg to my bouse as fair a
formed a church and I was called again.
The number of counnuuicauts iu I’lymouth
couple as ever you saw. I. was ouly once or
The I.«nber Trouble***
church is now about 2500 aud it lias been over
twice at Oxford street, hut saw them freMorse s. I
a serious of
Eor
more.
or
various
the
for
twelve
-A
2000
1.
tour
years
among
quently when they removed to Mrs.
Lowell, April
the fact that
believe it was early in 18(50 w hen we began to he
years 1 have conducted Wednesday lectures,
corporations in this city reveals
the
in
circles
unia good deal tegether in tour editorial relations
Friday night meetings aud social
the mule spinners’ centemplated strike is
the •that Tilton began to desire my visits to his
parlor of the church, hut I have remitted
versally regarded by their agents as very insighouse. (Laughter.)
social meeting to the young people.
nificent. (Jut of Hi,000 operatives not more
His Newspaper Work.
Tilton’s opinion of his wife.
than three or four hundred bcloug to this class,
at
a
ft is alleged that only two corporations
He spoke very admiringly of his wife, f reI have been connected with the New York
mule
spinners
time can he managed by the
of him. Every
Independent as a contributor, having a column collect having a pleasant feeling
all the
union. They propose to support the strikers in
man thinks he has found one woman of
of tnv own and furnishing it for every issue.
the
two mills; tor instance, while out of employhim
with
Indepensay, “You don’t
world. I have heard
In ltstiO I became connected
There
is
one
ment in consequence of striking until the mills
I
have
a
wife
what
got.
dent aud waf a contributor all the tilde until
know
accede to their demauds, then take two more,
ISM. After that a movement was set on foot,
little woman down at my house loves you more
and so on. There is at present no disposition
havu’t
a
hotter
but was dropped, I declining to take any posithan you have any idea of; you
bauds
at all to trade with the strikers, but new
tion that would seeiu to put me iu antagonism
friend than Libby.” I had brought various arwill he employed on the old style machinery
of bric-a-brac as souvenirs from Europe
with the Independent. The Christian Union
ticles
used, which requires less experienced operaand I recollect giving a brouch to Mrs. Tilton.
was originally the Churchman, and it passed
tives. The other mills besides the Massachu
and
circummine
of
into the bauds of friends
Visited them a good de il at Mrs. Morse’s while
such
se'ts, Prescott and Lawrence are getting
stances forced me to take the editorship in
they were at their house and presented a picof
its
in
case
order
iuto
working
machinery
1870. it had only about 1000 bona fide paying ture to her. The story is this: iu the early
need. In the Lawrence the bott boys have
subscribers. The Christian Uaiou had increas- chapters of “Norwood” I was in despair aud
also been drawn iuto the strike, and have given
ed to over 30,000 in the first year.
yvauled some one not critical to praise it. I
notice. The carders and weavers also have
once or twice read it to Mrs. Tilton, and she
Other Literary Labors.
females
of
mostly
are
hut
composed
unions,
enthusiastic about it.
was good enough to he
I have other literary labors. I have lectand so do not feel warranted in making trouble.
in particular she was delighted
ured very extensively from the second year of Oue chapter
One ageut remarked that his mule spinners,
the
picture which remindwith, and on seeing
took
who are mostly men, received better pay than
my settling here. (Here an interruption
ed me of the scene she praised in it, I bought
‘I have lost your
his
had
beeu
Mr.
Evarts
it
and
and
said,
of
branch
male-help,
place
any
it for her. The purchases I made in Europe
answer Mr. Beecher.”)
experience that the more they are favored the
and
children
were distributed among my
become.
Witness—“Aud I have lost your answer.
more independent and arrogant they
while Tilton’s family were on Livingfriends
and
of
owners
no
has
been
meefiug
(Laughter.)
There
The post office was near them aud
Examination continued: My vacation extend- ston street.
agents and none is now expected.
uvwu
was wj gu
ed from the first of August to the middle of my naoit
The Georges Fleet.
in to sec them for half an hour or more
September. 1 have had a summer residence in drop
made were nearly ail.at
I
calls
Gloucestek, April 1.—The easterly weather
Peekskill about fourteen years and usually and whatever
lately has beeu favorable to the Georges fleet spend my vacations there, but iu the last lour that hour. I did not call at LiviDgtou street or
fleet
arrived
had
of
the
to come home.
Thirty-four
I
anywhere in the evening unless when they
years have gone to the White Mountains.
home to day from their second trip, a few havcompany. The calls f made iu my neighborset ftee hv vote in 18p6 to go aud
been
have
ing completed their third trip, bringing in good lecture on politics. 1 have been a very volumi- hood were usually 5 o’clock, when I called at
and somefares avaraging about 50,000 tubs of cod lush,
author of about thirty-five Volumes in Tilton's. He was sometimes there
nous
1000 tubs of halibut each or a total ot 1,070,000
times ho was out. I remember taking Mrs.
The Life of Christ was undermy name now.
The
I
don’t
know it
iu
1870.
drive
to
out
lbs. of codlisli and 31,000 lbs. of halibut.
Tilton
taken iu December, 1857, and the first volume
horses at that
schooner Mary E Daniels hails for 115,000 lbs.
The preparaarose, but 1 had bought a pair of
was issued iu September, 1871.
the
seafares
of
in
a buggy
me
of cod fish, one of the largest
time. Next day Mrs. Morse met
tion of this work appeared iu the Ledger in
c_iof!D
son.
aud'ho^ged me to take Elizabeth out a second
as I had no idea how much good a drive
IIm Mnrriftfio,--—.A
did her. I called for a second drive and told
THE MINERS RIOTS.
I was married in 18.37 and had been engaged
Mrs. T. declined to go but her mother
I was 23 when married and my
seven years.
her aud she went.
urged
Governor
from
or
A Proclamation
1 was engaged when 1G
wife was 23 also.
The Gegiuuinst of Trouble.
17. 1 have four children living aud four waitIlarfrauft.
In August, 1870, I received a note from Mrs.
of late
children
have
1
me.
for
grand
ing
T aud at her request went to see her. 1 went
years. My wife has had occasion to visit the
Saw her looking very
Harrisburg, Pa., April 1—The state au- South since 1870 or 1871. While I was in In- up to the second tioor;recollect
any particular
despondent. Idou’t
thorities have uot received auy intelligence of
dianapolis my wife went to her home in Masme she was very detold
she
the mining regConversation, but
an alarming character from
sachusetts through sickness and that was the
like one that
me
to
seemed
From an
pressed,aiudslre
ions, but every precaution is being taken to he only break in our living together.
to talk and could not.
ready lor an outbreak. A proclamation will be
early period 1 delegated to her my secular af- wanted
1 cheered her and prayed with her. Next
issued by the Executive to-morrow, calling upfairs so that until two years ago I never even
but did not
day I called aud sent up my card,
She had poor health,
to disperse and retire to their 1 drew my own salary.
on the rioters
She sent down a little note to the
see her.
but strength of purpose that gave her the
homes, and which reiterates the views expressshe hoped all would be well in the
ed by the government in his despatch to the
strength of ten women, and this lasted until an effect that1 returned
to the city iu October,
future.
She has opened
accident happened to her.
Susquehanna rioters that tthe la vs must be
of
having the hay fever, and the impression Iu
upheld, peace preserved and life and property
my letters for many years.
sickness remained until November cauio.
made secured at all hazards, that the public
Pastoral Vi*itM.
saw
Mrs
the following month of that year I
highway must be kept free.
In my earlier years 1 attempted a great deal
T. The first intimation I had that Mrs. I defrom
was
of visitmg. Subsequent to that I found it imher
husband
from
Treasury Payment*.
sired a separation
(Details of the
possible to receive multitudinous calls. In
what IJeSsie Turner told mo.
Washington, April 1.—The payments made
I
was
I
not
visit frequently.
of
general of late do
from the Treasury by warrants during March
Conversation excluded.) In consequence
Mrs.
cautioned against having intimacy with the
were as follows:
On account of civil and miswhat Bessie Turner told mo 1 weut to
of my parishioners, but 1 stood up for
families
Morse’s and saw Mrs. T.
cellaneous, $5.236,715.57; war, $3,144,368.13;
my rights, no matter who might be jealous.
navy, $1,412,525.82, interior Indians and penConversation* with Mrs. Tiltou Objected
There were intimacies of my family with other
sions, $2,492,083.53; total $12,270,693.14. Tbe
to.
families in my parish. I have had large perabove does not include payments on account of
sonal acquaintances with men engaged in polithe public debt of the United States.
occurred on that occasion.
j
Q._What
within
the twenty
tics and correspondence
Mr. Beach—We object.
out vacations from 1844 to
The Price of Coal.
years past. Leaving
Mr. Evarts—Intercourse between the defena week including
addresses
six
this
I
1873 averaged
New York, April 1.—It is denied that the
dant nud Mrs. T. is a matter of inquiry iu
two sermons on Sundays.
Case and any third person that heard their conassociated coal companies have agreed upon
Acquaintance with Bowen.
an increa e of 20 cents per ton on all kinds
versation might testify to it.
of
Judge—You have a right to prove that the
coal, tbe increase to go into effect from to-day
I became acquainted with Ho wen in 1847.
forward. The circular of prices arranged to Tie was a leading margin the church and con- witness was called there aud saw Mrs. T. on
the subject of a separation or whatever it was,
comuieuce to day is tbe same as that force at
nected with the Independent, and leading man
Give
In consequence of tbe
but my difficulty is as to conversations.
this dale last year.
of the church, llewascneof the proprietors
what was done.
strike in Pennsylvania several of the compafrom the outset and became the sole proprietor.
substanw.i3
uot
to
Mr.
conversation
I
issue
Evarts—The
1 was a guest at bis bouse the second week
any scale of
nies have determined
tially tile action between theso parties.
came here, and we worked hand in hand in
fixed prices until tbe men return to work,
Mr.
is no rule authorizing the
Beach—There
a’Tmost
him
I
saw
the
church.
building up
defeudaut to give evidence of his conversaevery day and was intimate with him, but bis
idliTKUBOLVUICAL
tion or intercourse with Mrs. T. iu the absence
family were not so much intimate with mine.
PROBABILITIES FOR TOE NEXT TWENTY-POUR
In 187G, when I wrote the Cleaveland letter,
of Tilton, though such evidence would lie adHOURS.
I have yet to see au
the Independent criticized me so severely at a
missible on our part.
can
Chief
Signal
1
War Dep’t, Office
time when all were against save the Democrattliority that a person aecusrd of adultery
of Ins adul>
ic party that I felt this so much, I gave notice
Officer, Washington, 1). C.,
give conversations with iliu victim
in vindication of
of the termination of my contract with it and
April 2, |1 A. M.))
tery and give her declarutious
For New FuRluutl,
I dissolved the contract.
himself.
From that time to
,
deEvarts—If all the intercourse between eviDecember. 1870, my personal relations with
and the Middle stales generally cloudy and
be put in the
could
Mrs.
with
aud
T,
local
was
fendant
consideraweather
aud
him
*rediminished
there
southwest
to
w
cooler
rains,
dence from betfining to end, we could have t.ufl
He was a pew holder of my
northwest wiuds and slight change in tbe ba- ble coolness.
means of determining nis mne;
juost
a

take acknowledgments
ity, will be appointed
of deeds and affidavits, as well as to solemnize
she resides,
marriages tor the county in which
on presenting evidence of this and furnishing
the Governor with appropriate recommendathe
tions of citizens personally known to him,
to

^At

MASSACHUSETTS.

**Uv«

_

iometer.

church;

prominent one.

Jime
j’llfon.

pcrlect

cenee or guilt.
That is not possible, but I produce that interview under the general head of
the conduct of the defendant, and we are entitled to show the actual feeling between this
plaintiff aud defendant, attitude and relations,
moral and actual, of the three parties and
which was iu the iniud of the plaintiff as explaining what he afterwards said, and what he
did. The jury are not to exclude from their
judgment what enters into the verv marrow of
the conclusion which they are to draw.
If a
man rushes into a gentiemau’s parlor and tells
hitu a man is outside who has a sword red with
the blood of his sou whom he has slain, aud
the gentleman rushes out, sees a man with a
bloodv sword and slays him, it may he all a
mistake, hut what was passing iu tfie gentleman's mind should be their subject of inquiry.
This evideuce will show situations ami this is
jhstest mode to Tilton of shawiug facts. The
relation of Beecher and Tilton is a matter of
enquiry aud tlie relation of Tiltou and Beecher
is matter of enquiry, and l confess I am surprised at hearing objection from tins plaintiff
aud iiis counsel to spreading on tlie record the
facts which at time were operating on the mind
of Beecher and in Tilton’s mind, and exasperating him more and, especially, when this is a
trial to find out the truth, to tiud out wttether
Mr. Beecher has committed a great crime or
whether a number of circumstances have been
put together for purposes of prosecution.
The counsel concluded by referring to the
court to authorities.
.Mr. Beach—I agree that if we could spread
before the court as if by pictorial art, all intercourse of these parties from the commencement, the court aud jury could better judge of
tlie truth of the accusation, but tlie same is
and
true of every caso
every inquiry, aud
iu the'
we must get our conception of the case
subordination of rules of evideuce. Tuey offer
in evideuce declarations of this gentleman and
Iris alleged mistress iu hostility to the plaintiff.
He (plaintiff) was not present, yet they propose
to give iu evideuce conferences and confidences
of this .defendant aud his alleged mistress; aud
six months after the wife made her confession
of adultery committed two years before and two
defendant had
confessed
years after this
his adultery.
They offer in evidence conferiu
the
absence of the
ences of the guilty parties
plaintiff. This case is not to he differently
treated from any other case. Your Honor lias
been appealed to in the name of truth a injustice and askeil to have all the facts pdf iu.
There has been no effort on our part to exclude
facts. There has been very persistent offence
in that respect on the part of the defence*'.' Let
them prove visits to Mrs. Tiltou |or any other
fact, hut what we object to is declaratiohs of
these antagonistic parties in the absence of the
plaiutiff. (Applause in tlie gallery).
The judge said ho left the deleuce fiqe to
prove what occurred without giving conversations.
-.
Beach—I now withdraw objections. (Laugli-

„)J

ter.)
Mr*.

Tilton Wants

I©

Separate

Theodore.

a

signature.

The Churchman building in Hartford.Conn.,
Loss on building and
was burned last night.
contents §50,000.
Steamship Sarmatian, which sailed from
Liverpool yesterday, for this port, took 200 agricultural laborers for Canada.
The Senatorial party have arrived at New
Orleans. The prospect of the existence of
yellow fever at Vera Cruz makes it doubtful if
the party proceeds further.
A lire on Fourth street, Taunton, Mass,Weduesdav.night, destroyed a small tenement occupied by Johu McAlean. Loss §1000.
A Legislative committee of three left Boston
last night to invite President Grant and staff
to attend the Centennial celebration at Concord.
ilev. Joseph Eldridge, D. D.. of Norfolk,
Conn., died Wednesdayjuight. He was oue.of
the oldest divines of New England.
Ship Jereh Perry arrived at New Bedford
yesterday from the Arctic ocean, the first
She has been absent 30
whaler of the year.
mouths and taken 810 hols, sperm of oil, 5,550
bhls. whale and 50,000 pounds of whalebone.
Total value of cargo §115,000.
The Overlook Mountain House at Kingston,
N. J., was burned yesterday. Loss §00,000;
insurance §40,000.
Three deaths have occurred at Key West of
yellow fever. There are no cases on the American vessels there. The disease is not epidemic
in Havana and the cases are mostly of a mild,

type.

ry;

Buffalo, April 1.—The ice went oat of the
Buffalo river early this forenoon without damage to persons or property, greatly to the surprise of the residents,
Williamsport, April 1.—The Glen Union’
ice gorge is now passidg this place, the water
being four feet deep. Tne water at Lewistmrg
is one foot higher. Otherwise the situation remains the game.
Detroit, April 1.—The ice in the Grand
River commenced breaking up to-d»iy. Great
One woodeu and four
damage is anticipated.
iron bridges are washed away at Lansing, involving a loss of $50,000.
Calrtvgswood, April 1.—The eastern and
western parts of this city are completely floodcd. The port office and railway station arc inaccessible. The railway track is washed awa
In several nlaces.

Sonburg, April I —The ice gorges in the
north aud west branches above Hanebroke are
The
now passing this point without damage.
worst is over.
Uinohampton, April 1.—There is a small
freshet in the rivers at this place. The ice is
moving.
Hooper gorge went this morning
Great Bead or Bed Kock
without damage.
gorge has also gone without damage.
Wilkesbarke, Pa., April 1.—The river fell
The water is still
seven inches here last nigut.
paring over the flats iu great volumes. The
gorge has not been effected apparently. It is
thought the bridge is safe as the ice will not be
moved by the water but will gradually crumble
1
into pieces.
The freshet has not yet become a flood though
ioe which
of
ample to move any ordinary body
indicates what au immense amount there must
he to resist the action of such a high stage of
A small amount of rain would precipiwater.
tate the matter. The freshet has taken alt the
original ice out of the water gap, aud the river
is clear from here below though the gorge
above remains unmoved.

oreTgTn.
Consecra-

Principal.$1,723,388,650

Portland.
C*rlials Enter Santander.
Paris, April 1.—Advices from Spain state
that the Cailists entered the province of Santander. They were followed by Don Carlos
and the bulk of his army. It is supposed that
they are trying to penetrate to Castile.
in

Uraguay.

Rio Janeiro, April 1.—A despatch from
Montevidio announces that the Uruguayan
Chambers passed a decree suspending the payment of interest on the public debt aud providing for the redemption of the debt by the issue
of uew paper at a forced price. The foreign
represeutatives have protested against the decree and the situation is critical.
Foreign (Votes
A despatch to the Post from Berlin says a
financial crisis js feared there. Settlements on
the bourse are effected with great difficulty.
There have been 2d failures, and two persons
have committed suicide iu consequence ol financial reverses.
Mr. Childers, at Pontefract Wednesday
night, gave an account of his last American
Of the United States, he thought it was
tour.
probably the most prosperous country iu tb»
world. He estimated that iu tifiy years it
would contain 150,000,000 inhabitants, while
i.rA<rriiU4 rtf
Fihffliind W:t<t
V lillUt”
ed. uud presented reasons why England should
seek the friendship and alliance oE the United
States.
A telegram from St. Petersburg states M.
Scbeitkin, the Russsian diplomatic agent and
Consul general in Servia, lias been appointed
minister of Russia to the U. S.
JohuJay, late minister of the United States,
left Vieima yesterday on his return home.
Eighty ecclesiastics are at present imprisoned
in Posen alone. It is rumored that the government has arrested the papal delegate who
has been administering the archbishopric of
Posen since the arrest of the iucumbeut.
The fuueral of John Martin took place in
Newry, Ireland, yesterday and was largely attended.
One thousand Spanish troops arrived at Cuba

yesterday.

_

itii no it

ini.in; itams.

The first mad dog of the season was killed
in Lowell to day, after biting two men, one
horse and other dogs.
Gen. Win. G. Mark, formerly of tho secret
Service department of the Treasury, has been
arrested in New York for passing counterfeit
fifty cent currency. He obtained the stamps
from a safe captured by the Treasury Department when he was in their employ.
Tho Methodist Conference at Newark, N. J..
have appointed a committee to investigate the
based
charges of heresy against Rev. Dr. Gill,
in a hook recently
upon a sentence contained
him.
published by
The boiler of the sunken steamship Idaho,
just off liarnegat Inlet, is in a very dangerous
schooner and
position. It lias already sunk a
a

of Winchester, UN. H.,
j°yP‘Thon)p8oa
and held in $1200 bonds

has

on
connec-

beeu arrested
m
charges of forgery and swindling,
Mauy farmers
tion with a bogus patent right.
have suffered by him.
The steamer Leo, from Fernaiidtna, I1 lomia,
for New York, was towed Into Fortress Monroo
shat t
Wednesday night, haaiug broken her
Sunday.
different
The general passenger agents of tho
railroads at Chicago, Wednesday, reduced the
rates to eastern cities about $(>.
In the case of Geo. Reynolds on trial at Salt
Lake for polygamy, the jury which was com-

of Mormons and Gentiles, returned a verdict of guilty. Counsel then moved to set aside
the verdict on the ground that the prisoner had
neither heard the indictment read nor plead to
it. This appearing to he the fact the verdict
was set aside and the prisoner released on hail.
Camion will be tried to-day.

posed

00

102}.

ON

INTEREST HAS
MATURITY.

WHICH

CEASED

Principal.§

Interest.
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.

TOTAL

43,045,000

00

Total.$ 132,332,933

38

by law....

2,133,634,778

30th,

1874.

aged
at

54
17

$64,623,512
Principal outstanding.
accrued and not yet paid. 969,332
paid by the United States. 26,264,102
paid By the transportation of
5,943,748
mails, &c.
Balance of interest paid by the Unitea
20,320,354
States.

York. Glasgow.Apl
Ailriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Prussian.....Portland.. Liverpool.. ..Apl
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. .Liverpool... .Apl
L'Amerique. -New York..Havre.Apl

04

Atlas.Boston.Liverpool_Apl
Algeria.New York- Liverjiool.Apl

30

Alps.New York. Jamaica, &c.. Apl
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow'.Apl
Scandinavian.Portland
Liverpool....Apl
...

Moravian .Portland.... Liverpool.Apl

,

have

we

ever Men.

Arlington Poplins,

more

Shade*, Price only 31 ceul*

and Embroidered Table
Covers

aMtoniahingly

Cow

Price*.

per Dozen,

E. T. ELDEN & CO.

THE—

STREET, PORTLAND,

5 FREE

LOWEST.

j

& GItEENOtJOII.

GOODS.

apr2

811 tf

ja28

FOR SALE,
PINE
FLOORING and STEP
BOARDS .in lots to suit purchasers, for sale low
to close a consignment
RYAN & KELSEY
No. 161Cominercial Street
mv28

SOUTHERN

inritc all their ol.l frieml. nml Iota
of new one, to look nt their .lock of

DRY

$2.04

9.1.4J.

worth

CASH,
VERY

*

A11 of Our Dress Goods Marked Down.

nt

LADIES SPRING COSTUMES

dsntt

AT

—

—

BROS-,

EASTMAN
Portland Dispensary.

—

Tbe annual meeting ot the “Portland Dispensary”
will be holden at their room under City Hall on
MONDAY, April 5th, at 5 o’clock P. M. All members are requested to be present.
N. A. HEKSOM, Sec’y.
apr2sn3t

ALSO

—

GOODS

DRESS

NEW

in Plain and

Mercantile Library Association.

Plaid Eilectx,

with the latest Novelty in

Members and subscribers are notifieri that the Library will be closed on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
April 1st and 2nd, 1873, lor the purpose of taking acPer oriJcr ol
count of books.
mar30sn3t
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

WORSTED
Wc

are

FRINGES.

TAPE

offering special bargains in

OFFICE.

POLICE

29 March, 1875.
,31es8r8. C. Way & Co.
1 was troubled w'.th a severe cold accompanied
with Hoarseness, and was recommended to try your
Compound Syrup of Lnujgwort. I did so,
and one bottle completely cured me.
1 can recommend it as an extia good Cough
C. K. BRIDGES.
medicine.

B’ETE

DRAP

CASHMERE,

BLACK

ALPACA AND BR1LLIANTINES.

SILKS,

BLACK
from 70 ctx.

Price 35 cents a bottle.
C. WAV A’ CO., Apothecaries, corner
iiia22sn3m»
myrtle and Cumberlaud Sin.

lo

$11.00 per yard.

ONE LOT LIGHT STRIPE SILKS,
58 ctx. xoid lnxt year at 80 ctx.

at

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,

ONE LOT STRIPE SILK,
80ctx Mid laxt

at

healed
Rooms ll&ll FLUENT BLOCK.

$1.00,

One Lot at

ma4_8ut*
COUGH
EUROPEAN
REMEDY.-This well-known remedy is still the

xcaxou

at,1.00.

$1.25.

Former Price

SPRINGS WOOLENS.

remedy known for the cure of obstinate and long
standing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases in general

best

The bext alack we have ever xhawn in
priced good. for Boyx, in nice t'axxi-

low

Many persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
For sale by druggists generally; $1.00 per bottle, six
de21deod&weow52t£sn
or $5.00.

nierex

Suiting.,

and Scotch Effect. in

KEEP THE

WE

WILTON GRAY WATERPROOF,

CLEARED.
Fox.
Steamer

City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport—A R Stubbs.
Sch Nellie F, Huntley, Machias—N Blake.

Railroad.....122|

Alaska, Thorndike. Portland.
Ar at Boston 1st, sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson, fm
Ponce.
Ar at Key West 20th,
Baltimore.
Ar at Cardenas 30th,
Vnm Vr»rlr

Ar at

^

ley, Philadelphia.

KEY WEST—Ar 19th
Oakes, Baltimore.

Knight,

Below, brig Clarabelle. Tracey, from Cardenas.
Ar 30th. sch Jas A Brown, Col'ins, Cardenas.
Cld 31st, schs Skylark, Smalley, and Addie Blaisdell. for Boston.
Sid 31st, sch Ethan Allen, tor St Lncia.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, sch Lahaina, HoughCld 30th, brig H Houston. Griffin, Matanzas.
Cld 3tst, brig Cbas Dennis. Darrab, Matanzas.
Cld 1st, seb Cora Etta, for Havana.
Passed down 31st ult, sch Jos Souther, Watts, tor

Galveston.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 31st, barque Ormus,
Shack ford, trom Havana.
NEW YORK—Ar 30th, barque Andes. Stamlisb,
Cietifuogos 20 days: brig Caroline Eddy, Dodge, Messina 68 days; L French. Crawford, Georgetown SC;
Freddie Walter, Allen, Virginia, (and sailed tor Port-

land.)
Below, sell Walderaar, trom Pernambuco.
Ar 31st. ship Plymouth Rock, Butman, London;
Hope, Curtis, Bombay; barque S A Blaisdell, Sawyer, Batavia; brig F H Jennings. Mahoney, Cardenas; sell E S Newman, Griffin. Sagua.
Ar 1st, barque Henry Knight, Ames, fm Havana;
brig J A Devereux, Curtis, Matanzas; Eliza Stevens,
Carter, Caibarieu; sens Laina Cobb, Savannah; J W
Fish from St George.
Cld 30th, oarque Abbic Thomas, Oliver, tor Havre;
sch S L Bums, Crosby. Boston.
Cld 31st, barque l^or\l Clarendon, Lavender, Montevideo; brig R W Messer, Hewitt. Sagua; schs Rebecca

Sheppard. Franibes,Cardenas; LF Warren.JohnSt Thomas; Speedwell, Spaulding, for Harbor

son,

Island.
Sid 30tli, barque Willard Mudgett, for Slianghae;
brig Kremlin, for Charleston.
NORWICH—Ar 29th. brig A S Pennell, McFarland. Porto Rico.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 31st, schs Ella Pressey, Pressey, Richmond, Va; W R Huston, Gardiner. Philadelphia; Gov Conev. Ridlev. and Altavela. Jov. New
iorK; Mien Morrison, Dodge, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 90th, sch# Charlotte
Fish Williams, from Roekport for Norfolk; Kate
Newman, Newman, Portland for Baltimore; il B
Gibson, Dorr, do tor Green port; Florence Mayo, Hall
Rockland tor New York.
Passed by, sch Jobu Farnum, Morphy, Roekport
for Not folk.
Also ar 30tb, schs Prospect, Handy, Portland for
Philadelphia; Wm Penn. Thompson, Roekport for

FOR AN

From

DituinxnMbrd Lawyer of Boston

ult, sch Kocheko, Jasper,

Tarragona.
Ar at Rotterdam 30th ult, barque Emma & Alice,
Gibbs, Baltimore.
Sid fra Ardrossan 29th ult, ship El Dorado, Winding, Sau Francisco.
Slil fm Guantanamo 5tli ult, (not arrived) brig J II
Lane. Biokmore, St Jago.
At Port Spain 9Mi ult, schs L P Mailory, Stetson,
from Savannah, ar 5th; Sarah L Davis, Cottrell, from
Georgetown SO, ar 9th.
Ar at Point-a-Petre 27th ult, sch Harry White,
Hopkins, New York.
Sid fm Mayaguez lltli u.t, schs Allegro. Kellar,
Boston; 13th, Ernest T Lee, Rideout, Newlmryport.
At Pouce 12th iust, sch Palos, Shackford, from
Gtiayanilia, just ar.
Sid fm St Jago 20th, brig Robin. Stroufc, Guantanamo and New York.
Ar at Havana 27tli, barques Mary G Reed, Geyer,
Liverpool; Minna Hunter. Woodman, fm Liverpool;
brig Geo E Dale, Pierce, Philadelphia; sch B F Farnbara, Brewster, Port Royal, SC.
Ar at Matauzas 28th, brigs Agenora. Prince, Philadelphia; A R Stover, Adams, New York; 29tli. brig
B F Nash. Spaulding, Havre: schs Ellie »i Simmons.
Harrington, Bath ; L W Wheeler, Bowman, from
Philadelphia.
Sid 28tn, barque Orchllla, Mattbows, New York.
AratSagua 29th, barque Horace Beals, Fickett,
Philadelphia ; sch Maggie Bailing. Bailing, from
New York; Georgia, Coffin, do; David Ames, Ames,
|

EASTMAN BROS..
534 CONGRESS STREET.

snUtf

ma23

SPECIAL

Now is the time to purchase cheap, for we mean
business and must close out the entire stock as soon
We will sell the stock and store fixtures
as possible.
to any who wish to take hold of a good trade in a
first-class store.

TERiTIM ('AMU,

R.

CO.

Just arrived

by brig

391

snlm

FRANKLIN COAL.

LYKENS VALLEY

“Etta M.

Tucker,**

TONS

of the celebrated

LYKENS VALLEY FKANKLIN COAL
tor sale in lots to suit purchasers at
60 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL &IRc ILIJMTEIt.

sntf

To Be Let.

OF

BEWARE

&

YORK

R.

Yarmouth Falls, March 24, 1875.

mar29

Notice,

business,

our line ot trade.
The stock
consists of
Dry an<l Fancy Cieodwand €?roccrie»,IIat«
•
npN, (Soot.. Miocm and RnbbrrH, Carpet
iii”., Pnurr II a lining., t'nn la*ry, Glam
and Hardware, Floisr, Corn Uleal, elc.

[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Ziou’s Herald
35 Bromfield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Bal- !
sam have been used in my family with ths most gratWe esteem it as oue of the best of
ifying results.
medicines.

Special

our

COST, OR LESS.

thanjfc.

$5000~GOLD.

NOTICE.

to make a change in
we shall sell out at

every article of goods in

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire io say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
haye been a sutterer from a very severe 'cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. 1 tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and 1 hail no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the tirst dose the cough
entirely left me. Toe result seemed little less than
score of sufmiraculous. 1 have sent more
ferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover St., lor the
remedy, and, so far as 1 learn, in every instance with
market! success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney aud Oounselorsat-Law, 27 Tremont St.]

1, 1875, the chamber in second
occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on the
of Cross and Middle Sts. Apply to

On and after Jan.

AND

COUNTERFEITS

IMITATIONS
The high reputation gained bv ADAMSON’S BO
TANiC COUGH BALSAM for'the cure ot Coughs
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding ot the Lungs and Consumption, has given rise to spurious compounds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S Bo I AN 1C COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,/ are blown
the glass of the bottle. $5000 for a better article.
DON’T

FAIL

TO

TRV IT.

Tho following are a lew of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Govemor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lambard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of Augusta; Rev. I>r. Kicker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. E.
Penny, Rev. Win. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood. Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of Stale; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, PresiUeilvJMrBL

nalHHIal

HUM.

DJIIlKi

$500.00

rewardT"

THE

NATIONAL

OF

FIRE

Hereby offers

a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the pai
ty
parties charged with the crime of arson, in
tiring the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland, Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I>.
Jost, on November 10lli,and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said criminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order oi the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CKO WELL, Chairman.
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.
dec23sntf

the

CLARKE’S RHEUMATIC ELIXIR
cures

Rheumatism autl Neuralgia
all their forms. It is sure, safe and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for
FIVE DOLLAR* OR LESS.

For sale by Druggist ami Medicine dealers generally
Price $1 per bottle, six for $5. Wholesale by
Of.
Hay, au<l John W. Purkiux
i*ortlaud, Maine.
*ndeod«&wcowtf51
eclC

n. II.

MRS. A. IV. EMERSON,
30

now

HENRY OEKRINU,
No. 65 Exchange St.

de28sntf

NOTICE.—All officers, sailors
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or Injured in
the late Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
Tension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON. Late
Surgeon in United Slates Navy, No. 4 New ChamCommunications prompters St.. New York City.
oc29suly
ly auswered.

pERMOlVAIi

_L

Sclilottcrbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples.
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
.skin, rendering it soil and tresh and imparting to it
a MAKHLE i»UKir\\

CENTS^ BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK Si
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress stree
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.
ma27sndtf
PRICE FIFTY

THOMAS FILLEBROWN, D. M. D.
SUCCESSOR

TO

DRS. HEALD Sc DORR,

DENTAL ROOMS, NO. 203 MIDDLE ST.
sudlin*

iual6

TUCKERS

PRINTING

HOUSE

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,
115 EXCHANGE STREET.

BOARD

UNDERWRITERS

in

story

corner

m».

President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ot Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
0, Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Win. H.
Taj lor. Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and litly thousand others too numerous to mention.
Hold by all Draggittla.
sueodaeowCm
dec 4

All

orders,

eithe

prompt attention

personal

or

by mall,

receive
JyiMdt fan

will

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
DR.

H ABBISO N’S

PERISTALTIC
LOZENCiES.
Indorsed by all the Medical Jourrialss as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, hlltective and
Sure Remedy for

COST/YENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
andf'r elderly‘persona, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
ouce the next morning. Warranted in all cases ot
the Piles und Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Katino, Sour
Stomach

Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness op the Skin and Eyes,Sick
Headache
Coated Tongue.Billiousness,Liver
Loss of appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains

Headache*

Coeplaint*

and all
NESS &C.

Irregularities, Neuralgia Faint

Free Stmt,

Teacher of the Pianoforte. Terms $20 for a course
Kefers by permission to Mr,
of twenty lessons.
Kotzschmar, and Mr. J. W, Tufts, Boston, Mass.
fcblOsueodit

Philadelphia

CHANDLER’S

Sid 28tb, brig Hattie, Cates, Baltimore.
CI<1 at St do,hn, NB, 29th, sch Nellie Scott. Milan,
Havana; Emma K Smalley, Smalley, and Virginia,
Ross, Port au Prince; Fanny Flint, Warren, do.

NPOKEN.
Jan 25. lat 55 23 S. ion 70 54 W, ship St John, from
San Francisco lor Liverpool.
March 19. lat 28 40, lou 70 II, sch llortensia, from
Porto Rico tor Boston.
No date, lat 39 41. Ion 70 10, sch Lizzie Wilton, from
Boston for Matauzas,

TOILET QUILTS,
AND DOMESTICS.

CASE

INCURABLE

or

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Sourabaya Jail 27th, barque Henry Buck,
Fiekl, Bezeekie.
Ar at Barcelona 30th ult, barque Halcyon, Hardy,

WHITE GOODS,

Having decided

$5000
a

few dayx extra bnrgaiaa in

n

TABLE LINEN,

U1VUI

Sid 31st. schs

New Orleans
Sid fm Barcelona 18th

Wc offer for

Only 35 cents’ Au unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and
*
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Cousump-

man.

delphia.

TKV

TO

BALSAM !

BOTANIC

Norfolk.

Jos Fish. Charlotte Fish, Kate NewLizzie Young, and Prospect.
BOSTON—Cla 31st. schs L & D Fisk, Kendrick,
Baltimore; Bonny Boat. Kelley, Bootlibay.
Ar 1st, brig Julia E Haskell, Haskell, Cardenas;
schs F A Bailey, Hutchinson, Ponce; Mariel, Anderson. Portland,
LYNN—Ar 30th, sch Susanna, Keuniston, Phila-

the best repellant in the Market.

ADAMSON’S

ton, Matanzas.

mill and 5000 bbls shipping extras at prices with the
range; closing steady; Southern flour at 4 95 @ 8 00:
Cornmeal firm and
Rye flour steady at 4 00 (g) 5 10.
fairly active at 4 00 @ 4 80, Wheat—receipts 35.000
the
market
is
1
2c
bush;
@
higher and more doing
for exports; sales 193.000 hush; No 3 Spring at 1 12 (gj
1
16
for
No
115;
@ 118$
2Chicago; 1 15 @ 1 19 for No
2 Northwestern; 1 18$ @ 1 22 for No 2 Milwaukee;
1 23 @ 128 tor No 1 Spring; 112 @ 1 24 ;tor ungraded
Iowa and Minnesota Spring: 1 25 @ 1 27 for Winter
Red Western; 1 28 @ 1 29 for Amber Western; 1 29 @
1 39 for White Western; also In,000 bush of old No 1
Milwaukee in store at L 27: 16,000 bush No 2 Milwaukee lo arrive at 1 118$, including in the sales m the
afternoon of 25,000 bueli Mo 2 Milwaukee in store at
1 20 for export. Rye quietBarley is dull and strongly in buyers favor; Canada West nominal at 1 55; 35,000 bush 2-rowed State at 1 20; 5000 hush No 2 Chicago at 1 22 to arrive. Corn—receipts 26,082 bush ;the
market is $ and lc better with a fair export and home
trade demand; sales 94.000 bush 86 @ 86$c for Western Mixed; 86$c for Yellow Western; also 8000 do
old Western Mixed at JWc delivered. Oats—receipts
65,675 bush; the market more and decidedly firmer;
gales 98,000 bush at 70$ (a) 72$e for Mixed Western;
72c seller May. Coffee firm and in fair demand at
@ 18$c in gold. Sugar firm at 7$ @ 8$c tor fair to good
refining; 8jc prime; 1189 hhds Muscovado at 72 @ 8$;
260 boxes within r:in«?»>: stnok 76.949 hliils. 34.749 hxs.
130,597 bags, 1603 do Melado. Molasses is quiet and
tirm. It ce unchanged. Petroleum is lower;crude at
@ 7*e; refined at 14Jc on spot; 14* @ life balance
of the month. Tallow is firm. Naval Stores—Rosin
steady at 2 07* @ 2 12* for strained. Turpentine e
steady at 36c for Spirits. Pork firmer; 2000 bbls new
mess at 21 50 @ 21 75 cash; 1000 bbls s»eller May at
Si 50 @ 21 60; 25u bbls seller June at 22 00. Beef is
quiet. Lard firmer; 300 tes prime steam at 14* (3}
14 11-16 cash; 1250 do seller April at 14 9-16 @ 14 1116c; 2500 tes seller May 14J (3} 14 13-16; 500 do seller
tor June at 14$. Butter is unchanged at 13 @ 22c for
Western; 18 (a) 27c for State; new 25 @ 32c. Whiskey is lower at 113J.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is dull; Cotton
per steam at 7-32d; Corn per steam at 6d; Wheat per
steam at 7d.
umioaGO, April 1.—Flour is in good demand ;extra
Spring at 4 50 (a} 4 75. Wheat is active and higher; No
1 Spring at 1 00; No 2 Spring fresh at 96* on spot;
98|c seller April: 99c for seller Ma.V; 991c seller lor
June; tfo 3 Spring 91* @ 9llc{rejected at 84*c. Corn
advanced and in fair demand ; No 2 Mixed at 68c on
n spot and for seller April; 76*c seller May; 75*c bid
Oats steady; No 2 at
g eller June; rejected 65Jc.
55c bid on spot and seller April; 60*e seller May bid.
Rye 1 00. Barley—No 2 Spring at 1 05 on spot; 99c
seller for May. Seeds did 1 and unchanged; TimoClover Seed 6 25 @
thy, fair to choico 1 77* @ 2
7 00. Provisions—Pork excited and higher at 21 50 on
spot; 2i 40 seller April; 21 70 seller May. Lard has
advanced and in fair demand at 14 40 on spot; 14 60
seller Mav; 14 80 seller June. Bulk Meats advaip-od
and in fair demand; shoulders 8c j short rib middles
loose on spot and seller Aprii. Whiskey-

Shipment—10,000 bbls finuj, 80,000 bush wheat 15,bush corn, 4,000 busu oats, 0,000 bush rye, 0,000
Dusk harlev.
On the call of the Board In the after noon—Wheat
seller May; 1 Olg @ 1 01* seller June..
higher at 99*oOats
higher at 50* @ 56c seller April ;60c
Oom firm.
seller May. Pork higher at 21 47* seller April;21 97*
Lard
nominal.
seller June.
St. Louis, April 1.—Flour is in good demand and
scarce and unchanged; extra Winter at 4 35 (3} 4 50;
double extra at 4 65 (3} 1 90. Wheat is a shade better;
No 2 Red Winter at 1 12* @1 13 cash; 1 16* (3} 1 161
seller May; No 3 do l 09; No 2 Spring 98 @ 99*c. Corn
is higher: No 2 Mixed at 6.'* (3} 71c cash; 71 @ 71*c
siller April; 74 @ 74*c seller May. Oats higher ;No 2
at 62* @ 64c cash; 63*c seller May. Barley unchanged; No 3 Spring at 11 07*; No 2 do at 1 20 @ 1 22*.—
Whiskey steady at
Rve unchanged at 02(3} 1 05.
1 12. Pork higher at 21 25. Dry Salted Meats higher;
shoulders 8*c; clear rib sides and clear sides at 14
(ft 12c; large sales, shoulders and clear rib sides up
country at 8 (3} li*c. Bacon higher; shoulders j*t 9c:
iear sides at 12* @ 13. Lard is firm at
ciear rib and
14* bid.
Live Hogs strong and a shade higher; shippers at
6 00 (3} 6 75} bacon at 7 00 @ 7 50; good to extra at 7 60
(<2 7 75* Cattle arc firm and active; prime native
shipping steers at 6 25; good do at 5 02* @ 6 00; fair
butchers 5 25 @ 5 50: stock 4 50 (3} 5 35; Stockers 4 00
5 00; fair to go .Hi Texas 3 56 @ 5 25.

M

Matanzas.

New

established.

inst, bng Annie

SAVANNAH—Ar 30tli, sch Charlotte Jameson,
Jameson. Boston; Carrie S Webb, Homan, do.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 30tb, sch Nettie Langdon,
Collins, Savannah.
BALTIMORE—Ar 29fch, brig Liberty, Devereux,

Central, ex-div.10l|

bids flour, 70,000 bush wheat, 18.corn, 13,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 4,000

Russell, York,

May, trom Philadelphia.

YMMIRMTICl PORTS,*
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 30th ult. ship Jamestown,
Call. Callao; Malay, Clough, Rio Grande.
ASTORIA, O—Ar 31st, ship Pactblus, Tobey, trom
San Francisco.
Sid 19th, barque Wetterhorn, Rich, Queenstown.
Sid 31st, ship Ida tally. Blanchard, Honolulu.
PENSACOLA—Cld 27th, sch E K Sawyer, Hinck-

Wabash...15
44J
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.. 57§
Chicago & Rock island.^.-106*

Receipts—12,000

Knight, Davis,

ceeded.
Sch Charlotte Jameson, from Boston, arrived at
Savannah 30th ult with loss of jibboom and ioretopmast.

...74
Union Pacific stock...66$
Lake Shore.
73$

37*;

Eva

B

ITIEinOKAIVDA.
Brig Prairie Rose, (ot Portland) Greenleaf, at Philadelphia trom Matanzas, reports, Mch 19, lat 56, Ion 80
encountered a heavy gale and lost toretopmast, topgallautmast, and jibboom.
Sch Charlie Stedmau, Duuton. from Portland lor
New York, struck on the Middle Ground,
VineyardHaven. 29th, hot came off wi bout damage and pro-

Michigan Central....

7|

Anna M

Sid 30th, brig Sarah Harris, lor Portland.

the borrowing rates were 1-32 @ 1-64 per cent,
per diem and 2,1 @ 3 per cent, per anuurn at the
close; loans were made fiat. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $18,000 on account of interest and
$25,500 in redemption of bonds. Government bonds
Railroad mortgages are firm. The stock
were dull.
market, declined $ @ 1$ per cent, before the first cal),
hut there was a subsequept advance of $ @ 2$ per
cent, in the entire list.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities;
United States coupon 6*3,1881, Reg.120$
United States 5-20’s, 1862.116$
United States 5-20’s 1864.
117$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.120
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div.119
Ufiited States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.
119$
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div.120
United States new 5’s ex.114$
United States 10-40 coupon.. .114
Curreucv 6’s ex in...119
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.78
Pacitic Mail.43$
N Y Central and Hudson R. consolidated.100$
Brie.
30J
46
Brie preferred....

114J;

15$

Sagua 30tli, sch

brig

brig Mattie

FAIL

DON’T

[FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 1st, barque M E Chapman, from
Cieutuegos; brigs Geo Burnham, Staples. Matanzas;
Long Reach, Blair, Cardenas; sch« L F Warren, and

New Fork Mtock aud Money Market.
Nrw York. April —Evening.—Tho general situation continues to improve, and in Wall street to-day
the market were higher. A number of railroads and
other corporations were paying dividends aud interest to-day.
Motley was very easy and closed at 4 @ 5 per cent,
on-cttH. Foreign Exchange 6teady at 483 (g} 483^ for
sixty days and 487 @ 487for demand. The customs
receipts to-day were $415,000. Gold opened at 114i

Yobk. April 1—Evening.—Cotton market
is quiet and unchanged; sales 616|bales; Middling upanas at 16$c; forward deliveries declined l-16c.—
Flour—receipts 19,600 bbls; the market is steady with
fair business doing for export and home use; sales
23,500 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 40 @
4 70; extra Western and State at 4 85 @ 5 10; choice
Western and State at 5 15 @ 5 45; White Wheat Western extra at at 5 50 @ 6 00; extra Ohio at 4 25 @ 4 50;
St Louis at 5 00 @ 8 00; including 13,000 bbls of extra

SUFFERERS,

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry

Boston & Maine
..581
Eastern Railroad... y...
Eastern Railroad..58J

(g

One Case

CLARKE’S

Brig Merriwa, Downes, Boston, to load lor Havana.
Sch Mindora, Bunker, Mt Desert.
Sch Ella Frances, Bulgea, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Ida C Spotlord, Ingalls, Jonesport, to load for
East|>ort and Calais.
Sch Essex, Beal, Jonesport.
Sch Mystic Tie, Alley, Jonesport, (at Harpswell.)
Sch Tamerlane. Kelley, Hancock.
Sch Union, Hatch, Bristol.
Sch Hunter. Blaisdell, Bristol.
Sch Josie, Phillips, Bristol for Boston.

LSales at the Brokers' Board, April 1.
Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.91i

...

Dozen.

a

on

All oar White Goods at about one-hair
their value.

One Case l’iau

ARRIVED.

Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passen-

Mi o« ton Stock I list.

000

KEEL.

Manufacturer’* Price*—i:hc«pe«i end
UcmI From

people that

—AND

PRICES.

100 Uoz. Combination Shirt Fronts

THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay hands on them and tney shall be

gers anil mdse to John Portous.

Receipts.
Daily
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.
__

bush
bush of barley.

Mil.I,

for 3 0 ceul*

Billiousness*

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Thursday, April 1.

Domestic

000

DSTEWST

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Scandinavia.—
39 crates earthen ware to C E Jose «& Co, 9 packages
merchandise to agent G T R, 155 packages merchandise to Canadian Ex Company, 1041 rails to order, 220
cases oranges to Hart, Marion & Co, 69 do lemons to
do, I case merchandise to H & A Allan, 3 packages
merchandise to order, 5 bales dundees to C M Bailey,
and merchandise for St John and Canada.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Cease—5 Mis skins to
J F Liscomb, 3 packages merchandise to do, and do
lor Canada, New York and Boston.

none

miniature Almanac. .April 2,
Sunrises...5.41 I High water.8.00 AM
Sunsets.C.27 I Moon rises...4.05 AM

MARINE

expected. Grain is very firm and prices arc
advancing slightly. Groceries show but little change.

llgc—all

3
3
3
3
3
3
7
9
10
10
17

Wholesale Markets,

rise is

advance asked;

in

All the New

6l) years.

Utopia.New

00
68
34

Tiiursday, April 1.—The market shows an upward tendency to-day, Pork is advancing and we
quote as follows: Clear $26 00 @ 26 50; Mess $23 00
@ 23 50; Backs $27 00 @ 27 50. Lard is very firm and

iuwhw ui

WHOLESALE

WE

tion of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

[Funeral services to-morrow, (Saturday) at 12 o’clk,
bis late residence.
In Standish, April 1, suddenly, Nahum Clough.
In Westport, March 29, Mr. Wiilliam Jewett, aged

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
From
Name.
For
Hate.
of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.Apl 1
New
York. .Aspinwall... Apl 1
Henry Chauncy...
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool..
.Apl 3

FINANCUL AND COMMERCIAL

114* wiui sales m iuc

THAN

uhorl time at

a

at

1000 Doz. Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread,
White Spools, best Thread made,

you saw their
Advertisement in the PltllSS, the circulaPlease tell the

LOW

buy rooiIn f«r

cau

LESS

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

City

8,453,462 62

Interest
Interest
Interest

■

per.-isted

to

—

SO

170 Dozen Towels only

77 years 7 months.
In Woolwich, March 29, Mr. Henry A. Baker, aged
87 years 6 months.
In Wiseasset, March 29, Mr. Edward Farnham,
aged 76 years.
In Bethel, March 25, Mrs. Nancy, widow of the
late Micajah Blake, aged 91 years 5 months.

ISSUED TO PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANIES,
INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

a

will,

AT

retuil

equal certainpotent vegetable alterative*

ty to the operation of this

Knightville. Cape Edzabeth, April I, Wm. Mayberry, Esq., aged 76 years.
In North Yarmouth, March 31, Mr. Wm. G. Orne,

BONDS

Portland

tyi»e,

if

eradicate every vestige of the malady.
constipation and dyspepsia yield with

In

tbe

Decrease of debt since June

the Bitters

GOWGLL

$2,137,315,989
past
Mouth.$
3,681,210 63

during

remittent

by

TREASURY.

April 1,1875.
Decrease of Debt

that all

which lieget interprotective against the
mittent maladies, and those which directly affect the
stomach and bowels. If the nerves are healthfully
tranquil, the assimilation of food perfect, as they are
sure to be under the influence of this standard tonic
and nervine, malaria may be defied, and if, in tlie absence of the most reliable of medical safeguards, the
system has fallen a prey to disease of an intermittent

1st,

APIUL

DOWN OUU PUEHENT HI OC-R
—

influences

K,

ST OC

hare tleeided

PRICES

Now

84,105,520
5,182,412

Mch.1,1875...

OTAKK

our

will

we

ABOUT
we

The best safeguards against epidemic disease are
thorough digestion and firm nerves. It is because
they assure the regular performance of the digestive
that
process, and invigorate the nervous system,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters are such a sovereign

In Saco, March 31.
Rev. S. F. Wetherbee, .Jacob
II. Sevcrence of Biddeford and Mrs. Elizabeth C.
Holden of Saco.
In Bath, March 27, John R. Talbot and Miss Lida
A. Barter.
In Lincolnville, March 22, Dau’l E. Martin of Camden and Miss Melvina E. Richards of Lincolnville.
In South Paris, March 24, R. H. Burnham of Canton and Miss Hannah Gerry of Sumner.

THE TREASURY,

IN

OPENI

will be strictly

DEBT.

LESS CASH

which

_

or

make room for

SPRING

The Be«t Protection.

DIED.

Coin.S
Currency.
Special deposit held for redemption of
certificates of deposits as provid-

DEBT

N EW

WANT.

1VE

TUAN
lu order to

the profession. Thus the popularity of the reigning
tonic-stimulant of America is constantly widening,
despite the invectives fulminated against spirituous
preparations by the vendors of mock temperance bitters, which the public some time since discovered to
lie iermeiited rubbish, and the sales pf which are rapidly on the wane.

MARRIED.

7,973,650 26
233,834 61

72
66

cd

pour in from every quarter; physicians
remedy for most inoremphatically commend it as a indorses
the dictum of
ganic maladies, and the press
ney disorders

Railway at 26}.

SINCE

Total......82,265,967,711|92
IN

rheumatism and kid-

We have Ibis liny fluiobed no Inveulor
of onr -loch and liud we have uiore d.oodn
uuil Lthn TIoiuv

OUK TERMS HENCEFORTH

Prinrinal .*2,236,919,292 18
29,016,1!9 71
Interest ..

CASH

indigestion, constipation,
sleeplessness, general debility,

for

VARIATION

EXTRA:

NOTICE

Frankfort, April 1.—Uni ted'Slates 5-20s, 1862.

*>0.878,991 ui
18,JH 81

Principal.®

and

NO

PRICE AM)

ONE

at 99.

demand and legal tender notes. .$ 379,298,882 50
43,045,000 00
Certificates of deposit.
44,343,209 42
Fractional eurreucy,.
24,191,900 00
Coin Certificates.
Unclaimed interest

very

our

00
00

14,678,000
107,480

Interest.
DEBT

Erie

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Liverpool, April 1—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is firm ; Middling uplands at 73 @ 8d;do Orleans 8 @
8}d; sales 14,000 bales, iucluding 2000 lor speculation
and export.

Navy pension

Principal....

up-

Enroprnu Tlurbeta.
London, April 1—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 5-20*s, 1867, 107}; do 10-40’s, at

28,688,160 29

satisfactory, accomplished in
midst-^Tributes to its efficacy as a remedy
nervous
complaints,

complete

the most

Mid-

Middling

Savannah, April 1.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

DEBT BEARING INTEREST IN LAWFUL MONEY.
Certificates of indebtedness at 4 per
678,000 00
cent.$
fund at 3 per cent.....
14,000,000 00

$

1.—Cotton is quiet;

April 1.—Cotton quiet;

by which tie
all discoveries is judged. Its favorable verdict long ago stamped Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters as
the leading invigorant and alterative of the age. and
the truthfulness of that decision is constantly receiving fresh corroboration in the shape of results,
value of

nt

uplands J5§.

IN COIN.

Domestic Market*.

Halifax, N. S., March 1.—Archbishop Counolly goes to Boston next week to preach the
consecration sermon for the new Bishop of

Repudiation

New Vork,
lands 16|c.

The final Tribuual.
Public opinion is tlie great tribunal

up-

15}c.

New Orleans, April
dling uplands at 158c.

Interest.

Illinois

of Portland.

Preach the
tion Mcrnion.

Charleston, April l.-Cotton is flat; Middling

uplands 16c.
Mobile, April 1.—Cotton steadv; Middling
lands

Bonds at 6 per cent.$1,149,135,900 00
574,252,750 00
Bonds at 5 per cent.

aim Cioseu at

to

well known Boston

BEARING INTEREST

DEBT

The Ice Passing Oat of the Suesqnehanna Without Much Damage.

Bishop

Detroit, April 1.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat dull and drooping; extra 1 20} ^ 1 20}; No 1
at 1 10}; Amber 1 12.Com is firm and in fair demaud;
No 1 Mixed at 75c. Oats unchanged. Clover Seed is
dull at 6 30 @ 6 35.
No receipts.

1.—The following is a recapitulation of the public debt for the month of
jyurcb, as it appears on the books of the Treasu-

Considerable Damage in Michigan and Ontario.

The New

Ujnoinnatt, April 1.—Provisions—Pork is quiet
and firm at 21 50. Lard is firm :for steam at 14} bid ;
14fc for kettle. Bulk Meats held higher; shoulders
at 8 00 on spot; 8 40 buyer Mav; clear rib sides at 11}
on spot; 11} seller May ;11| seller June;
12} buyer for
August; clear sides at 11}. Bacon firm; shoulders at
83;clear rib sides a at I2}e; clear sides at 12}; held
higher at close. Whiskey is firm at 1 11. Live Hogs
firm, only low grades otteringjeommou at 6 05 @ 7 00;
fair to medium 7 25 @ 8 00; receipts 1000 head.

Public Debt Statement.

THE ICE GORGES,

Bishop t'ouuollf

—

Washington, April

As I could not to speak to her I wrote tbis
and handed to her. (Note produced); as substantially what 1 thought about the subject. L
not go
was detained by company but I could
with my wife if there had beeu no company
I
to
came
conclusion
That note expresses the
and the advice I gave as to what was best to
“I am inclined to
done. The note was read.
think your views are right and that a separafor
settlement
tion and
support would be best.”
The court then adjourned.

f

a

Toledo. April 1.—Flour is quiet and unchanged
Wheat dull and declining;No 2 White Wabash at 1 20
@ 1 30; No 1 White Michigan I 16; Amber Michigan
at l 12}; seller May 1 15}; No 1 Red 1 15; No 2 Red at
1 13; seller May 1 15}. Coni is quiet and unchanged;
high Mixed at 71} @ 72c; seller April at. 72}c; seller
May at J4}c; low mixed 71}c; damaged 66c. Oats are
quiet; No 2 60}c. Clover Seed at 6 60.
Receipts—22,000 bush Wheat, 10,000 bush Corn, 5,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—1,800 bbls flour,4,0C-0 bush Wheat,18,000
bush Corn, 7,000 bush Oats.

dry goods commission merchaut, lias sold §20,000 bonds belonging to his
mother-in-law,
picketed the proceeds and cleared out.;

*•

Separation.

ITodgdon,

Micah W.

life for prime. Lard—steam rendered heldatl4|c;
kettle at 15c.
Receipts—3,800 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—9.000 bbls flour,37,000 bush wheat.

Old

Ir*«a

Witness—The conversation was almost entirely on the part of Mrs. Tilton and Mrs.
Morse as to the general unhappiness of the
family and his treatment of them until Mrs.
Tilton bad made up her mind to leave him and
sent for me to ask as the propriety of the step.
I said this was a case in which a man ctyild
not give the best advice and referred then* to
my wife. Mrs. Morse said, “I will bless her if
she comes.”
Mr. Beach—It is right to say I also withdraw my objection in regard to conversation
with Bessie Turner and now allow it to be
given in evidence.
Witness—I called next day. My wife was
with me. Mr. Tilton went up stairs witbi.my
wife and they had an interview by themselves.
After half an hour Mrs. Tilu»n eame dowu and
Mrs. Morse went up to see Mrs. Beecher. The
only remark I recollect making to Mrs. Tiljon
was “How is it that I have known you so long
and never hoard a complaint about domestic
difficulties.” She replied, “That she was hopAfter
ing the difficulty would pass away.”
some
conversation about household matters
with Mrs. T. Mrs. Beecher came down and we
went home.
My wife and I consulted next
day anJ wo pretty substantially agieed. The
next day my wife weut to Mrs. Tiltou again,
while I was at home entertaining company.
Beecher Advises

Keceipts-3000 bbls flour,12,000 wheat, 16,000 bush
bush corn, 19,000 bush oats. 0000 bush barley, 0,000
do rye, 1000 hogs 0,000 beau cattle.
Milwaukee, April 1.—Flour is firm and steady!
Wbeai is firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 00;No 2 Milwaukee at 94}e; 99c for May; 994c seller June. Oats are
59 @ 65c. Corn
steady; No 2.at 544 @ 55c: seller May instore
70}o.—
tirni and higher; No 2 Mixed fresh
in
store at l 06.
Rye is scarce and firm; No 1 fresh
1 OC; No
Barley scarce and firmer: No 2 Spring l 05
3 do at 90 @ 91c. Provisions quiet and firm. PorkMess is firmly held at 21 00 for cash and seller for
dry salted
April. Sweet pickled hams at 11 @ ll}c;middles
11 @
meats firm ; shoulders 73 @ 8c for loose;

The liquor bill passed by the Massachusetts
elgislatuio prohibits the open fale of liquor
over the bar, but provides for license in conIt also
nection with hotels and restaurants.
does away with seizures and with state police to
enforce the same. Itflrequires the Governor’s

—

AND

BAND

—

ORCHESTRA.
H.

».

CHANDLER, LEADER.

TICKETS TO OK FKOHI BOSTON

12.50
Via Boston & Maine oi* Eastern Railroad.
For sale by

Office 27 Market Square.
D.

WM. ALLEN.

II. Cliaudl«r, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxton

Prompters.

oc29
•

eneodBmMWF.

Ja&

.ID
*utf

•

"the

press.
-UTIL 2’

MOUSING,

FRIDAY

’S'*

Andrews

Wentworth, Moses, N. B. K„e“,
,t’eclty.
euy.
out ot toe
Bros., on ail trains that run
At Biddeford, ot Piilsbury.
Hodgdmi.
At Saco of L,
Carter‘
At Wat erville, Of J- >>•

icwisloti!of'kfC''Bros,

Chisholm

and Stevens & Co.

HciTY~ANrrVICINITY.
ftew

Advertisement* To-Day,

Entertainment—Ci»y Building.

City Hall—Grand Concert.
SPECIAL NOTICES
Our Terms Henceforth—Gowell & Grccnough.

Portland Dispensary—N.

A. Hcrsom.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Something New—Marrett, Bailey & Co.
For Sain—Hotel Stand.
Portland Earth ware Manufactoiy.
Notice—The Gentleman.
D latch ley’s—Cucumber Wood Pump.
What is Vcgetine.

City Delivery.
requested to adopt the house door

use of which will result m greatly
increased rapidity iu the delivery of letters.
Carriers will be secured
Free delivery of letters
addressed to the street and
them

plainly

by

No person need call at the ofhee, for all may have
mail matter lelt at their residences regularly, without. risk or charge.
Three deliveries will be made daily, in all the districts, viz; at 8 and 10 a. m., and at 4 p. m. and in
the Imsiness portions of Nos. 3, 4, 5, C and 7, (the
heart of the city,) an additional delivery at 1.30 p.m.
....

..

,,...

Collection*
days at 7 and

at

pleasent

time

was

Oliver Ooud Byron will play at the Museum
one week commencing May 3d,
appearing in
Across the Continent and Donald McKay.
A special Washington despatch says that
Hon. J. G. Blaine called upon Secretary Bristow Wednesday and called his attention to the
serious objections to tho new regulations respecting sealed cars and urged that the same be

rescinded.__

Couxidcraiiou

of

Ihe

Merchants’

Bx-

the
cliauge Keaolntionx—The Btrortx of
“Interior Port’’ to Harass Trade—Re-

Arrival and Departure of Mails*
Boston and intermediate Offices. Arrive at 12.30 a
Close at 8.30 a in, and 2.40 and
m and 12.55 p in.

marks of Messrs. Lynch, Washburn nnd

9.00 pm.
Boston and tho West.

_

Arrive at 5.00 p

m.

Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 1.00 and 8.00 p m. Close at
Bailway.
8.30 a m and 2.40 pm.

Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.55 p m
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.40 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3 p in. Close at 12 m.
routes. Arrive at 9.05 a
Augusta and connecting
Close at 12 m and 5 00 p m.
m and 3 pm.
Bangor and tho East. Arrive
Express,
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Skowbegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Skowliegan closed pouch closes at 5.45 a ra.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12.45 pm.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 9 a
w. Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.05 a in, 3 and
7.00 pm. Close at 5.45 a in, 12 m, and 5.00 p m.
Rochester, N. H., ami intermediate offices. Arrive
at 10.10 a in, and 1.25 pm. Close at 7.30 am, and
1.00 p m.
North Conwav and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 10.50 a m, and 5.00 p m. Close at 7.00
a. m. and 1.00 p m.
the
Stage.' Arrive at 3 p m. Close at

Augusta,

Bridgton

By

6.30

am.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6 am.
Close at 4.30 pm.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thui sday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ot steamers, Close at 2.40 p'm.
Foreign Mails for Allen Line from this port close
every Saturday at 3 p

m._

Stated Meetings.

niug of each month.

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesthird
day: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic,
Blue

Wednesday.
Chapters—1GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
MonCommanderies OF K. T.—Portland, fourth
day: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in

in May;
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 i*. M.; Grand Comjnandery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.

Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
on.i fourth Tuesdays of each month.

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH KITES.
Lodoe—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection,
Fritlav
cond
Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

Ciiafter—Dunlap

first
Frl-

Croix de H., third

Friday

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
Hall, No. 88

Exciuinge Street.
AlOdd Fellows’
Ancient
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings;on *
riday
Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligoma,
on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., 01
Beacon,
venings;
jt., second and fourth Saturday.
Wed
Encampments—Macliigonne, first and third
Wednes
nesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth
third
and
Saturdays.
days; Portland, first
in the
Relief association—Every third luesday
month.
meet
Benefit Association.—Board of Directors
Associat-on
first Monday evening of each month.
July
of
April,
January,
meets first Monday evening

imd October.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
At

^Temple—Forest

City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.
Good Samaritan

Brotherhood.—Eastern

Star

eveAssembly, No. 1, meets in Peering, Wednesday
meets at Sons of
nings; Bising Star Assembly, No. 2,
Ternihjranee Hall Saturday evenings.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headcorner of Congress
ouarters at Mechanics’ Building,
Business
and Casco Streets. Open day and evening.
at
7i o clock.
evening
Thursday
meeting every

Maine Charitable

Jtf eciianio

Association—

IhursCorner of Congress and Casco streets. First
day iu each mouth.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353£ Congress street,
Every evening.
3
Knights of Pythtas—Bramhall Lodge, No.
MonThursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. C,
ay evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
t their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
.Portland Army and Navy Union-Corner
in each
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday
month.
No
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps
1.3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Omce,
behoof
at
2
No.
evening;
Plum Street, Tuesday
Friday
House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,
and No. 4
evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening, No.
JblJ
on Monday evening at Temperance Hall,

Congress street.
Portland

institute

Open and

City Building,
and 7 o 9.

public library
free to all from 10 to 1
and

to 5

No. 75-CorPortland Typographical Union,
Second Saturday in
ner Congress and Casco streets.
month.
each
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Brown ana
Monday evening, Ifrown’B Block, cor.
Congress streets, at 7J o’clock.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
llall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to C, 7 to 9. day aud evening.
Bos worth Post G. A. It.—Meetings every Friday
anu
evening in Mechanics* llall, corner of Congress
Casco streets.
Independent Order of Good Templars—ArForest City
cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday;
Li Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
Hall
Congress St.
day, at Sons* of Temperance
Thursday, at West End.
Iron

Clad,

nisceiAANEoiJs notices.
Bed Spreads 75 cents.

White
ean.

Cogia Has-

__

Bates quilts $1.
Extra largo size 11 quarter
Cogia Hassan. __
skirt $1. Cogia
Fine white French tnck

Hassan._
Bio
Hassan.

drive

in linen handkerchiefs.

Cogia

__

warranted fast
Turkey red table damask,
Hassan.
colors, DO cents a yard. Cogia
saved by the
Hundreds of lives have been
kidney mediuse of 11 unt’s Keinedy, the great
all diseases of the
cine. It cures dropsy ami
It.is
kidnevs. bladder aud urinary organs
in
purely vegetable aud used by physicians
1(1
but
try
Ucn’t delay,
their
daily.

practice

eod&wlw

immediately._*P12 knives,

forks
Now is the time to take those
and have them ro
the
into
&c.
platers
spoons,
cost.
as new at half the
as

good

plated

‘■'Ike

Atwood, 27 Market

TTU &S-tf.

Square.

______

Moiheks.—Women have better
ot ,neu
opportunities for observing the effects
or
Ash

tiie

true
than men. This is
ot armothers, who note with a keenness horn
fection, the operation of the remedies tney
•administer to tlieir children. Now as** ftoy
mother who has need Hale’s Honey of H orehound and Tar in her family as a cure tor
cough; colds, horseuess, whooping cough, croup
Tho anor influenza, what she tbiuks of it.
swer in every instance will be that she has
found it tho most effective preparation of its
kind she has ever tried or heard of.
Pike’s Tooth-Achb Drops—Cures in one
minute.
mch2(i*d&wlw.
cine,

especially

Don’t Slight Your Teeth.—Remember
that upon their labor the health of the stomach
depenJs. Keep them perfect, aud, in order to
do ho, manipulate them with a brush dipped iu
the fragrant SOZODONT, ouoe or twice a day.
mc29 d&wlw
There will be a union temperance meeting a^
the Allen Mission this evening. The public are

Invited,

to

go to

Washington,

There was a fall meeting of tho Board of
Trade yesterday morning, which was called
for the purpose of considering the resolutions
of the Merchants’ Exchange relative to the
which
new treasury regulations for sealed cars,
is attracting so much attention and arc so
The
great a cause of alarm to our shippers.
resolutions of the Merchants’ Exchange were
read, which formally request the Board of
Trade to send a Committee to Washington and
with the aid of whatever members of Congress
the
may be present, use every effort to secure

rescinding of the recent regulations respecting
sealed cars.
Hon. C. H. Haskell remarked that ex-Congressmen Lynch was familiar with the history
of this whole subject, and moved that he be
chairman of any committee sent to

appointed

Washington.
Hon. John Lynch thought there was no
doubt but that the matter could be sa; isfactorily
arranged. Secretary Bristow, he knew to be
the last one who would embarrass trade when
laid before him. The change was
the
brought about by the customs officers of Island
Pond acting upon Vermont Congressmen.
There had been an effort for years to secure
the present regulations, but every Secretary
had refused to sanction them when the whole
case was

put forth.
John Kind, Esq., stated the embarrassments
which the Grand Trunk suffered from these
new regulations, and that the officials were
considering the matter of requesting the Brit-

case was

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The rcgnlar meetings of the City Council take placo
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday eve-

Chapter Rose

others—Committee

ish Minister at Washington to present their
grievances to the United States authorities.
Cyrus S. Clark, Esq..being called upon,stated
the embarrassments of the new regulaNot only were lumbar laden cars detained, but the cars were so forwarded that tho
entry fees were more than four times as much

briefly

tions.

under the old system.
T. C. Hersey, Esq., moved that a message be
sent to Collector Washburn,inviting him to attend the meeting and explain the whole matter.
SubseThe motion was unanimously carried
came in, and in a
Gov.
Washburn
quently
clear and elaborate manner set forth the whole
history of the regulations for sealed cars and
the attempts from time to time to bring about
as

the present system. He said he could only
give the history of the matter and the positions
taken by the revenue officers, without any attempt to controvert them. He began by saylittle trouble
ing that before the war there was
with the laws regulating the export and transit
of goods from Canada to the United States;
but the high duty during the war made more
Kailstringent laws and regulations necessary.
roads were required to unload cars and take a
minute account of contents. If this is done at
Island Pond the delajf must be very embartwo days to unload and
as it

rassing,

requires

re-lead a car. Sometimes 100 cars arrive atSuch an operation
Island Pond iq,one day.
would ruin busiuess, and was, in fact, impossible. Consequently officers could only certify
that such an examination had been made. By
The systhis means frauds were perpetrated.
tem of sealing was devised, the seals being
made by our consular agents in Canada, with
Thus
car.
an invoice of the contents of each

sealed, the cars intended either for consumption within the States or for exportation, were
allowed to go to their port of destination. The
numbers, marks and contents of cars were
taken at Island Pond, and such manifests seut
to this city and compared with the originals,
and no frauds.upon the revenue had been disIt was a perfect
or complained of.
system and the same as is carried on in all the
rivers of the seaboad where ships having dutiable goods are allowed to pass by the first port
of entry to the one further up the river to
which the vessels are destined. This railroad
covered

transit was safer than that by water.
Nevertheless the revenue officials at Island
Pond has thought it better to iosist that entries should be made there, and for years have
labored to briug about that system. Ouoe they
Last
succeeded, but it stood but nine days;
fall the attempt was renewed.
Gov. Washburn then proceeded to explain
the constant annoyance of the new regulations.
Now articles for; consumption can only come
through without detention at Island Pond. He
said that parties interested in Canadian business, the steamship lines, railroads, etc., complained that the recent regulations discriminate
against their business, which they claim is protected by the Treaty of Washington, as follows:
“It is agreed that,for the term of years mentioned in article xxxili of this treaty, goods,
wares and merchandise arriving at the ports of
New York, Boston and Portland, and any other ports in the United States which have been
or may. from time to time, be specially designated by the President ol the United States,
and destined for her Britannic Majesty’s in
North America, may t>o eiuereu at me piopei
custom house and conveyed in transit, without
the payment of duties, through the territory of
the United States, uuaer such rules, regulations
atnl conditions for the protection of the revenue
as the government of the United States, may
from time to time prescribe; aud uoder like
rules, regulations and conditions, goods, wares
and merchandise may be conveyed in transit,
without tho payment of duties, from such possessions through the territory of the United
States for export from the said ports of the
United States.
Gov. W. obseryed that in the first instance
the goods must pass through the territory of
the U. 8. after entry, while in the second case
they must pass through this country before entry and be entered for export at one of said
ports, viz., New York, Boston or Portland,
“for export.” The rules and regulations in the
second ease relate not to an entry at Island Pond,
for no entry is to be made there but to transit
through the territory of the U. S. to “one of
said ports” and to the “export” (that is to say
“entry for export”) which the.treaty says shall
there be made. The Canada people say that
words can more distinctly express the intent
of the treaty, viz., to preserve tho rights they
enjoyed under the regulations existing at the
time the treaty was made—1871.
Portland inerchauts, too, complained that
the regulations would interfere with them because it frequently happened that they wanted
to sell a part of a car load or invoice here and
not tell when
export tho balance. They could
would
the merchandise was Shipped what part
dube disposed of in either way, If they paid
and if
ties on the whole, they lost their money,
not be otherit was entered for export it could
suffered.
wise dispose! of. In short all parties
and
He appreciated all the embarrassments
to understand
the
board
wished
and
dangers,
was
bat he would do all to relieve them that
no

to

and respectful measures that may appear
be demanded for the removal of the burdens
under wliich the commerce of the city is nowlaboring in consequence of tho order referred
to.

Second, That a committee consisting of citiot Portland, interested in its trado and
commerce, be appointed by the President to
visit Washington, and represent this Board before the administration at Washington, and tho
Senators and Representatives in Congress from
zens

the State of Maine.
President Woodman appointed the committee as follows: Hon. John Lynch, Gen. S. J.
Anderson, Messrs. A. A. Strout, T. C. Hersey
and G. W. True, with power to procure substitutes or send a delegation.
The name of C. F. Libby, Esq., was presented for membership in the Board.
Maine C ltnrilable Mechanic Asnocialion.
The annual meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association was held at their hall
a
last evening. The attendance was large and
was manifested by the
interest
deal
of
good
members in tho prosperity of the association.
The reports of the several officers and committees were presented and accepted.
From the report of the Secretary we learn
that at the commencement of the year there
334 members—there have been 22 elected

were

the past year. The following named members
have died during the past year: Sewall C.
John
Chase, Benj. Larrabee, Charles Staples,
Charles G. Downes, T. M. Soule, David

Chase,
Tucker, Edward Ingraham, Cyrus Staples,
Thomas Baker, Simeon Higgins and Alvin
is 342, makDyer. The presont membership
ing an addition of eight during jthe year.—175
members are liable to assessment. Three life
members have been made the past year.—$30G
for
have been collected on assessments and $105
initiation fees, making $411 collected in all.
There has been eleven stated meetings of the
association, twelve stated meetings of the government and five special meetings of the alsociation during the past year.
The President, L. F. Pingree, in his report
reviewed the work of the association for tho
*
During that time the bonds of tho
association have been paid up and burned; a
with
new library has been built and filled
books; the building has been generally repaired, and the association is now in a flourishing

past year.

THE BOARD OE TRADE

11.15, a. in., and
Sunday one collection at 8 p.

Are made on week
at 2 and bp. m. On
_

Sheridan Ca.
are to have a

spent.

a m.

by having
number,

now

well attended and a very

From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
opeu for Carriers and General Delivery

•

“they say” that the
and
tho
Montgomery Guards
dots
And

to

Postmaster.

Sundays

public are
letter-boxes, the

preparing
Tho
soon.
give another dramatic entertainment

Postmaster.

Office Hour*.

The

Brief Jolting*.
Emerald Boat Club are

the door.
A tramp went into Mr. Rice’s house on
Newbury street last night and stole an overcoat. He was seen and soon after arrested by
officer Warren on Congress street.
The Grand Army sociable last evening was

_

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Assistant

Search

Fraternity will take place on Saturday, April
3d, in the hall over the Fraternity rooms, consisting of reading and singing. Fifteen cents
admission; scholars ten cents. Tickets for sale

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

from 0 to 10

and seizure. Fined $50
Bradburys.
with costs. Appealed.
M. S. Gibaou. Soarcb and seizure, Fined $50
with costs. Paid.
with
Mary Fay. Search and seizure. Fined $50
costs. Committed.
H. Wahdi.

dav for stealing bark.
The steamer City of Richmond will commence her trips to tho Feoobseoc the 14th inst.
An entertainment in aid of the Portland

Schumann Club—Regular Meeting.
$1.50 Per BBL.—Wm. Allen Jr.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cogia Hassun’s Announcements-5
Hunt’* Kidney Remedy.

Sixty

were dragging for his body yesterday.
The city paid out $30,000 yesterday.
Officers Sterling arrested an old man yestcr-

NEW

C. W. GODDAltD
J. W. YOKK

Thursday.—William Crow.
Larceny.
days.
Maggie Dewise. Vagabond. Thirty days.

company drill.
is missing
Mr. Albert Rich of Ferry Village
drowned in Mill
and it is feared that he was
force of men
Creek Saturday night. A large

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
An

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

John

TIIK PB**S
May be obtained at tie BrnDen
eenden Bros., Marqnis

At

1S7^

spends to the request of tho Merchants Exchange, and will not fail to adopt any proper

municipal Court.

The library committee reported 4061 volumes
in the library; 130 volumes have been ad<fed
the past year at a cost of $175. No books have
been condemned during the yoar. The Treasreurer, Dan Carpenter, reported that he had
ceived $3,041.82, and paid out $2,408.47, leav$G33.35 in tho treasury and all the bills of

ing

the society. The school fund and the Boody
fund have been invested in the building of the
association, and if the building is kept well insured he considers it a safe investment.
The relief committee reported that they had

expended $106

were

for itis valuable services renderassociation, to which Mr. Pingree ap-

propriately responded.

TUfe election of officers resulted as follows:
President—George C. Littlefield.
Vice-President—George A. Harmon.

Treasurer—Dan Carpenter.
Recording Secretary—R. B. Swift.
"Corresponding Secretary—-A. H. Waite.
Trustees—Gilbert L. Bailey, S. H. Coleswortby, L. N. Kimball, Thos. C. Sawyer, Jonn

N. Peck and C. H. Blake.
Relief Committee—Ward 1, A. H. Waite;
ward 2, George C. Littlefield; ward 3, Richard
Cole; ward 4, S. A. Nash; ward 5, L. F. PinJ. B.
gree; ward C, Dan Carpenter; ward 7,

Thorndike.

Annual Reunion of the First Baptist
Church.—Rarely has it been the good fortune
of any of our people to a find a more pleasant
and enjoyable affair than that held under the
auspices of the First Baptist Society WednesBrief speeches were made by
day evening.
Rev. Dr. Shailer, the pastor of the church, and

Champliri, ;a former pastor, and by
gentlemen baying charge of the differ-

Rev. Dr.
various

ent departments of church and socioty work.
The exercises were interspersed with most
excellent music by a quaitette composed of
Mrs. Mabel Burnham of Boston, and Miss
Munger and Messrs. W. S. Beckett and Will
Stockbridge of this city. Fine solo renderings
were also given by Mrs. W. P. Chase, and
Messrs. Wm. Chamberlain and J. B. Hudson]
jr., while neither last nor least in excellence
Mrs, Geo.
was the song by little Ida Tarbox.
O. Gosse presided at the piauo with her accus10LCUU IlUll

ments

tyj

with

a

aim

icuucicu

tuu

First,

Total.
COLLECTED.
Mail

Letters.68,214

Postal Cards.11,573
«.816
Newspapers.

Registered letters delivered.

Sale of Carriages.—The auction sale of
the property of the C. P, Kimball Company
was very well attended and the bid-

yesterday,
ding was quite spirited. The prices realized
were in general satisfactory to the creditors.
The sale of the factory buildings, however, at
only at $800 to James H. Smith, was unexpectedly low. Tho high land rent and and damaged condition of the shops prevented many
from

bidding

on

|

Bible Society of Maine.—At the annual
meeting of this organization Wednesday afterthe
noon, the following officers were elected for
ensuing year: President, Rev. WmA B. Hayden; Vice President, Edward Gould; Corresponding Secreta-iy, Rev. Asa Dalton; Recording Secretary, W. H. Hobbs; Treasurer, Oliver
Auditors; Rufus H. Hinckley,Mark P.

Gould;

Emery; Trustees, Rev. Messrs. T. B. Ripley,
W. H. Shailer, Charles P. Dole, Thomas. Hill
and Messrs. S. W. Larrabee, W. W. Brown.N.
D. Curtis, H..W. Shaylor, Alfred Woodman,
S. T. Corser, James Noyes and Washington
Ryan.

It was voted that an anniversary meeting be
held and that Messrs. Emery, Dolo and Noyes
be a committee to make arrangemento for the
same.

At the meeting of the Trustees, Messrs.
Gould, Garrish and Ryan were appointed a
committee on distribution, and Mr. James
Noyes was appointed Librarian.
Patrons of Husbandry.—There are now
in this county 23 lodges of grangers with an avas
erage male membership of 50 each and half
many ladies. Harpswell is the only town
which has no organization of the kind.

The sale was adjourned to 10 o’clock this
morning, when the stock remaining will bo
closed out
Benefit Ball.—This evening tho benefit
ball given to Mr. J. \V. Raymond by his pupils comes off at Lancaster hall. Tho order of
dances have been very judiciously made up and
;s one of the best of tho season. Chandler’s
eight will furnish the music, and it is said that
it will be something out of tho usual course.
Mr. Raymond has lots of friends here and they
will doubtless all tarn oat this evening and

Gold and Silver.—Mr. H. W. Ripley yesus
specimens of what is pronounced to be gold taken from Frankenstein
Cliff. He says that experienced miners have
applied the usual practical tests and declare
contain very fine gold and
that the

State Lecturer L. B. Dennett has recently
two lodges as follows:
March 24th, at Goodwin’s Mills, Lyman,with
the following oflicers: Master, H. Paris Smith;
O., Howard Smith; S., Daniel II. Pike; C.,
Samuel Waterhouse; Sec., Charles B. Cleaves;

Treas., Hezekiah Drew; G. K., Edward Gould;
Ceres, Mrs. Almeda Hill; Pomona, Mrs. Narcy
Cleaves; Flora, Miss M. Lizzie Hill; L, A. S„
Mm. S. Drew.
March 2Gth at Hollis Center with the following officers: J. A. Meserve, M.; A. C. Locke,
O.; Went Rradbury, L.; James Knight, S.;
Geo. Littlefield, A, S.; S. L. Smith, C.; J. T.
Warren, T.; T, J. M. Dennis, Sec.; C. M. HanJ.
son, G, K.; Lizzie Mason, Ceres; Mary

Locke, Pomona; Martha llanson, Flora; Julia
Littlefield, L. A. S.
The Museum.—“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” was
brought out finely last evening. The scenery
by Richards was excellent, and the acting was
Miss Chippendale’s “Topsy” was very
mirthful, and worthy of all praise. Indeed, it
is one of the best impersonations she has yet
attempted, and is admirably treated. She
quite carried off the honors of tho evening
Mrs. Grattan was an excellent Aunt Ophelia,

good.

nff

hdP

nnrfi
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Cameron were good as Eliza and Gassy, and
little Mamie Curtis did herself credit as Eva.
Mr. Bascoml) was a very good Uncle Tom, Mr.
Arnold an excellent St. Clare, Mr. Richardson
a good George Harris, and Messrs. Calder and
Verney very amusing as Marks and Fletcher.
The play as given bids fair to prove very
popular, and will draw good houses, as it deserves.

__

^That Engine Affair.—Yesterday

we

spoke

of Capt. W. H. Hall going to Sehago Lake to
get his eugine from the Portland Water Company. But it seems that Hall was not tho only
Tho company
man who went to Sebago Lake.
heard of what Hall was about to do and procured
injunction from Judge Virgin to restrain Hall from taking tho eugine until anArmed with this,
other could he obtained.
Deputy Sheriff Adams and a number of men
to the Lake. At 13 o’clock Hall apan

proceeded
peared and attempted

to put out the fire under
the boiler,but the officer appeared and prevented him from doing so. Capt. Hall says that he
shall try to have the injunction dissolved today. The company say that the injunction
necessary as the city would not be safe in
case of afire, if the water had been stopped.
was

Police

Inspection.— Yest

Something

New.

erday"afternoon

o’clock Mayor Hi cliardson inspected the
police force. The men were all gathered in the
deputy marshal’s office, and the Mayor made a
few remarks as to what would be expected of
at

them. He complimented the Marshal on their
lino appearance, and remarked that lie did not
think he could have selected a better appearing force if he had made the selection. It is
no wonder that he made the remark
as it is
well known that our police force is as good as
(here is in Now England.

“

500

sketch. The sketch.entitled Quiet Lodgings”
was the best thing of the kind ever seen in this
hall. Taylor and Davis are excellent minstrel
performers. The whole troupe were in the best
of humor. The programme closed with the

400
400

200

Also largo assortment Vegetable
For sale at tbo lowest cash price.

WASHABLE TINTS
A perfect Substitute for
Painting in Oil.

Is not Affected

Kendall &

Westbrook.—The closing lecture of a series
held at New Hall, Duck Pond village, was delivered on Wednesday evening by Mr. Bodge,
Westbrook Seminary. Subject,
principal
“Unity of Races.” A largo and appreciative
audience has attended, making the course a

by Dampness.

It Covers Defects in the Plastering
which no Oil Painting will do.

More are caught, upon well tarred
girdles, in the firBt fortnight of April than at
any other time, provided April be seasonable.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY,

The Lewiston Journal gives an amusing acof a spelling match in that city Wednesday evening, the contestants being school scholars, printers and other people. The winner
was Mrs. Clara G. AthertoD.
count

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The Itoobland Opinion having grown gleeful over its owu statement that one Luther
Curtis of New Sharon, recently convicted of
defrauding an insurance company, belonged to
the “God-and-merality”iparty, the Chronicle
reports that Mr. Curtis was a leading Democrat.

Spots of bare ground have been discovered in
Faimington, but about a dozen correspondents
write that they were sotting oats at this date
in other years. Of the wild variety?
The is a horse in New Vineyard which has
shown sign of iusanity and recently attempted
to hang himself.
Joshua B. Lowell of Chesterville, has a oow
eight years old, which has nine calves—two
pairs of twins—all living, good size, and perfect
form. One pair of the twins are a matched
and valuable pair of four year old steers.

Can he placed upon the wall for one fourth
the cost of Fresco Fainting in Oil.

Having been appointed agents In Portland for the
sale of the above, we respectfully invite the attention
of the public to its extraordinary merits.

Marrett,Bailey&Co.
dls2m

apr!

He is

a

Vegetine

?

It ia a compound extracted from barks, roots and
herbs. It is Nature’s Remedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upon the system. It is nourishing and strengthening. It acts directly upon the
blood. It quiets the nervous system
tit gives you
good sweet sleep at night. It is a panacea for our
aged fathers and mothers, for it gives them strength,
quiets their nerves, and gives them Nature’s sweet
by many an aged person.
sleep—as has been
remeIt is the great Blood Purifier. It is a
has
relieved and cured thouIt
for
our
children.
dy
likes
child
to take; every
sands. It is very
it. It relieves and cures all diseases originating from
it
a
fair
Give
impure blood. Try the VEGETINE.
ill say to your
trial for your complaints; then you
has
it
friend, neighbor and acquaintance, “Try it;

proved

—

cared

Liun’s woolen

factory

at

damage $5000 by firo Monday
sured. 'It will he

repaired

Hartland,

was

noon.
Fully inand continue imme-

diately.
|
A debating society iu Madison, after a sharp
tussle with the question, has decided that secret societies ought to exist.
A New Story of the Creation.—Mr.
a letter to the London Telegraph, details his efforts to read the cuneiform

George Smith, io

tablets procured by hitn in Assyria and deposited in theiBritish Museum, which contain the
Cbaldaio account of the creation and fall of
man. Mr. Smith says the tablets when complete must hare numbered nine or ten and
that the history as recorded on them of what
occurred “in tho beginning” was much longer
and fuller than the corresponding report in the
book of Genesis. He cont nues as follows
Tho narrative on the Assyrian tablets commsnces with a description of the period before
the world was created, when there existed a
chaos or confusioD. The desolate and empty
state of tho uniferse and the generation by
chaos of monsters are vividly given. The chaos
is presided over by a female power named Tisalat and Tiamat, corresponding to the Thalatth of Berosus; hut, as it proceeds, the Assyrian account agrees rather with the Bibie
than with the short account from Berosus. We
are told in tho inscriptions of the fall of the
celestial being who appears to correspond to
Satan. In his ambition he raises his hand
against the sanctuary of tho God of heaven,
and the description of him is really magnificent. He is represented riding in a chariot
through celestial space, surrounded by the
storms, with tho lightning playing before him,
and wieldiug a thunderbolt as a weapon
This rebellion lead to a war in heaven, and
the conquest of the powers of the evil, the gods
in due course creating the universe in stages,
as in the Mosaic narrative,
surveying each step
of the work, and pronouncing it good. Tho
divine work culminates in the creation of
mao, who is made upright |and free from evil,
and endowed by the gods with the faculty of

speech.

Tho Deity then delivers a long address to the
newly created being, instructing him in all
his duties, and privileges, and
pointing out
tho glory of his state. But this conditiou of
blessing does not last long, before man, yielding to temptation, falls: and the Deitv then
pronounces upon him atenible curse, invoking on his head all the evils which have since
afflicted humanity. These last details are upon the fragment which I excavated during
my first journey to Assyria,

Bonds and
FULLY

Mortgages-

selected Western Municipal Bonds
and lien! Estate
CAKE
Mortgages and Trust Deeds.

Inquiries, Collections and Remittances promptly attended to.
CHARLES M. HA WKES,
ttugl7TuTh&Sly2ay
86 Middles t.

Rooms,

DANIEL 0. EMERY, Aduir.
1875.
marl7d&w3wll

AUCTIONEE R $

finished in the very best manner, plain

Providence, R. L, 164 Transit Street.
H.R. STEVENS, Esq:
A
I feel bound to express with my signature the high
value I place upon your VEGETINE. My family
In
nervous dehave used it for the last two years.
bility it is invaluable, and I recommend it to all who
tonic.
may need an invigorating, renovating
O. T. WALKER,
Formerly Pastor of Bowdoin Square Church,Boston

The Best Evidence.
The following letter from Rev. E. S. Best, Pastor of
the M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with
interest by many physicians; also those suffering
from the same disease as afflicted the son of the Rev.
as
E. S. Best. No person can doubt this
there is no doubt about the curative power of VEG-

testimony^

ETINE.
n*o

it

x>

or

auld

in colors.

Extraordinary Rates offered to Clubs.

Immense Stock

BURNHAM,

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE
Wc hare mured

COGIAHASSAN

It Is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management, Durability, Drynem and Parity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ot manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

bottles of VEGElittle, as he declares ho is

TINE, but lately uses
well to bo taking medicine.
Respectfully yours,
E.S. BEST,
MBS. L.C.F. BEST.

too

Prepared by

H. R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.

IS SOLD BY

WILL FIND A

YOU

Entirely closed

ASSORTMENT

FINE

—

OF

—

NOVELTIES
AT

Out!

—

Fringes, Trimmings
AIX AT

&

VERY LOW

Rnches,

EVERYWHERE.
J<Hm

FOR SALE.
Valuable Hotel Stand.

the late Col. Berry, near Buxton
Lower Corner, known and improved as a public bouse, situated trree quarters of a mile from P.
& Rochester Railroad Station, together witlrfiG acres
of excellent land, and suitable buildings to accommodate public travel. Connected with this commodious
bouse are stables, bowling alleys, well and cisterns of
water, and large orchard. This farm cuts about 20
tons bay. bas 50 loads of manure ready for use. For
particulars ot price and terms apply to UPHAM &
GARDINER, Real Estate Agents, at No. 7 Exchange
St. Portlani. The property can be seen and examapr2dlm
ined on inquiring at the house.

property of

RLATCDLEVH
Improved CUCUMBER

—_

WOOD
STAN-

PUMP is the acknowledged
DARD ot the market, by popular verthe best pump for the least
Attention is invited to
Blatchley’s Improved Bracket, the
Drop Check Valve, which can be
withdrawn without distuibing the
irtfnr* and the copper chamber which never cracks,
•calcs or rusts and will last a lifetime. For sale by
Hpalers an
and the trade generally. In order to be sure
Dealers
vnn atkt mof-hbas my tradePump, be careful and see that it
where to buy,
know
do
not
mark as above. If you
the name and adwith
circulars,
together
descriptive
will he promptly
dress ot the agent nearest you,
by addressing with stamp,

THE

—

successes,
80 cents.

GRAND SALE

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free ot Taaee. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all Us
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission

Real Estate and Loan Agency,
BROWN’S BLOCK.
t

•

for

our

were

jobbers’ prices,

t

•

Lewiston

6’s
7’s
8’a
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
6’s

•

»

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

■
...

Chicago
Cook Connty
Louisville Ky.,

*

Maine Central R. R.
E. & N. American B. B. Gold
FOB SALE

and will be

«

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

teblSeod

SACRIFICED
\
one

manufacture and

T

public.

E STOCK
WILL. BE

8

Sov’a

SALE

BEGINS

Thursday, March 25,

furnished

CHAS. G- BLACIHLEY, Manufacturer,

j

506 Commercial St. Philadelphia, Pa.
apns

GLOVES

CONGRESS

ufactured and for sale low at the pottery of

B.

ICE.
I C E

Retail.

100 BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES,
in good order and very cheap at

PER BBL.
WM. ALLEN JR.,

51.50

NO. 11 EXCHANGE STREET.
apr2
___dlw

Schumann Club.
meeting ot Scbnmann Club FRIDAY
EVENING, April 2d.ior theelectiou of officers.
Members please take notice.
ti, H. FIELD, Pres.
Per Order,
F. H. TWITCHELL, Sec’y.apr2dlt

REGULAR

__

Motlcc.
Gentleman who took that VALISE from a
do a great favor
person, on Tukcy’s Bridgo,wiU
by leaving the same at the office of the
EASTERN ARGUS.

THE

apr2d3t

A

A.

To Builders.
CONTRACT is desired to build a block of

two
etc., can ho

Plans,
housos on Chestnut St.
at 478J Congress St„ on Tuesday, March 3Uth.
Bids solicited until April Gth, 12 M.
I). G. ROBINSON.
mar31dlw
seen

Something

Mew.

send your address to 87 Spring St„ and
of the Ladies* Easy Catting ana
show this gem of the work
room.nutr 1 ot I
agent
LADIES
Work Table call and
have the

COGIA HASSAN

been

on
County
Ihe sixteenth day ot March, A. 1)., lt*75, Commissioners to receive and examine the claims of creditors
against the estate ot Susan E. Twiss, late of Portland, in said County, deceased, represented insolvent,
hereby gives notice that six months from th. date of
said appointment are allowed to said creditors in
which to present and prove their said claims, and
that they will bo In Session at tho office of Clarence
Hale, in said Portland, for tho purposoof receiving
the same, on the fourth Saturday ot April, and tho
lirst Saturday of May, at 10 o’clock A. M., on each
of the said days.
CLARENCE HALE,
GEORGE F. GOULD,
March
aprldla»3w
31,1S75.
Portland,

A1m»

0

manufacture at

_COi
FOR

any

CswgreM UtmE

SALE.

quantity

of

SliHONTON

the

LADD,

For Sale.
NOR SALE at No. Yarmouth, one of lane’s Patent
1
Self Setting Saw Mills, Main Carriage fortyfour feet long with a cast iron gear block for Sawing
with tract
long limber. This Mill’is nearly new,
one cast
tightening Pully, and a fifty-four Inch Saw,
be
sold with
Wdl
face.
at
iron Pully tour feet support
one half what
Mill. The above mill will be fold fhr
Uu.u.ro
new can be bought for if

ap^/oraK^.
Yarmouth.

Employment.
1,000 agents to

our

Top,

LITTLEFIELD,

143 Commercial Street.
inal81sdt!
Portland, March 17, 1875.

Notice.
JEHSONS requiring work done please apply to
‘’Home’* of W. (J. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroid-

ij

JL

try arul tancy-work in wools. iSc.. Ac.

FOR SALE VERY LOW

too SLEIGHS
to close consignment.
ea h—a
/IAN be stored on my premlsosat $2.00
.
lots.
on
large
vy owner’s risk. Special rates
CURTIS & DAVIS.
n
A. L. DENNISON,
(let
193 COnfflEBCIAL ST.
marUO
13 Long Wharf.
inhGOdlw*

vstgtf

Feed for t attle.
of feetl for Cattle anil Hogs
Casco BrewLOTS
ery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works. Portland,
Mo.
at

p.

novfidRin

BUTTUR.
25 Tubs Prime Vermont Butter

for the COMGuowitco

furnish such
Would.
give
advertising facilities that no man need make less
than 8200 per month and all expenses, no matter
whether he ever canvassed before or not. Address
DR. O. PHELPS BROWN, No. 21 Grand strict,
Jersey City, N. J„ and full particulars will be sent
by return mail.affTd&wlm

trade

—

canvass

PLETE HERBALIST, and Tub
1WANT
snch terms and
1 will

m

Herds Grass, Clover and Red

&

Commercial 81. H.lywke’s Wharf.
deodtf
Jal2

nu»2;)deod3w«_North

GRASS S£E1*.

HARRIS

our

I

EMERSON LELAND & CO.
ja7d3mood.
Boston, Jan. 1st. 1875.

&

war-

S. A. UL1VIER A SON.

dtf

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

SALE BY

possible
plain and lancy cakes that can’t be beat.
own and Boston manufacture,

Candy of our

day appointed Messrs. Chadbomn

FOR

to

are

TEMPLE ST.

of

—

furnieb the very best quality
or large quantities

prepared
Cake in small
WE of Wedding
notice.
at tho shortest

_

WE & Kendall, Solo Agents for the sale oi ail
They will supply

by tho

undersigned having
appointed
Hon. John A. Waterman, Jndgo of Probate
THE
for the
of Cumberland Stato of Maine,

129 MIDDLE AND 6

NOTICE.

City ot Portland.
lowest prices.

_deodly

Commissioners’ Notice,

I>ruggi9ts* Chocolate Drops of
Wholesale and Ketail.

STOEB,

SEALED

for the

dlw

Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.

Office of the A. C. S.

at our

CO.,

OAKLAND. MILLINER.

ranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and evening.

Fort Preble, Maine, March 20,1875,
PROPOSALS. IN DUPLICATE, WILL
be received at this office until 11 o’clock A. M.,
June 1, 1875, for furnishing the Fresh Beef required
this
by the Subsistence Department, U. S. Army, at
post (luring twelvo months, commencing July 1. 1875,
and ending June 30, 1876.
Information as to conditions, quality or Beef, payments, Ac., can be obtained by application to
BOI.LIN A. iVES, Ljent. and A. 0. S.
mar31d6t

elding styles

E.

WEDDING CAKE.

PROPOSAL. FOR FHESHBHEF.

have this

of all who will

Spruce Piling, Spars and Hackmatac Knees, by

N. O CRAM.
lstf_____

Chains for Banging Plant* by Wholesale

51.50 PER BBL.

—

Firni.h.d ud Shipped hr

Between Brattle & Green St.

aprtlmood

PURE

Vicinity,

have

MRS. A. W. STAPLES &
JENNIE
ma26

al43m

CARGOES OF

FACTOR!' POTTER’S l,A ME,

igfEJave now on hand some damaged flowerpots
and earthenware which will be sold cheap,

AT THU

ST., COR* BROWN.
dlw

DODGE,

or

MOORE,

mar27

Portland Earthenware Manufactory.
Flowerpots and Earthenware of all descriptions man’

—

These goods are in nice desirable shades
nnd usually sell lor $1.50; also a lot of
German Kids for Misses at 75 c.

OWEN &

wo

tastes of the most fastidious.
We respecfullv solicit the patronage
be pleased to call on us.

-AT 75c.

_

d3w

ALEX. FROTHINGHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y

jdict,

KID

WOULD RENPECTEULLY IN
POKM THE

THE

BRAND

Trefousse & Garibaldi

Imoney.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WE

thon.nnd. of dollar, profit..
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing

PAIRS

600

Tailor,

malT

ma26

PORTLAND, ME,
__■dim

ma27

yourselves.

lead* to many

Street,

Market

for

detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at tho New York Stock Axchange, mailed
free to thoso desii ing to speculate. Address
—

All for sale at factory prices.

see

Invested In Stock Privileges In Wall St,

REMEflBEU

IB-

MIXED PICKLES..

and

this day opened a
New Millinery Mtore, at 419 Congren fell.
And have one of the finest assortment of Goods
usually found in this line, having purchased at an
early day of the largest firms in New York and
Boston. Also having secured tho services of an experienced Milliner, we feel competent to suit tho

Ont!

pure WHITE WINE VINIGAO.
FIlHK UIDEK VIN1GAK.
REPINED CIDER.
CRUDE CIDER (SWEET).
OLD CIDER.
PINE PICKLES
MEDIUM PIUK’I.PS.
COARSE PICKLES.

come

Ladles of Portland and

PORTLAND.

MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS

Please

137 OLD, 237 NEW IN UMBER,
MIDDLE STREET.

importa-

32 EXCHANGE ST.

Littlejohn,

—

W. C. BECKETT

that

eodtf

THAT

cost of W. C. BEOKETT, Merchant

half the

Entirely Closed

_.

the

spreading oat to entice his customers an<l thtf

Is

Bankers & Brokers,

—

SPRING.

OF—

_

at

H.M.Payson&Co.

&

SIGXS

BY

eep21

Pcttengill

mar23

NEW GOODS
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SWAN &

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
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You may know that Spring has come when you
»

■

All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
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jobbing trade
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BONDS

Piano at Home.

(J3P*Praise8 of the River wf Life, our popular
Sabbath School Song Book, come Irom all quarters,
Sabbath School
indeed from all who have used it.
Men recommend it highly. Price $30 per hundred.

These goods

DAVIS,

Portland
Bath
Belfast
Bangor

For Mixed Voices,
contains new Glees which were
when sung by the “Parker Club/* Price

Four Hands, is full of good and most entertaining
music for practice or home recreation. Price $2.00.

Bankable paper bought and sold.

G. R.

Original Hymn Tunes."!"/:

by J. C. D. Parker,

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.

shares.

For Mixed Voices. Just published, 1b an unusually good collection of entirely new music, by the best
modern German composers. Just right for Musical
Societies. Price $1.50.

8BVEIV PART NOIVGS.

$20,000

on

CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.

Ja14<Hf_
NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

the veteran composer of “Federal St./* and other favorite tunes, contains 100 Tunes, Chants and Anthems, all original and of the best quality. Price,
Boards, 80 t«; Cloth, $1.00.

PRICES.
—

OWEN & MOORE,

German Four Part Songs.

Thursday,March 25,

169 MIDDLE STREET.
*3m
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All Druggists and Dealers

THE

BB

50 Doz. Ladies’ Hemstitched at 25c.
50 Doz Ladies’ Plain Hemmed at 12 l-2c.
25 Doz. Ladies’ Colored Borders at 25c.
25 Doz. Gents’ full size, very line, at 25c.
25 Doz. Gents' full size, colored borders,
at 25c.

JF. F.MERRILL.
Manufectory, Rear of No. lO Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

VEGETINE

A

TO

Handkerchiefs

selected.

4

—

Linen

Cam .( Pl’BK

two

which were damaged by fresh water in a
warehouse basement. The goods are bat
slightly Moiled aud are warranted to wash
clear. We hare placed them on our counters iu lots as belcw.
Parties will do well
to call early as many perfect goods cun be

STORE

ialesroom 953 Fore St.,

awvnNQ*

dozen
Cllih?iia8 taken about throe
but

ti

At Private Male.
M. & Co. are agents for the sale of* Herring A Farrel’s chain idon Safe*. “Wieganda” Patent Section*
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blaises
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chemical
Fire Engine.

OF TBB

deciSeodly

Natick, Mass., Jan. 1st, 1873.

Dear Sir—We hare good reason for regarding your
VEGETINE a medicine of the greatest value. We
feel assured that it has been the means of saving our
son’s lire. He is now seventeen years of age; for the
last two years he has suffered from necrosis of his
leg, caused by scrofulous affection, and w as so far reduced that nearly all who saw him thought his reA council of able physicians
covery impossible.
could give us hut the lainteBt hope of his ever rallynumber
of
ihe
two
declaring that he was beyond
ing;
the reach of human remedies, that even amputation
could not save him, as he had not vigor enough to endure the operation. Just then we commenced giving
him VEGETINE and from that time to the present
He has lately
he has been continually improving.
resumed studies, thrown away his crutches and cane,
and
strong.
and walks about cheerfully
Though there is still some discharge from the opening where his limb was lanced, we have the fullest
confidence that in a little time he will bo peiloctly

—

No. 18 Exchange St, Portland.

Life,

MADE.

COPIES

J. U. P.

AND

Commission Merchants,

SQUARE,

IN-

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Gorham,March 6,

EVIDENCE. SWEETSIR & MERRILL’S

apr2

COUNTY.

Inquire of CHARLES n. OSBORNE or GEORGE
WHITNEY, near tue premises, or of the subscriber

dtt

from Card to

Sizes,

All

—

The new Knox county loan of $30,000 was all
taken on the 25th ult., at premiums amountiug
to about $3000.

PENOBSCOT

I>URSUANT

THE

me.

Democrat.

The post office at Orono is to bo made a
money office on the first day of July next.
The Whig says that a student has been expelled from the State College at Orono.
The government has had sixty witnesses and
has called ten more in the Carson case.

to a license from the Judge of Probate, I shall sell at auction, on Saturday, the
10th day of April, 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M.. at the
otlice of George P. Emery, Esq., in Gorham, the farm
recently owned by Elisha St rout, lata of Buxton deceased. Said farm is situated at East Buxton, shout
two miles from Gorham Village, consists of about 130
acres of land, has on it comfortable buildings, a
young
thrifty orchard and a largo amount of wood and
growing timber; cuts about 25 tons of hay and can
be made to cut 50 tons,
Terms can be made easy

IN

MARKET

soothing

pleasant

e.

at 10 A. M.

Auction.

Farm nt

THE PEERLESS.

What is

Saturday

Auction Sale Every

/

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

KNOX COUNTY.

The Augusta Journal says that Prof. Haines,
the eminent three card monte man, is in that
He was recently 4obliged to “step down
town.
and out” at Bangor,
William Atkinson of Embdon, was ono of
tbe principal speakers at tho Lewiston and
Augusta E. E. meeting. Ho has a magnificent scheme for anew system of railroads
which would reach about every place.

Street, Portland,

Plum

The Largest and Best Assortment in the State.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

this advice.

auctioneers,

/(

Horse and Carriage Mart,

Dry Air Refrigerators

*

•«**

The temperance movemont is still the leadThe
ing matter of interest in Ellsworth.
American devdtes more than a column to the

meetings.
An Ellsworth ward politician insists that
when names on a ticket are erased by a lead
pencil, it must be counted as though the ballot
was unscratched, and a rural warden followed

y

/

—

Cwnse or noil of any kind can be removed from it by the n«e of soap and water
without affecting the colors which are warranted permanent.

oc&ltf

F. 0. BAILEY & Co.,

Whitney,

Photograph

and

trunk.

Consignments solicited.

MORGAN k co.,

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

complete success.
Enemy.—The moment that the sun
the
softens
ground on a bare spot
canker
the
of a
tree the
near
root
and
climbs the
worm
grub comes Jout

C. yf, ALLEN.

*

BURNIIAUI’S

of

An

r v

and Flower Seeds.

PORTLAND. ME.

m

DAILEY.

O.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every
Saturday at salesroom. 17G Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.

STORE,

SEED

The following unsolicited testimonial from Rev. O.
T. Walker, 'formerly pastor of Bowdoiu Square
Cburch, Boston, and at present settled in Providence,
R. I, must be deemed as reliable evidence. No one
should fail to observe that this testimonial is tne result of two years’ experience with the use of VEGETINE in the $ev. Mr. Walker’s family, who now pronounce it invaluable:

newspaper.”

F.

—AND—

feb25

A Word of Commendation.—The Lewiston Journal, in noticing that the Portland
morning papeis are received in that city at 8
o’clock in the morning, says: “The Press is
one of the ablest and best Republican papers in

first class

j,

(Office 13 Exchange Hired.)

/.*j

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

Fresco

RELIABLE

a

y

A Inike Clover Heed.
White Dutch Clover Heed.
Millett.
Hungarian Gran*.
•Orchard Gtunn Heed.
Kentuckv Bine Gras* Heed.

•*
“
“
“
“

25
400

laughable sketch entitled “Lover’s Revenge.”
Barney McNulty was an excellent “Owen.”

the state, always up with the times, independent and reliable, and under a successful man
agement well worthy of the patronage of every
Republican and every other person who desires

<XfJy./

Michigan Clover Heed.
Ohio C/'lover Heed.
Pea Vine Clover Heed.

“
“

200
200

terday showed

Opera House.—The change 'of
programme at Ward’s last night was an excellent one. Ireland vs. Africa was an amusing

Clover

Heed.

give him a rousing benefit. The tickets are put
at $1 and can he procured of the committee.

organized

norrioH

them.

Salesroom 170 Fore Street,

7

2000 Bags Herd Graft* Heed
Bed Top Heed.
lOOO
“
Northern New York
600

City

g(. m
142

Family
Topxliam, Me,

i

OIL PAINTED
110,064

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Sch.ol

Prinkli,

Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A. Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf

400

_AUCTION SALES_

MISCELLANEOUS.

GRASS SEEDS. J,j

Mail Letters.54,181
75
Returned Letters.
28
Postals...
21
Papers.
Mail Postal Cards. 9,384

Newspapers.46,599

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Kemavcd to

|

A

DELIVERED.

u^wuspuiui.

Ellsworth Municipal Election.—As the
compatible with his duty to the government.
result of a desperate fight, J. T. Grant was reAlter further remarks, Hon. C. H. Haskell
of Ellsworth by a majority of 77
offered a preamble setting forth the grievances i elected Mayor
1017. Last year his majority was
of
vote
a
in
with
followed
of the various parties interested,
00. The complexion of the city council dethe subjoined resolutions, which were uuanipends upon a ward where the officers made
adopted:
I
That this Board readily re- two returns, both of which were rejected,
Resolved,

Imously

Carriers’ Delivery.—The following shows
the mail matter collected and distributed during
the month of March, 1875: 8

skill and finish not often excelled

----

nn(1

improving.

is very feeble but

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

her husband, who

and returned with

Ward’s

reported during the year.
passed thanking the retir-

ing President
ed the

Q.

graphed,

North Conway.

temperance had been

Resolutions

Boston before noon the day he was to go to
ton, He did not come to himself in the police
station but at the railroad station, when he inthere.
quired for the house of a friend and went
For some time Mr. Q. has been ill, and his
of
trouble is attributed by physicians to a rush
blood to the head, and the effect of a severe
blow accidently received on the head a few
Mrs.
years since, of which he has complained.
went to Lewiston as soon as she was tele-

working if
n sufficient quantities to pay for
the vein is of any extent. He also showed us
samples of silver and lead ere, which he says
exists in large quantities three miles from

fcr the relief of poor members
Tho temperanco comthat not a single case of in-

reported

depot

educational! \

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

specimens

during the past year.
mittee

Mr.

Correction.—The statement 'respecting
Quincy in yesterday’s issue is substantially
Grand
true. He thinks he must have got to the
Truuk
as he came to himself in Lewis-

MoGLLNCUY. Prop.

To Let.
BRICK Storo Upper Village In Yarmouth. InK. W. SEABURY,
quire of
or GUSTUS STOKER.
feb24codtf_

A

Carpet Healing,
CLEANING anil Jobbing done by M.
WINDOW
C. MAKS. Order Slato at the Daily Press

Office. All orders promptly attended to.
at No. 15 Washington St.

Residence

aprltf

*’

to
his unruly subjects, and said he has offered
become altogether a vassal of the Czar.
CRIMES AND CASUALTIES
the ChiW. F. Story, the infamous editor of
been imprisoned for ten days
cago Times, has
for contempt of court in assailing the grand

FBESS.

THE

History of Seven Days.
The

for the week ending Wednexda]

new.

Night, march 31m,
Till!

NATIONAL CAPITAL.

There has been a report that Secretary Bris
tow is about to resign but he denies it.
Treasurer SpiDner, he of the terrible auto
graph, lias resigned, to take effect July 1st
is given except that he lias been
long in official life that he desires to he a fret
man.
J^r. New of an Indianapolis hank ha!
been spoken of as his successor.
The U. S. Supreme Court lias confirmed tin
decision of the Supreme Court [of Missouri
to the effect the women have no right to vott
No

si

reason

under the 14th amendment.
Judge McArthur of the District of Columbia
court, decides that the testimony of tho House
of Representatives in the case of King, whon
that body requested the court to deal with

_

cannot go before the grand jury but the cast
Gen.
must go to the jury iu the usual mauuer.
Butler was there as King’s counsel. He said
that the last House of Representatives was non
no more a judicial power than any other mol
of 200 gentlemen.
The Secretary of the Treasury decides that
the merchandise arriving at Island Pond, Vt.,
from Canada, sealed auil not appearing by
invoice or manifest to be intended for immemay be allowed to pass as
heretofore, provided it [shall distinctly appear
or
by the sworn declaration of the shipper
is
owner of the merchandise that the same
destined for a port in the United States as an
and not as goods in transit fora
diate exportation

importation,

Several of tlio eight sloops of war authorized
sea
under the act of 1874 will be ready for
The iron sloop, Alert, will
season.
the
during
take the cadet engineers on their annual
raise.
There

will be about one hundred vacancies
at the N aval
among the cadet midshipmen
Academy, to be filled at the annual examination in June.
ordered
■The Secretary of the Treasury has
withdrawn
that $1,488,000 of legal tenders be
80 per
from the treasury and destroyed; being
the
cent of the additional circulation during

month.}

Treasurer is to be
It is settled that the new
A. C. Brastow of
John C. New, and that
Rhode Island is to be an Indian peace commissioner.
inIt is stated that the Spanish government
tends to again enforce certain objectionable
Cuba which
rules relative to our trade with
will considerably embarrass it.
subThe cabiuet have been considering the
John Borter a n-.-w triject of giving Gen. Fitz
are not
al. The chances that they will do it
a belief that Gen. B. was
is
there
as
very good,
Bull
let off easily for his conduct at the second

Bun.

Department has issued
the redemption of
respecting
regulations
Tne Treasury

new
mu-

In case of legal
tilated currency,
of the origtender notes, if less than one-tenth
mutiinal proportion of notes is missing the
of the
lation will he disregarded, if one-fourth
face value will
note is missing, one-tenth of its
less
be deducted. If more than one-fourth and
its face
than one-third is missing, one-fifth of
value will be deducted, and so on, reckoning by
onetenths. But a note of which less than
will
half of the original proportion is presented
be redeemed without evidence that the missing
as

follows;

proportion is destroyed.

The internal revenue office has ruled that the
the paymere act of purchasing stamps is not
ment of the tax upon a given lot of tobacco,
of such stamps may have
the

purchase
special reference

to-* such payment
been with
The tax cannot be said to have been paid until
affixed to packages and cancelled.
FOREIGN.

The Halifax Banking Company was swindled
out of $G,000 in gold Tuesday, by means oi
the
a forged letter of credit for $50,000, with
names of Morse, Taylor & Co„ New ;York
attached, purporting to be in favor of R. Lutingi
who arrived in the steamer Alhambra from
Boston ou that day. On receipt of $0,000 Luting disappeared.
The British commission for [lie Philadelphia
exhibition have sent ciiculars to 3000 persons
who have taken part in agricultural shows and
exhibitions in Great Britain during the last
seven years, and also to the chambers of commerce and heads of municipalities throughout
The answers already rethe British Isles.
ceived indicate that Ireland and the north oi

England will be represented

at

the Centennial

Exhibition.
The importation of American potatoes into
France has been officially prohibited.
Portugal will participate in the American
Centennial.
W. S. Graves and Dr. E. R. Sparkam, convicted of murder at Rockville, Ont., by procuring an abortion, have been sentenced to be

hanged

June 23d.

The Universe publishes a papal encyclical
renewing the excommunication pronounced
agaiast the old Catholics of Switzerland, and
censuring the authorities for protecting them.
The earthquakes in Jalisco,Mex.,are abating,
the later shocks being very slight. Meanwhile
the volcanic activity of Ceboruco increases, and
quaptities of ashes and dense vol-

prodigious

The
of smoke issue from its craters.
state government of Oaxaca has officially permitted the practice of cremation of bodies of the
dead.
Frequent skirmishes.witli the revoluumes

tionists are reported in Michoacan. jTbe government troops are represented to be uniformly
successful. The religious controversy increases
in bitterness.
The accession of -King Alfonso has not yet
brought peace to distracted Spain. TheCarlists
have been badly defeated in several engageGen. Cabrera, one of the strongest
ments.
leaders, has declared in favor of Alfonso. The
four provinces held by Don Carlos have re
JFused to furnish further contributions, claim
ing that the country is exhausted. Much dissatisfaction is reported among the Carlists. On
the other hand it is said that dissatisfaction exists because of the vacillating policy of
Alfonso, and that his abdication is not improbIf the Spaniards could only fight as
able.
well las they can lie many sanguinary battles
would result.
Last week bands of Mexicans crossed the
frontier, and came within seven miles of Cor
pus Cbtisti, taking a large number of AmeriA body of Texans has gone in
can prisoners.

pursuit. The post office at Neuces was robbed
ard burned by the bandits Friday. There
seems

to

De

His

imprisonment

causes

considerable

excitement in Chicago,and much gratification
throughout the country.
The Newfoundland fishermen have had a
fearful experience this season. One party of
thirty-foiy: men lost fourteen by exposure.
The schooner Birkiugu struck on Deck Island Shoals, Wednesday, and wedt lo pieces in
fifteen minutes. Two of the crew were lost.
The alleged murderer of Mrs. Bingham of
Boston, George Pemberton, has been arrested.
woman was

A knife belonging to tbo murdered
found in liis pocket. The circumstantial evi-

dence against him is very strong.
At a towu election held in Concord, Thursday, the Democrats tore up the check list, then
and elected a full board of town
made

another,

officers.

A fire at Parker’s Prairie in Minnesota Sunday burned the house of one Colson. Colson
and two children were burned ito death, and
his wife and another child cannot survive their

injuries.

A fire ia Fall River Thursday destroyed fourteen tenement houses on Pleasant street. A
fire in Montana, Missouri, Thursday, destroyed
all but two houses in the town. The paper
mills at Franklin, N. H., were burned Wednesday. Five stores and a dwelling house in
Iowa, were burned Monday. The

a

concerieu

movement 10

piuuuer

Texas. The Mexicans have been crossing the
river in small detachments during the past
week, bent on robbery afid murder. Nearly
the [entire Rio Grande frontier of Texas, embracing a belt of 50 to 100 miles in width is inhabited mostly by Mexicans, many of whom,
though taking no active part in the forage ol
of the thieves, yet sympathize with and give
them secret aid and comfort. The United
States government is taking measures for pro

tection.
The.Dominion parliament is to try a prohibitory hquor law. It also thinks of re’mposin°
the duty on tea from the United States.
The popular interest in the Moody and
Sankey revival in London is dying out. Sankey
is said to be agent for tbe sale of an American
cabinet organ, and to uso the revival for the
purposes of increasing tbe trade, lie denies

old American House at Wells River,
burned Tuesday.
-Lilt; CUUUlllvm

Ut

me

Vt.,

was

nuu

Iiuuauu

hanna rivers is exciting much apprehension.
Fears are entertained of ice gorges, and gangs
of men, two hundred strong, have been engaged
in cutting channels and taking other measures
to
damage by back water. Tbe ice in

written

a

“Together

John Mitchel. He says:
struggled for state.rights, for
of the constitution, for com-

we

the supremacy

munity, independence and after defeat

imprisoned together.”-By
•iUUU

men

win

ue at

worn

were

the first of July

uu

me

wuwuumi

buildings in Philadelphia.-Dr. Horace Bushuell is very 3enously ill at his home in Hart
ford.——The California Democratic convention will be held on June 29th at San
•Francisco.-A murderer under sentence of
death in North Carolina has been respited
because no officer can be Jfound willing to
lias voted
hang him.-The Virginia Senate
expel Graham, implicated in the naval cadetscandal.-Gen. Augur has assumed

ship

command at New Orleans.-The interest on
the coupons of the Wilmington & Reading
railroad due April 18th will not be paid.The meeting in Philadelphia of Jay Gould,
Dillon and other prominent railroad men,
was simply to arrange the differences between
the Union Pacific and Kansas Pacific companies about the Colorado business, and to prevent the building of parallel roads in that

by the Union Pacific.-Delaware Legislature has voted to appropriate $10,000 for
the Centennial.-Richard Thomas, who, disguised as a .French woman, aided by other
rebels captured the steamer St. Nicholas early
in the Rebellion, died Weduesday.in Maryland.
-James N. Scbon, registrar and assistant
treasurer at Vassar College, is dead.-Mr.
Simmon, formerly proprietor of the Lawrence,
a suit
to
ansas, Tribune, has commenced
recover $70,000 from Stone, the custodian of
Senator Pomeroy’s money. He holds Pomerov’s order for the money.-The bill appropriating $50,000 for the Dougla= monument
has been defeated in the Illinois House.

Gen. Sheridan has written a letter concernin which he traces
ing the Black Hills country
the origin of the sfories of the great mineral
richness to a Catholic Priest missionary who
had his information from the Indians. The
recent expedition of Gen. Custer revived these
stories. He says that the specimens brought
Gen. Custer do not warrant the belief
back

by

that there are unusually rich mineral deposits.
He thinks the reports of marvelous richness are
false. He proposes to send expeditions into
whole
that region next summer. He says his
force will be employed to prevent miners going
thither as the territory belongs to Indians.
Grain freights have been reduced to 80 cents
to New York, 25
per hundred from Chicago
cents to Philadelphia and 40 cents to all points
The reduction is brought
in New England.
about by tbe Baltimore and Uhio but will ex;
teud to all tbe leading through lines.
The west packed 5,537,124 hogs from Nov. 1 to
Mar. 1 against 5,383,820 the year previous. The
so great as tbe previous
gross weight was not
is $96,759,
year but the cost of the present crop
250 against 63,370,339 last year.
Frauds are reported in connection with the
painting of tbe Boston po3t-offiee. Hugh Flood
is the ring-master. Making false pay rolls is

the crime alleged against him.
The American Tract Society held its fiftieth
anniversary in New York Sunday. During the
who
past year 220 colporteurs were employed
visited 140.000 families.
The Hoosao tunnel bill has become a law. It
for a corporation under the control of

provides

five directors appointed by the Governor.
A forgery has' been discovered in tbe appropriation bills of the Louisiana legislature by
which the amounts have been largely in-

St. Louis holds that Buell who libelled Senator
Chandler cannot be taken to Washington for

According

to statistics from ProtestaDl
sources, 50,000 Spaniards have been converted
to Protestantism since l.S(!8. Protestant chapin Madrid and elsewhere in the
country

els

continue open.

<%servatoro Romano, referring to
manDcr in which Archbishop
McCloskey's
pointment to the cardinalate is received in
The

the
apthe

United Stales, and tbe reported preparation!
making there to celebrate it. points to tbe painful contrast afforded in
new

Germany,

where tbs

cardinal, Archbishop Ledochowski, is

con

demned to imprisonment because he refuses t<
betray his sacred mission at the behest of

despotic government.
Melbourne, Australia, March 24th news sayi
that twenty prominent communist [prisoner
under the leadership cf Ilr. Rastoul, have es
taped from New Caledonia in boats built bj
themselves.
It is

reported

tout

the Khan of Khiva recent

Jy asked Russia for further assistance agains ;

OR
It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-health, comfort, ami
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application of curative remedies.

The changes were made after it was
signed by the presiding officers of both houses.
Gen. Sheridan notifies the Black Hills miners
to leave or he will make it hot for them.
Judge Dillon of tbe U. S. Circuit Court at

trial.
THE

BEECHER TR1AT..

Considerable progress has been made in Mr.
Beecher’s defence the past week, a large number of witnesses having testified and their evidence going to directly impeach tbe important
of Tiltou and Mrs.
points in the testimony
Moulton. Three of [Mrs. WoodhuU’s {servants
testified to the close intimacy between Mr.
his frequent visits
Tiltou and Mrs. Woodbull,
and to a conversa
to her house and her office,
Mrs. Woodbull, Tenand
Tilton
between
tion
Tilton urged
Claflin and Col. Blood, in which
the publication of the Beecher scandal, alleging
for
that Plymouth church would pay $100,000
its
The members of the church

suppression.
investigating committee

have

been on the

stand and have detailed the circumstances connected with their appointment, and {their proceedings at the investigation. But the most
important evidence of the week is that of Mr.
Beecher’s farm hands at 1’eekskill fortified by
It will be recr -cords of the telegraph office.
ollected that Mrs. Moulton testified that Mr.
Beecher confessed to her his crime at her house
on the second of June 1873, and subsequently

Immediately alter the arrival of the Train of the pro
dav from Montreal.

vIouh

Passage

to
Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).*70 to **©

Payable

in Gold or its eouivaleut.
Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A. ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts ou England for small amounts, aoply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland. Nov. 15. 1874.
For

Freight

_m>17dtf

MT. DESERT^ MAC11IAS.

First Trip for the Season.
NFKIKO
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Smith’s “Instant Dress Elevator.”

This COT shows the
Part or tho

{

for bis

f Upper

Tbeir

TT^iI/TT „rthn abbvo Patterns,
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Skirt twrong side
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and

Smith’s Instant Dress ElePREM;IUM: OR ha
entitle you to select your pre••

w“ certificate wfiShwlll
vatoC ™nr”'.kirt SSnd
mlum at any time.
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BE
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to

BAZAAR, with

another.
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Address, lory plain,

^

BURpETTE SMITH,
O'* Broadway, New York

P. O. Bo* 6056.

JURUBEBA
YOU

.

-OF-

AKE

Weak, Nervous, or Debilitated?
Are you no Languid that anv exertion requires ipore of an effort than you feel capable of
maxing?

FURNITURE

Then try JUBlrBEBA, the wonderful touic
and iuvigorutor, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lower
depth of misery, hut it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulates the Bowels, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
Its operation is not violent, hut is charac-

BY TBE

—

terized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,

And silently steal away.”
This is no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist for it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston, Mass.
mar!3t4w

CONSUMERS,

*

Cor,

St, Extension

Washington
AND

mar 17 t4w

—

In causation, however, there

tioned.

BEAL & HOOPER

X1T3 l^TTi SAMPLE to Agents. Ladies €omf XLJu Li bination Needle Book, with ChroSend stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,

Catarrh killed them.

are

Why
sutler when by the
remedy,

Consumption.

GERMAN

TI1E

Owing to the general depression of the Wholesale
Trade we have accumulated a heavy stock, consisting

___4wt

it is,

CHAMBER,

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

HTo

Which
I offer free to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
or plants a flower garden, my large, Illustrated Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed tor 1875. One
hundred and fifty of the varieties ot vegetable seed
were grown on my four seed farms, on Hew England
soil. I have made new varieties of vegetables a specialty for many years. As the original introducer ot
Hubbard. Marblehead and Butman Squashes, Phinney’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a score ot
All
other new vegatables, I solicit, your patronage.
seed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J. II. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.
marl6tlw

greatly to their advantage
ore making a purchase.

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN' BLUE BOXES.
TRIED AND SERE REMEDY.

wrapper.
50 cis. and

publisher, Boston, Mass.mariGttw

book
extra

Send for circular and our
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,

Agents.
Philadelphia Pa.mal7t4w_
and
dfcOA Daily lo A Kent*. 85innew articles with
the best Family Paper
America,

will be the

PATBOKK

OF

Portland and vicinity

can

TUB

For freight

or

—

of Steamers

Rnnning between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

end

and SATURDAY gives
NESDAY
'direct

communication to anil
other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., anil to a
the principal cities in the Soul h and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Fall imlormation given by D. D. C. MINK
Agent, 28 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue
ani 1 ly
Philadelphia.
—

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE C0„
GEO. N. BRIGGS, Gen. Agt.,

rom

268 Wnxhinslou St., Boston, Mnss.

™d3m

_

SMUGGLER,
Dark Bay, 15.3, record 2.20, by Blanco, be by Iron’s
Cadmus, be by Cadmus, be by American Eclipse,
will make a season at

Portland and all

OILS!
F. L.

marc
enJuly 1,
March
titled to his use whenever in the etud till she proves

irom

marlO

i

codlw

are warranted
Alterative ever originated by

AND

as

AND
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SNUFF’
cold
nose
can
oucc

if al-

eodtt

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,

j

Tipton, Dec. 3,1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the

surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lotnrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family

who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three > 'sars past without any apparent benefit therefrom; but your medicines have produced a
most wonderful change for the better, and tlie patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.— Wc tell ail with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

WHOLESALE

GEORGE C. GOODWI&

&

AFD

—

GERMAN

SNUFF

AGENTS:
and rid your nose acd head of that
Do
which in lime will kilt you.
you doubt it i Well, suffer away.
Use up three #1 lour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION
OE
SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
if you must be so obstinate as to
not purchase one box ol

BIRD, SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GILMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

&

LEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFL1N & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
TALOOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

For Sale by Druggists generally

GERMAN SNUFE.

Everywhere.

Price 35 Cents.

LOTHROP, M. D.,

143 Court Street,

I
!

MASS

all

*

dly

you

are

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milnaa
kee. Cincinnati, Ht. Lonii, Omaha,
Naginaw, Mt. l*anl9 Halt l.ake City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all

points in the

Southwest

Northwest, West anil

J C.FUKNIVAL Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is In splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
BP-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
checked from Portland to Detroit and

Central

Railroad.

OF

Norfolk,

remote

Boston.

.emU

Baltimore &

Washington

STEAMSHIP
Four timeM

a

Firat tin**

—

WM.

AND

—

BLACKSTONE.

WM. KENNEDY.
From

Steamship

CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
TUESDAY
Boaton direct every
and SATURDAY.

JOHNS HOPKIN3.
WM. LAWRENCE.
From

LINE

week.

and McClellan.
Providence every WEDNESDAY

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg aud
Richmond, and Va. and lenn. K. it. to all places in
the South, W. B. C‘ark, Agent, basement old Statu
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 76 Washington street^ Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston, And Cbesai*eake & Ohio R. K., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills oi lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtf
Providence, K. I

MAINECO.

STEAMSHIP

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

YORK.

YEW

Night Pullmnn Train from

Portland
T55f*55*M*555^BoKion leaves
Calais, St.

Bangor,
jgpg^tor
on

12.30

a.

m.

John, Houl-

tcll>
Stephens and Halifax.
Passenger Train leaves Portland 6.15 a.
Danville
m. lor Lewiston (via
Junction), Brunswick,
Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train
from Brunswick to Augusta, Waterville nnd Skow■

hegan.

Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
Bangor, &c.
Leave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Angusta. Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
m.

for

Brunswick,

Lis-

bon, Bath and Angusta.
Pa»»enger Trains will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. m.
From Bangor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowhcgan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, &c„ at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath and Lewiston
at 6.45 p.

Night

l. 45

m.

Train

from St. John, Bangor, &c.t at

a. m.

Through ^reioht Train* Daily to all points
on

Maine

Central,

Knox &

Railroads.
Freight Delivered at

Lincoln,

and E. & N. A.

before 4.00 p. m. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. m., Bath 10.00 a. m., Rockland
a.
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00
in., Waterville 10.30 a.
m. Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. m.
Gen’l Supt.
L.
LINCOLN.
feb26tfL.
or

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R
WINTER ABK4NG1MENT.
rTOggTTTta-i
*'

jpi

On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 1*. 1874,
run
mill until further notice triune will

at 7.30
a8I.e,ive Portland for all stations
Bartlett and

a.

ni.

intermePortland lor Upper
diate stations at 2 p. m.
Returning.
and in ermedfate stations
Leave Bemis for Portland
for

Eleanora,

Portland and interne0.50

a. m.

Franconia

Chesapeake

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, Just bnilt for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage te and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
leave
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
,T. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38. E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
dtf
ocl

they

MAIL LINE TO

llalifax, Nova Scotia,
DIRECTI
connection** to Prince Edward I**laud) Cape Breton and Ml. John**, IV. Pi

With

The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
direct, making connections with
1_’the Intercolonial Railway, to*'
New
Truro,
Glasgow and Picton. an««
Windsor,
steamers for Prince Edward Is'and; also at New
w:th
N.
S.,
Lindsey’s Stages for Capo
Glasgow,
Bre on, and at Halifax with steamers fur St. Johns,
F.
N.
tyRETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES
DaYS, at 4 p. m.
No freight received atter 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
J

TIME,

Commencing March 1st, 1875.

“‘iaate'uppcr Bartlett

Agents for the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
& SMITH,{Wholesale Druggists. 26 Tremont street,
c

night.

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, JR., General Agent.
octt874

and

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Druggists. dl"jSo*“!,*,“"from Porthmd and

from the city send 50 cent* to the
Agents and receive a box by return mall. Genera
lx

BOSTON,

by

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. HI., and INDIA.
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. HI
(SunilayH excepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they procure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience df arriving in Boston late

Steamers

Leave

For sale

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Leave Portland 5.30 p.

BEDEE’S

GO., RUST BROTHERS

at 9.30

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

TESTIMONIALS.

JACOB MESERVE.

Quebec,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
ee21dtf
Portland, September 19. 1874.

and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
How often do we hear people say,
“tly head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Don’3 you know what is
the trouble ? You have Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, if you
take a few
are wise, you will
pinches of the

Only 50 Cents.

Fare

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

CHANGE

I have
throp’s Tonic Pills as a preventive and cure for the
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, ami
find them actually specific tu such cases. 1 regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.

FOR BOSTON.

a. m.

HEAD, Maine

Frewsburgh, Nov. 12, 1874.
used the Cordial Balm aiid Syricum and Lo-

K. B. MAMPMON, Attest.
TO Long Wharf, Boston.

Jn23-lv

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.

IN THE

U\JLiLi£iflO.

Freight or Passage, apply to

a. m.

Baggage

Price $2.^0. Large size, $5.00. Each package of
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic rills,
wuich may also be had separately at 60 cents per box.

mar!3

yilr^giiS? 1874,

Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

POISON

—

No. 31 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

and alter Monday, September 21st.

To

—

Dementia and Melancholia.

G. EDGAR

ARRAN GEMENT.

On

it were

so when they suddenly take
and feel all the organs of the
and head stopped tip. they
promptly take a remedy to at
loosen the mucous, w'hich
lowed to stay becomes

to the Mind

RECENT

WINTER

living witnesses of

GERMAN

Strength to the Body

OTHER LUJB RICATING OILS,

IIEYRY S.RUSSELX,
MILTON,

They impart.

PIJTWAM,

—

foal.

MASS.

be the most Powerful

Dr. Lotbrop may be consulted professionally
mall free of charge, Address

Home Farm, Milton, Mass.,
Agent for Mason & Whiting’s Eagle
to he
at 8200—a
15 to

in

are

AND

Clyde’s Iron Line

MARIE TERRACE, POR1I.AND,

SNUFF

from the grave,
its great virtue. At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of

saved

Every placed before the people, and

PHILADELPHIA.

H. ROGERS,

febR

iTiaiiuiavinrers

PORTLAND

supplied with

also have their machine repaired in a thorough an
manner at reasonable rates b
every way satisfactory
leaving orders with or addressing

A.

unu

passage apply to
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office on Ihe Wharf,
or CLARK &
SEAMAN,
Jy28t.l88 West street. New Yorfc.

needl.es, and parts,

it

Leav-

this line.

please remember iha* Ihe
rales ol freight by this line arc Ihe
same as by any other direct line,
whether special or regular.

SEWING MACHINE
in

o

man.

P. M.

niciciitiuu

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

j

B.EDEK'S

Vigor

will

FLORENCE
be

only steamer sailing in

Wednesday

mar31t4w
Broadway, N. Y.
FOUTFKE IK IT. Every family bays it
Address, fcr. S. WALKER,
Sold by Agents.
mar31t4w
Erie, Pa.

THE

GERMAN

Medicine

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

no23_
Grand Trunk It. R. of Canada.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

LIQUID

ing Portland every Saturday and New York every

oww

Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

the reach of all.” We might biing
forward hundreds of testimonials
hut of what avail t Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
of people who have been by the
nse ot

—

The first class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON” and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
will form a semi-weekly line.leaV'
ing Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Crom web Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines to he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdatlons are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals andberths included),$3.59.
Until further notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL”

_mar3U4w

IjliromUB,

AND

SEW YORK.

WANTED AGENTS Everywhere, to sell our
popular “Lite of Dr. Livingstone,” from bis chlldliood to bis “Last Journal.”
Full, Otmplete, Authent c, Attractive, Peopled Edition. B. B. Russell,

550.UU

Blood

—

!!
EAST JOUKN
Price 32 50.
The story of the last seven eventtul years of tho
Great Traveler’s life as told by himself, and of bis
sutterings and death, as told by bis men. The book
they want. R. W. BLISS & CO., Publishers, Hartford. Conn.

two

eodeow&weow4

—

»eat.
Depot

1C1T

For

and SATURDAY.

a

RUBER’S

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules. Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm. Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ ltcli, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copi»er
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

PORTLAND

Conn.mar31t4w
Asrfnts! Send for Circular and Terms.
JLIVINGSTONE’S
Popular Edition.

v>v^..

Tonic Pills,

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

How to ex’ercise and bow to preserve them. A new
book, by Tbeophilns Parsons, LL, D. Has no equal
For particulars adfor popularity and real value.
dress, 8. 8. SCRANTON A CO,, Hartford,

miu

Lothrop’s

the

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Sold by dealers generally.

ja25

RIGHTS

xxata.

bottle; large bottles much

Mass.

Citizen of the United States.

lice.

a

cheaper.

THE POLITICAL, PERSONAL AND

terms to

and

Train for New

Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
ExpreNH Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Expremi Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p.m.,
connecting witn Express trains leaving Albany at
10 a, m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord.
Li well, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
field Route, and to all important points South

SNUFF

Wharfage.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. It., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

1U

Leave

blessing to mankind, for its low
price of 35 cents places it within

ial5d2awFM3m

by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
provedby hundreds of testimodials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on the

Sell

idling

York.

aiming

connecting with Night

trains will run as follows:
Ex press train 7.00 a m. for Montreal and
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train for Auburn and Lewiston

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

SoM by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
ma31d4wt

published.

*

inspect these goods be-

to

Pains or
Soreness in the Chest
or Side, Bleeding at
the Lungs, and every
affection of the throat,
lungs and
chest, are
speedily and permanently
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
Wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.

USE

ever

find it

Complaint,

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

AGENTS WANTED

will

€onsh8,Coldi«,Rr»vchitis, Sore Thronf,
Cronp,
Yikfluenzn,
Cough,
Whooping
HoumneNM, Liver

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

a

cum

take this method to dispose of

(RgPThoso desiring FURNITURE

FOR

Of

we

Syri-

UIIU

itiauiUCNICI

9.15 p. in.,

Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.ra.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.

at

WORCESTER.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. M. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcester, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, and
Boston & Maine Tra:ns lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Wollboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting a: Ayer Junction with trains tor Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & AlbaDV trains for Albany and New York.
1.45 P. M. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.15 P. M. Express lor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for

BEBEB’S
The Cordial Balm of

—

Arrangement of Trains commencing Bee.
ill, 1874.

perfect

GERMAN

BETWEEN

PORTLAND AND

for in a practice ot near twenty
years I have daily been pleased
with its results” A Doctor whose
word is authority on all medical
questions, says: “I call the cornpound known to the world as

of

-FURNITURE.

PROPERTY

—

SNUFF,

GERMAN SNUFF.

GREAT

And other First-Classs

Agents

No Transfer! No Change ol Cars

cure, and I know ol
nothing better for Catarrh.” Anothe'* well-known M. D. writes as
follows; “When one complains to
me of a bad Cold or a Heavy Head,
I at once advise them to procure a
•
supply ol

ENGLISH REMEDY

to

Portland to the South and West

“GERMAN SNUFF
Is a

—

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

—FROM—

the

RAIDER'S

PARLOR,

Wanted

ot

by its use the 'person will be
brought back to perfect health
An old Doctor says:

Haymarket Square, Boston

inarl7l4w

Of any and every kind- Send stamp
for Catalogue. AddreHB Great Western Gun
and Pistol Works, PITTSBURGH, PA.

A

use

Shortest and Most Direct Route

wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain thai

impeding,

as

people

this horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, but most ot our leading
Physicians are prescribing this

many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition folobstructing and paralyzing tho
lows,
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,

business or pleasures of existence.
This condition of the individual, distressing
may, with certainty, be cured by

will

RAIDER’S

great

a

Portland & Rochester R. R.

And it you doubt the fact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and Iasi

BjEDEB’S

Chang Chang sells at sight. NecesGoods free. Chang Chang Mfg

marl 9
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OF PRODUCTION.

COST

AT

hideous anaconda. There is no
eseape until death Relieves them
tiom its torture and they arc laid
Friends may say
in the grave.
they died ol Consumption. 'TIS
FALSE.

any‘other

MANUFACTURERS
TO

3

DOOM !

ten the disease known as Catarrli
was the forerunner ot Consumption, which, when fastened on si
person, is like the grasp ol the

typed

IMMENSE SALE

HATE YOU TRIED
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AND
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Passenger trains will leave Portland for Boston, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
3.15, p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.50
a. in., 2.00, 8.00, p. nt. Returning, leave
BoNtou at 8.00, a. in., 12, in. 3.15, p. m. arrivin
at Portland at 12,45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p.m.
For f.owell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,9.10
a. m., 3.15 p. m.
For Concord and Manchester (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. in.
For threat Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For Rochester, and
Farmington, via
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
at
9.10
a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Alton Bay. (via Dover)
A train will also leave Portland for Kenneat
515 p. m. Returnbunk nnd Way Stations
ing, leave JKennebnnk at 7.30 a. m., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers from any point on the Maine
Central Railroad will change cars at, and have
their baggage checked via Boston Ac Maine
Transfer Station.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
no2J
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ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER.

Yes, the medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out ol

fluttering

OXjTTO I

WEEK.

TON, Capl. Churl.-,
■tailing. will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot ol Stale St,
every THUKNDAV
EVENINC, AT IO O’C UOCK, Uoiuni.iiring Thursday. Marrh 95. For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. W.
Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Joncsport ami Machiasport, (or as ice will permit.)
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
Vlorninx »l 5 o’eloeU, touching ns above, arrivin’ in Portland same night, usually connecting wlih
Pullman Train, ami early morning Trains lor Boston and the West,
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag't.
mar20t t
Portland, March 5, 1875.

iFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER, Geu’l Ag’t.

On and after December 30, 1874,

earthly

HEIt

Tl,e Steamer

tAccommodation

DEATH

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
or limey sediment,
urine, with an excess of
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, freof
the
of memory, and
loss
heart,
quent palpitations
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
iuto action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time. There is great sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and
condition of the mental faculties, rendering an individual what is commonly called a wbifThere must of
fle-minder, or fickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seivc to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disa difference as marked as are
turbances.
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
Injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
in its peculiariregarded as such, is as protean
ties as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first Instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions|of hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in
part
of the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already men-
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VARIOUS MATTERS.

The 12.30 P. M. Train irom Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for AugUNtn, Bath and Lcwintou ; aud on MONDAYS aud THURSDAYS with the steamer for
Eaatport and Ml. JTohn.
♦Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. N. B.—
but not on Monday.
This train runs

Nervous Debility

»

on

SNUFF!

WIEE

BRIEF MENTION.

letter

roads.

PRUSSIAN, Capl. Bilchle,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, April 3, 1*73.

RAILROAD.

Twenty-five thousand people in Nebraska
are said to be in danger of starvation.-Gen.
Meyer, chief signal officer of the War Department, has been requested to engage the steamPortsmouth to
er Faraday to lay a cable from
the Isles of Shoals, a contemplated signal sta-

has
Navy Department building.-Jeff. Davis

GERMAN

Nervous Prostration.

Susque-

It is rumored that the Kmperor of Brazil is
to abdicate and come to this country to reside.

Merrimack.
The Elkborn river in Nebraska has begun to
rise, and several bridges have already been

tain limits to Italian exhibitors at the United
States centennial exhibition, but it proposes tc
appeal mainly to individual efforts and will

importance.

The first trial for polygamy under the law of
1862 is in progress at Salt Lake.
The Governor of Pennsylvania has ordered
the sheriffs to take active measures to suppress

Lawrence, Massachusetts,’is apprehensive of
damage from the breaking up of the ico in the

$25,000 damages,-Ice was never so thick on
Lake Ontario as now.-Sharkey, the murderer who has been arrested in Havana, will be
brought to New York, immediately.-Rev.
W. J. Tudor of Manchester has been invited
to Madison Square, Presbyterian church, New
York.-The mule spinners at Great Falls are
an
on a strike and are determined to compel
advance of wages.—-Geo. E. Tyson, formerly
assistant navigator on the steamer Polaris, has
been appointed captain of the watch atjtbe

RAEDER’S

However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease sa prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult poj>ulation, it is a melancholy tact that day by day, and
year by year, we witness a most frightful increase of
nervous attections from tbo slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

vana.

•

creased.

recommend that only such articles be sent as
are of exceptional merit and great commercial

Nervous Debility.

Governor Osborne of Texas has called upon
the President to protect the slate from Mexican bandits.
Mr. Beecher will testify to-day.
Yellow fever has appeared at Key West and
It is epidemic in Hatwo persons have died.

to have the bells
and other
rung in case of immediate danger,
precautions have been adopted. The Hansom
with twelve
gorge, near Pittston, has started

tion.-The Fall Eiver manufacturers have
voted to advance wages to the old rates after
April 1st.-Patrick Larell, injured at the St.
Andrew’s church disaster in New York, has
sued tho Department of Public Buildings for

WITH

and Tonic Pills.

cuin

ready
rangements have been made

swept away.;

CATARRH

The Cordial Balm ofSyri-

THE LATEST.

the

tO.IO A. M.
w
..
For Saco. Hiddcford, Kennebunk, Well**,
Norib Berwick, Sonlh Berwick JuucBitlion. Con way Ji unction, Eliot and
ter y at t9.10 A. M. and J3.15 P.M.
For Nnco, Biddclord, Keunehuuk# t onway Jnnciioa, Kitlcry aud Portsmouth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., ami $3.15 K>. M.
For Cape Elizabeth. Scarborough, West
Ncarboroaich, Waco, and Biddeford at
5.20 P. M Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston, and the 9.10 A.
M. Train from Portland connect at Conway
Junction for North Conway.
Trains leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.15,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.40,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make eloie connections* to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad.
This
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal,
<)u»bcc, and all parts of Canada East;
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Augu-ta, Haugor, fttocklaud,
Belfast and other points ou these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with tlie
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor, Hi.
John, Halifax and other points on these

English Remedy!

the Delaware water gap the ice gorge consists
of one hundred and fifty miles thrown into a
space of eighteen,'.with rhe ice thirty feet thick.
People are moving their portables. The ice
gorge at Glen Onion began to move Sunday,
aud great anxiety exists along the west branch
Much damage has alof the Susquehanna.
been done, and Jseveral lives lost. Ar-

report.
Spain has paid to Germany 11,000 thalers ol
indemnity for the Gustav outrage.
The Opiuione says that the Italian government has decided to give assistance within certhe

THE GREAT

preveut
At Port
some places is twenty inches thick.
Deposit, Lockhaven, and Williamsport attempts have been made to blast the ice. At

feet of water.

Portland for Portiiniotitli and lio.lon at
I. M,
Ke*1.45 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and JJ.15
turning leave
a*
®r,*n,,“
1
BomIou for Port-mouth ni*«l
tK.OO A. M., t12.H0 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
NcarLenve Portland for Cape Elizabeth.
Hidboiough. Went Near borough,Waco, Berdefoa-d. KennebiinK. U>ll»* North
CouJauction,
*outli
Berwick
wick,
Eliot and M.itu*ry at
way June lion,

cause

on

Steamship Co,

Oeei»n

CONTRACT FOR CONVEYANCE OF T11E
Canadian and United State. Mail..
Passengers booked to London*
derrv and Liverpool.
Ketum Tickets
granted at Reduced Ratos.
The Steamship

On ami aflcr Monday, March 1st, 187o,

close.
There is trouble among the Bepublicans oi
ltbode Island. The state convention held the
present week was attended with much excite
ment.
Henry Lippitt was nominated for Gov
eruor.
The nomination is not acceptable be

the coal miners riots.
All danger from the ice gorge
hana is thought to be passed.

A LLA N_ LI N E.

Pasfenaer Trains will leave Station, Commercial,foot
of State Street,

POLITICAL.

Cutler for Governor.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

UNDER

The Connecticut campaign is progressing
vigorously. The election takes place Monday.
Messrs. Blaine aud Frye of this state are
speaking in that state. The result will bo very

l’belps’ dramatic troupe
The,report lacks
were among the passengers.
confirmation.
board, in ia gale,

STEAMERS.

Montreal

tripartite covenant.

Mr. L. is not a temperance man. Subse
quently the temperance men held a conven
tiou and Governor Howard and GeneralYan
Zandt were nominated for Governor ami
Lieut. Governor, but they havo since declined.
The Democrats have nominated Charles It.

on

THAT

CURE

had any snch interview as Mrs. Moulton testified to. This evidence unless rebutted is the
most important so far adduced for the defenco
the
as it overthrows the strongest witness jfor
prosecution. Mr. Clias. Storrs, one of £the
Bowen-Tilton arbitration, has detailed similar
ly to Mr. Wilkison the circumstances attendin';
the signature of the

RAILROADS.

_MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

As
oh June 4th, repeated that confession.
negativing the testimony Mr. Beecher pnts
in an
alibi
and
by his farm
proves
he
hands
that on both of those days
was at Peekskill and therefore could not have

There is another outbreak among Ithe Pennare resylvania coal miners. Several outrages
is feared.
violence
further
and
ported.
It is reported from Tocorna, ^V. T., that
from
steamer .Ruby, in crossing Puget Sou^l
Shattle to Port Madison, went down with all

Monticello,

lUlcigu pit.

though

jury.

/

from Bemis

for
*Stage'cmim'iVioilTWith 2.00 p. from Portland
Kezar
No Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter,
m.

Stowe
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell,
and Chatham.
'Crains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in PortlaDd'
J. HAMILTON, Si PT.
noHdtt
Portland, Nov. 13,187L

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

oct28dtf

STOllMTOfTffl
FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

AH.

OF

OTHERS.

This is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.
steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Derot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the enIsland, every
tirely new and superb Steamer Rhode
ami with the elegMonday, Wednesaay and Friuay,
ant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday ami Saturday, airiving in New York alother linen. Baggag
ways in advance of all

checked through.

_

,n

Tickets procured at depots of Boston « Maine and
ms * Adams 22 ExEastern Railroads and at Roll
& Co., 49} Exchange St.
change St., and W. D. Little
D. S. BABCOCK.
L. W. FILKiNS.
President.
Pasen^er Ag’t. New York.
..

Gen.

dly

~i\terxatToxal_steamship
Easipsrl,

Calaia nail St. John,
Halifax.

Wiml-or anti

SPRING

co7~
Digby^

ARRANGEMENTS.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
On and after MONDAY, March
the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, ami the Steamer
of Portland, Cant. S. H.Ptko,
will leave Railroad Wharl foot ot
State St., every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

29,

City

same

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Dlgby, Annapolis. Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Picton, t'rederlckton.
ItyFreight received on days of sailing unt’l 1

o’clock,

p. m.

marildtf

A. B. STUBBS, Agent

